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hristmas is a time .for rememberirig the 
miracle of our Saviours birth .... a  time for
rejoicing in His glorious message of 
"Peace on Earth, Good .Will to All Men."
■ y  ̂ * * /  . .
Ju^t as the Wise Men brought to the
f e  o /
inse.
’■ .. . ■
m ' may we
bring to the observance of His Birth-
our owri most precious 
g ifts ... . faiths love and  
the rededication of our
our
purpose in
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NEW WESTWONSTER, B.C. 
(CP) •— 'nxe lifs ol 72-year-oki 
Alexaader Wallace has been 
domlxuited by a single musical 
creatioh->H|n4eVa Messial). 
Founder' and conductor of the
13(Mndc« New .Westmfauter Ora* 
torio Society.’ Mr. Wallace will 
present the Messiah for the 2Sth 
time during the Qiristmas sea* 
•on.'* . ■
As he has done for many.years. 
he will sing in parts of the Ora* 
torio. Only twice since 1952 has 
he failed to present the work. 
That was 1 ^  and 1954 when 
he was UL,
*T suggested I  quit and another 
conductor^ be ai^ointed. but the 
group wouldn’t  hear ol such 
thing,’* he said. ’’They suspended 
actlnty until 1 was well etmugh 
to take over again.”
First presentation by,the group 
was in 1933.
^24’ra bo|)to| ihid 
an oar foodbieods whom 
we havê had the tieisate 
to sem, foe to long win 




OrdinaTy-Seaman Has "His Day" 
When Captain Greets The Men
LONDON; The Royal Navy 
tries, to assure that as many as 
possible of its ships are in har* 
bor on Christmas Day. For the 
unlucky ones oh patrol or on pass­
age—and there are a good maiiy 
thisvycar in the Far East and 
elsewhere—the best that can be 
expected is "Sunday routine." 
with work reduced to a minimum. 
Festivities have to wait till har­
bor is reached. For the navy 
in harbor, the big event of the. 
day, is "Captain's Rounds.*' when 
the Commanding Officor of each
ship, attended by Us officers, 
goes the round of the whole ship, 
greeting his men aiui being of’ 
lered hospitality by them on each 
of the gaUy decorated mesa decka.
He is preceded by the young­
est boy in the. ship, dressed in the
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unlff'rm of ship's senior petty 
ofucer, the Master a t Arms (of 
Police Chief of the Ship). Men 
are allowed tO wear improvised 
fancy dress on that day and may 
even ' ‘impersonate*' the captain. 
The youngest boy has his hour 
of glory again on New Year’s 
Eve when he "rings out the Old 
and rings in the Now”—with 16 
beUs Instead ol the traditional 
eight which mark the end of a 
four-hour period at sea.
0 .1 .  JONES ^
FURNITURE CO. t
5U  BERNARD AVE. %
m ■ * • ^
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RCAF radar stations of (,he 
Pine Tree Line pfclced up an 
“unknown.” flying very high 
and fast, over Northern Can-
HE'S ON HIS W AY
ada this afternoon. The in­
truder. was soon f l̂entified. 
Santa Claus is on the way, and 
Airwoman Patricia Mayhew of 
Montreal seems highly pleased
at the appearance of the 
^friendly intruder” on her 
radars screen.
(National Defence Photo)
SCROOGE'S GHOST HAUNTS NOBODY:
Dickens' Christmas Carol 
Still W o rld  Best Seller
By HUGH MULLIGAN 
Associated Press Staff Writer 
On Christmas morning. 1843, in 
1 rundown fac to r^  district of
pa
and A ll Good Wishes fo r the ^
■ i
NEW YEAR'
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London, a windows suddenly flew 
up in the second-floor flat of a 
drab brick building otherwise oc­
cupied only by a few scraggy of­
fices and a wine merchant’? cel­
lar.
"What’s today?” cried the lone 
tenant- to a small boy in the 
street below.
“Today? Why Christmas Day.” 
"Christmas' day!” exulted the 
wan-cheeked, needled-ilosed old 
man at the window. “I haven't 
mWsed it.”
Ebenezer Scrooge, fictions’s 
most famous regenerate villain, 
had come to terms with Christ­
mas and had not missed it after 
all.
HAPPY MORNING
At almost the same hour oq 
that very,sam e morning, in a 
more respectable section of Lon­
don known as,Regent’s Park, an 
upstairs window flew open in the 
neat red-bricked dwelling that 
stood at one Devonshire Terrace.
smiling young' man, his eybs 
agleam with “ a moist and oys- 
tery twinkle," leaned out to greet 
the postman. . .
His name was .Charles Dickens 
and he had not missed Ourist- 
mas either.
The morning mail brought the 
: ubilant news that A Christmas 
Carol, the ever delightful chron­
icle, of Scrooge’s ghostly conver­
sion, had sold out all 6,000 copies 
on its first day of publication and 
a second and third edition were 
already on the presses.
WELL REWARDED 
The bearer of these glad tid 
ihgs was rewarded with “a glass 
of whisky and a cheery blessing.” 
The. recipient rewarded himself 
by celebrating the remainder of 
the Christmas , season in a bub­
bling, boisterous fashion that 
would, have once again set to 
winking” the amazingly agile 
toes of old Mr. Fezziwig,
Like Scrooge reborn, Dickens 
fel(> "light as a feather, happy as 
an angel, merry as a schoolboy, 
giddy as a drunken mab." At 31, 
with little formal schooling but 
with Pickwick Paperfi, . Oliver 
Twist, Nicholas Nlckelby, Old 
Curiosity Shop ‘ a n d  Barnaby 
Rudge already behind him, he 
was at the height of his creative 
powers.
The idea for a ghost story 
about Christmas first occurred to 
him in a railway carriage cn 
route to Manchester for a speech 
n mid-October, The plot fas 
cinated him, but the writing did 
not come easy.
WELL WORKED OVER 
The numerous strikeouts, cross- 
ovcr.s and margin Jottings in 
the original manuscript, now on 
display at Harvard’s Fogg Mu 
seum on loan from New York’s 
Morgan Library, indicate that he 
worked harder on this slondhr 
volume than any previous work. 
The cozy little study ovcrlook- 
ng the pleasant brick - walled 
garden at Regent’s Park became 
i dreary dungeon of drudgery. 
‘Mon have been chained to hide­
ous walls and other strange an­
chors ’ere now/’ he once de­
scribed the throes of authorship, 
"but few have known such suf­
fering and bitterness at one time 
or another ns those who have 
Dccn bound to pens."
Night after night, "when 
sober folks had gone to bed," 
walked IS to 20 miles throulgh the 
dark streets of old London, pick­
ing his characters out of the chill­
ing fog, tracing Tiny Tim’s 
crutch marks in the . unmarred 
snow, finding just the right 
gloomy building for Scrooge’s 
lonely digs, the melancholy tav­
ern where he took this melancholy 
dinner.
HOST TO GHOSTS
By the softly flickering light of 
his berth fire, Dickens played 
host to his own ghosts of Christ­
mas past, present and yet to 
come, intently watching the shad­
ows of his own career march 
over the walls and across the 
ceiling in gaunt procession.
g aunted by his improverished 
t, terrified by his problematic
present but optimistic as always 
about his future, Dickens pro­
fusely poured into The Carol 
the humor, the humiliations, the 
cravings, the deep hurts and sud­
den joys and triumphs of his life­
time.
For more than critics haVe been 
willing to admit, Dickens himself 
was the embodiment of almost 
eVery character in The Carol.
He was Bob Cratchit, the debt- 
ridden^ drone who could heroic­
ally submerge all his carSs to 
nurse a sick child back ' to 
health with delightfully imagina­
tive games, and indulgent atten­
tions.
NEPHEW FRED TOO
He was nephew Fred, the 
happy party giver and party 
goer, leading the giame of 20 
questions, , proposing the toasts, 
laughing l u s t i l y  at craggy- 
hearted old Scrooge but sud­
denly, ' transfixed by sentiment, 
feeling very sorry for him.
He was Jacob Marley,-the good 
man of business, who. realized; 
quicker than his ..fictional coun­
terpart, that “ mankind was my 
business; the common welfare 
was my business.”
When the. ghost of Christmas
past leads Scrooge to a forlorn, 
neglected boy reading by a feeble 
fire* in a dismal attic, that hoy 
is Charles Dickens at 7, playing 
host to Ali Baba and Robinson 
(ilrusoe in the garret of a dingy 
waterfront tenement, where his 
family was' forced to move as 
their fortunes sank lower. 
FAMILIAR SHOP
The musty pawn shop in an 
obscure part of town, where 
Scrooge in horror sees the cur­
tains sold from his deathbed and 
the shirt from his corpse, had 
been visited years before by 
young Dickens who came to sell 
his own little bed and a few 
chairs when his father went to 
debtors prison.
Even Fezziwig's gay warehouse
party, that precuijsor of .all 
Christmas parties, may have had 
its origin in one of the few bright 
spots in his blight childhood, the 
friendly law chambers of EUis 
and. Blaekmorc, where Dickens 
at 15 ser\’ed as 'office Iboy 
and amused himself by dropping 
cherry pits out the window on 
passersby.
But most of all — and some 
readers may shudder to hear 
this — Dickens was Ebenezer 
Scrooge, a "squeezing, wrench­
ing, grasping, clutching, covet­
ous old sinner.” e drov.e a hard 
bargain with his publishers, quib­
bled over every cent of royalt- 
aies. ran out on several contracts, 
fired two artists without warning 
end was partially responsible for 
the suicide of another.
MORE EVIDENCE 
Like Scrooge, he was capable 
of the extremes of benevolence 
and malevolence. A soft touch for 
panhandlers, especially down-at- 
the-heels actors, he kept a close 
eye and a tight hand on family 
budgets and made scenes over 
hotel bills. A fond and affection­
ate father he was a vain tyrant 
of a husband who, at 46, ruth­
lessly left the wife who had given 
him 10 children to have an affair 
[with an 18-year-old actress. He 
never saw Kate again and was 
livid when any of the children 
wen^ to see her.
Scrooge’s Christmas conver­
sion. duly ratified over a bowl of 
smoking bishop, may have sym­
bolized Dickens' own resolution 
to reform. ^
The Carol was—and still is—an 
immensely popular success, one 
of those fare, happy," hallowed 
books that seem destined to pass 
on from genera,tion to generation 
of enchanted readers.
"Who can listen to objections 
regarding such a book as this?” 
asked William Makepeace Thack­
eray almost as soon as it ap­
peared. “ It seeips to be a na­
tional benefit, and to every man 
and woman who reads it a per­
sonal kindness.”
i
A  Merry Christmai
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\  A k May these coming holidays be filled
with love and happiness that comes 
from being close to loved ones during
i
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y i e n y  C h r is t in a s
io r a iryour sewing needs 
425 BERNARD AVE.
#Me’ie eoteriog die 
Holiday scene with 
« sincere thanks and the 
I  Season’s best wishes to 
all our, patrons 
whose good will 
and confidence 
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m The Christmas Message a
rits,
I f
A t This Happy Time W e  Extend friend ly  Greeting^ to A l t
SIMPSON LIMITED
\
THE KELOW NA ! CO. LTD.
I'l
^  A  '
0
To one and ail. we send greetings 
of the season, and wishes for a 
holiday rich in friendship and^ 
bright with happiness — a Christ­
mas to remember.
" S
» ResWe Insurance Agencies
1 95 8 -a N T E N N IA L  YEAR
N ew
F o r
Is New  Era 
Columbians
233 Lawrence Are. ’Kelowna
€%K'Z'JtX^ : t « w
i
VVe’d like to  
help brighten your holidays 
w ith  ou r s in cere th an ks  
for the priv ilege o f serv­
ing you and our warmest 
wishes for every happiness.
James U p ith o rn e  u  B jcn
366 Bernard Ave.
Ltd.
<*  ̂ ■
Kelowna
By ERWIN FRICKE , 
Canadian Press Staff Writer
BARKERVILLE, B.C. tCP) —1 
Cariboo C a m e r o n  and Billy 
Barker, British Columbia’s first 
big-time spenders, would delight 
in the lavbh preparations for the 
B.C. centennial next year.
Fort Langley is being recon­
structed at a cost of nearly $300,- 
000. Vancouver is building a 
3170.000 maritime museum and 
spending another $150,000 for 
street decorations.
Throughout the province at 
least 40 community halls are be­
ing built along witlv an assort­
ment pf libraries, nriuscums, art 
galleries, b a t h i n g  pavilions, 
senior citizens’ homes, exhibition 
grandstands, swimming - p o o l s  
and ice arenas.
GRANT OF $830 
Cameron and» Barker prob-. 
ably would complain only about 
the spending being done around 
their old hometown, Barkeryille, 
the historic centre of the Cariboo 
gold rush.
Its centennial grant from the 
B.C. government is $850, about 
as much as' Cariboo Cameron 
used to pan from his gold claim 
here in a good afternoon’s work 
and later spent just as fast. 
That was h^ck in the 1860s 
when B.C. was just a pup of a
!
m .Vd like to fill your 
stockings with otir best 
wishes for a Christmas 
holiday as bright as the 
light in a child’s eyes 
• as wann and cheery 









province and BarkerviUc called 
itself ’’the gold, capital of the 
world.” Its fortune-hungry popu­
lation of between 10,000 and 15.' 
000 made it-the biggest city west 
of Chicago and north of San 
Francisco. Only Indian teepees 
marked the site of Vancouver 400 
miles south.
Today there are only leaning 
grey-plank buildings, crumbling 
log cabins and splintered board 
walks^to recall the roaring camp 
of tinnny tinklings and dance-hall 
girls, of raucous laughter from 
rough miners and hard • faced 
gamblers.
POPULATION 65 
Most of the 65 persons still 
here are old. Some still “snipe” 
the barren creeks for stray bits 
of "color,” flakes of gold.
Once the end of. the 400-mile 
Cariboo ’Frail for a' vast proces­
sion of mule teams; ox trains 
and six - horse stagecoaches, 
Barkerville now is 60 miles from 
the new hard - topped Cariboo 
highway. A bus brings mail once 
a day and, sometimes, a passen­
ger.'
Efforts by^ewspapers and his­
torical sociraes to have Barker­
ville made a permanent historic 
site have thus far proved un­
availing..........
Fred Ludditt., chairman of the 
a r e a ’ s centennial committee; 
said the $850 grant is provided 
by the government on a per cap­
ita basis and must be shared 
with |h e  neighboring and more 
populous mining village of Wells.
‘‘That’s not much for a com­
munity whose pioneers shipped 
out $40,000,000 in gold,”, he said. 
“If they don’t do something soon 
to preserve Barkerville there 
won’t be anything left.^’
The ’Theatre Royal, built in. Placer 
1869, where cntcrtalntrs from pan 
Paris and- London performed,! 
was torn ‘<h)wn in 1M7. The 
House Hotel with its mirrors, 
bars, brass rail and spittoons 
was ruled a fire hazard and lev­
elled.
’’The courthouse built in 1865 
where Judge Matthew Bcgbie 
(B.C.’s first judge and first chief 
justice) officiated is covered with 
obse'enities and is in disgraceful 
repair,” Mr. Ludditt said.
Here Judge Bcgbie made the 
fearless* rulings credited with 
preserving the Cariboo from the 
lawlessness which accompanied 
the California gold rush.
Still well-preserved Is St. Sav­
iour’s Anglican church, built in 
1869. It is still used and so is the 
organ packed in 400 miles on the 
backs of mules. Rev. Fred YoU 
and. Sir Winston Churchill’s tu­
tor at one time, once served the 
congregation.
The cemetery also needs care, 
said Mr. Ludditt. Graves were 
overgrown with weeds and trees.
THE CAMERON SAGA
Here Cariboo Cameron was 
buried after he 'd ied penniless 
within sight of the claim which 
brought him $150,000.
The Cameron saga is the one 
most re,told in this area. His wife 
and daughter died here in the 
winter of 1865 and Cameron made 
one coffin out of tin for the bod 
ies which were then preserved in 
whisky. ’The long trip back to 
Cornwall, Ont., i n c l u d e d  400 
miles by dog team to Bella 
Coola, B.C., and a sailing voyage 
round Cape Horn.
Billy Barker, who gave his 
name to Barkerville, made his 
fortune here in 1863.’ Despite 
jeers from miners panning gravel 
in Williams Creek, he dug down 
52 feet to locpte the first of the 
Cariboo’s rich deep riggings. He 
died destitute In Victoria.
Mr. Ludditt said the scheduled 
trip next summer of a six-horse 
stagecoach from Victoria to Bar 
kerville "is fine as a celebration 
but there’s nothing left for future 
generations.”
“Let B.C. put Barkerville back 
on the map in 1958 as Barkerville I 
put B.C. on the map in 1858.” |
GOLD MADE B.C.
For it was the gold rush that 
made British Columbia. Until 
1857 the mainland area was onlv 
a ifur-trading territory for the 
Hudson’s Bay Company. I t was 
swiftly made a British colohy— 
with the formal ceremony at 
Fort Langley — the next year 
when the discovery of gold at­
tracted 25,000 Americans in four 
months.
These gold-hungry Americans, 
virtually the entire white popula­
tion and therefore a threat to 
British authority, caused B.C. to 
be born.
'The new colony’s first revenue 
was from ipiners.’ licences and 
its first bonded debt'was incurred 
in building sections of the Cari­
boo wagon road to Barkerville.
mining, requiring only 
a sluice box for equip­
ment, hit its peak in the Barker­
ville furea in 1863 but large, com­
panies worked lode mines an­
other 40 years.' During the-ode- 
presslon of the 1930s Hhcre was 
revival of interest in placer 
mining but this rapidly dwindled 





MONTREAL — A giant stain­
ed glass window recalling Mon­
treal 150 years ago, when the 
fur trade was flourishing, will be 
the main feature in the deoora- 
ation of Ihe -principal cockUil 
lounge of the Queqn Elizabeth 
Hotel, now . being erected in the 
metropolis by the Canadian Na- 
bonal Railways. It Was designed 
by a master glass-worker, Marius 
Plamondon of Quebec, Ymd phows 
fur traders 'bargaining with the
Indians, bringing back pelts, and 
relaxing at Montreal’a historic 
old Beaver Club. i
The window, which is nearly 
GO feet long by more than three 
feet in width, will weight bait 
ton when alldhe glass is as­
sembled and leaded.
THE DAILY COURIER 
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TWO ISLANDS 
Grand Manan Island In the Bay 
of Fundy is so called to dlstUw 
guish it from LitUe Manan Island 









Bes^ wishes of the season 
and our sincere thanks to 
all our friends and patrons.
JOHNSTON & TAYLOR
REAL ESTATE
send you our 
siocete^ wishes
that p u r  hem  will
/
rejoice in the bountiful blessings 
of a Merry Christmas.,
< 1
-  M A NAG EM ENT AN D  ST A F F
D. CHAPMAN & CO. LTD.
!
?
Mica, Sequini Dazzle 
1957 Yuletide Cards
V,4
In the hue Christmas spirit 
of ioy and good will, 
we are happy to greet all 
our friends and wish 




iBy THE CANADIAN PRESS
'Christmas cards bedecked with 
mica snowflakes, iridescent se­
quins and glittering tinsel dazzle 
Canadian shoppers this year.
Such typical Christpias sym­
bols as holly, sprays or pine 
cones, poinsettias, mistletoe, can­
dles bells and the jolly face of 
St. Nick have also retained popu­
larity, Canadian manufacturers 
say.
A C a n a d i a n  Press survey 
across the country indicates that 
cards are of sufficient variety to 
suit all tastes. Prices range from 
10 cents up to $5.00 each and for 
boxes anywhere from Sl.OO up for 
a dozen or two.
RELIGIOUS^ MOTIF 
One of -the best sellers, religi­
ous cards picturing the'Madonna 
and Child, catoUers or angel.s 
still convey the significance of 
the Christmas festival.
Novelty cards are brighter, 
gayer and zippier than ever be­
fore.
In the province of Quebec, 
cards designed by the Benedic­
tine monks at Ste. Benoit dp Lac 
and the Benedictine nuns a t the 
Abbaye Ste. Marie at St. Eus- 
tache. arc popular. They are re­
ligious, in theme but drawn in the 
modern style that now character­
izes church decoration and arch 
Itccture in French Canada with 
a hint of oriental influence. A ser­
ies < of Christmas cards from 
paintings by Canadian artists and 
showing scenes from Quebec life 
arc also Id demand.
Maritimers are selecting the
sentimental card though “ slim 
: ims” — long, thin cards—are 
leading the parade in Saint John. 
N.B. In Prince Edward Island 
and Nova Scotia the trend is to­
wards religious and snow scenes. 
WATER-COLOR SKETCHES 
Newfoundland artists Les Gour- 
ley and Darroch MacGillivray 
are making a hit with water-color 
sketches.
In Ontario the trend is towards 
the new look in cards with shop­
pers p r e f e r r i n g  Christmas 
scenes, trees and ornaments stud­
ded with sparklets and sprinkled 
with diamond dust and tinsel.. 
However dealers note the moire 
conservative c h o o s e  Canadian 
scenes and plain season’s greet­
ings type of illustration.
A variety of trends is reported 
by western dealers. In Winnipeg 
the old-fashioned card with trad­
itional design remains top choice. 
The big demand in Edmonton is 
for sportsmen cards ..while Medi­
cine Hat shoppers eye western 
scenes.
Saskatchewan! dealers say slim 
Jims arc the big sellers. In 
Prince Albert, the preference Is 
for the religious card- while 
Moose Jaw reports a trend to­
ward the novelty card.
Vancouver dealers note little 
change In card buying. Demand 
is so-so for Dickensian cards and 
modern caricatures are not li]l 
evidence. The religious, winter 
scene and traditional Christmas 
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Pacific Air Lines said today as* 
Burance has been received from 
the Bristol Company that the 
first of six turbine^w ered Brit­
annia akliaers mt order will be 
delivered Feb. 15.
The announcement said present 
plans calls for initial introduction 
of the lOO-passenser, 400-mlie-an- 
hour plane (m (7A ’s polar and 
north Pacific services.
LBOEND OF 8T. VlLUAirS
s fO N is ;  .
■' At JCQUn. PerthshirCf-ScoUand. 
the villagers pull rushes each 
Chrisbnas from a nearby stream 
to make a restiniMdace for a 
number of stones t a i ^  from the 
gables o f 'a n  and«at ctsm-milL 
They are m>t ordinary stones, for 
the villagers believe that they 
Y^ere used centuries a |^  by their 
patron saint. St. Fillian, to cure 
ague, tpraixu 'ai^ other ailnieots 
and injuries.
The first printed news-sheet in 
South America was issued at 
Lima, Peru, in 1594. ,
M e n y  C h r i s t m a s
khMiMi:
FROM MANAGEMENT AND STAFF
TREAD60LD PAINT SUPPLY LTD.
1619 Pendosi SJ.
.•HwwwwawKigiM W KKiM inmwfiwwnpawtwwnvi
I
Fnmw a aa  fsrghnys
Jtqr ts oar fritidt ttd 
oiVibon, Fomi to oif 
iitioi, 6ood Win to sH
T he Management 
and Staff 
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NOTED ENGINEER
Sir Caslmlr GeowskI, Russian* 
hem engineer who died in 1898« 
waa the first president of the
i f V v . -
■
This Christmas Will Be Happiest 
Yet For 7*!Year-0ld Judy Crocket
LETHBRIDGE, Alta. (CP>—I school here, probably after the
itUe Judy has come home and first of the year, Mrs. CrocketjcanadUm S o d e t^ ^Q v U  Engh^ 
for the first time in her life, the said. 'eers.
sew n-yea^d daugh^  of Mr. «cspgig>pg>pg>ggtM)giasBgWWWaww>iŵ
and Mrs. ErMst Crocket of Leth-'“  i n
bridge can stand.
Last February the ywingster 
flew to Toronto with her mother 
for surgery on her legs, useless 
since birth. Previous attempts to 
help her had failed.
Now. three operations later, 
iittle -Judy is able to stand with 
the aid of braces and her doc­
tors say she soon wUl be able 
to move about with crutches and 
braces ^
Two Lethbridge service’ dubs 
helped foot the Vdlli for exten­
sive surgery and physiotherapy 
treatments. i"
Judy was bom with a r a ^  dis­
ability which left her body use­
less from the waist down and un- ___________________________________
given a wheelchair she was able ----------  *
to move only by pulling herself 
with her hands.
Mrs. Crocket, who spent the 
eight months in Toronto with her 
daughter, is hopeful that with 
practice Judy will be aljle to get 
around with crutches and later 
with braces only.
At Toronto the youngster under­
went three operations. Her braces 
were made by veterans at Sunny- 
brook Hospital and'as she grows, 
the shoes and braces will have to 
be replaced.
Before she went east, Mrs.
Crocket said, Judy was taking 
grade one lessons here and while | 
in hospital she was able to com­
plete the grade.
The youngster 'will return to|
361 BERNARD A VE.
To all friends and a sincere 
thanks for your support in 
the pa^t year.









This is the kind o f picture you can only get on it Christmas morning— a happy moment 
[recorded— ŷours to cherish for ever. t
Ir ECORD I t  ON FILM
^.... I I I  ..............  T
C hristm  as M il estd h e
F a milV C ircle
__________  ____________________________________________ _ Years from now you wouldn't
llPtiWtifWiWtitigeweigigiCgtKigieitigmtt ePgiWWWWigiKmBMiBtiWUigtgigew I part with the family photos you
A  yon trim yonr troo 
for YuUMot 
photo think 
of m ot hoingwith 
yonin spirit, 
 ̂ wishing yon tbo 
^ poryhottof 
oporytbing/
took during the Chrstmas season 
of 1957, at any price. Each Christ­
mas marks a milestone within 
the family circle and,makes pos- 
jsible scenes* of happiness and joy 
[that can. never.be.repeated.
Junior leading Sister and Mom 
I down the stairs to see what Santa 
Claus has brought—it’s the first 
Christmas he’s old enough to even 
partly understand. Catch that look 
of wonder and delighted surprise 
as he gê ts his first glimpse of 
the Christmas tree overflowing 
I with loving gifts.
And "shoot” Sister as she re- 
I cognizes the doll she’s been loni 
ing for. Now she’s on the flo< 
helpiiig little' brother with that 
mechanical toy—another picture 
you, simply must get,
Here comes Grandmu. “ Look, 
Grandma, see what Sdnta Claus 
brought!” Wha^ a,picture as the 
children gather around l^ r  to 
show her their presents. What a 
picture, too, as Mom and the 
children offer their gifts to 
Grandma, letting her know that 
it’s her Christmas too. '
I JOY OF CHRISTMAS
Yes, the Joys of Christmas offer 
[the year’s most fascinating Sub­
jects for family plcture^taking, 
whether it’s Mom qnd Dad "snap­
ping” the younger and older folk, 
or the grandparents recording 
the scene as Mom and Dad ex­
change gifts wrapped in love and 
I deep affection. '
And the best part of It Is that 
I it’s all so eiasy, whether in black- 
and-white, color stills, or in mov­
ing pictures. Whichever you pre­
fer, you and your family will
aftho'yearJ
■weiegijwwjgygy I an by, will bo treasured moro
land more.
The reason it’s so easy and such 
I fun to tak e . pictures is that to­
day’s cameras do almost every- 
thln^'' for you. The recent im­
provements in lenses and camera 
mechanism, Including built-in 
flash synchronizers, give the ama­
teur cyer so much more latitude 
than was once the case. Improve­
ments, too, have taken place in 
the making and processing of 
Ifllm.
Another Important factor in
still photography is the grading of 
photographic paper. Here you, or 
the professional finisher,, have an 
advantage??'in that even' an im­
properly exposed negative can 
be made into a reasonably good 
picture because of paper that 
compensates for your, error. 
STILL PICTURES
For takinjg still pictures in col­
or, all you need to do is follow 
the instructidns. Here again, the 
manufacturers of caiheras and 
films have allowed ' a latitude 
that almost guarantees good re­
sults if you carefully follow in­
structions. That is why even be­
ginners swell with pride, as they 
project on a screen, or other­
wise view, their 35mm transpar­
encies.
Then, of coprse, the making of 
moving pictures has been, greatly 
simplified. Imagine showing mov­
ies of the family taken this 
Christmas, even though you have 
never taken movies before. You 
will be thrilled •when* you first
TO EVERYO NE
JACK KIRK




see them - and it will be fun to 
view them again and again, es­
pecially after the youngsters have 
added a few: years.
So, with cameras and films 
that make it so easy ;to take 
black-and-white or color still pic- 
.ti^es and with motion picture 
cameras so! e a s / to  'operate, plus 
the fact that prices are now so 
reasonable, all the fun and' ex­
citement of Christmas picture- 
taking can be yours'to enjoy;
CUSTOMS AND TRADITIONS 
The Devil’s Knell: Seven huh- 
dred years ago in the English 
town of Dewsbury, in Yorkshire, 
a boy was murdered and his body 
thrown in a bearby stream. The 
crime was discovered and the 
murderer, a rich man named 
Thomas de Soothill, presented as 
a penance a tenor bell to Dews­
bury Church. The bell became 
known as the Devil’s Knell and 
every Christmas eve it is tolled 
once for each year of the Christ­
mas calendar.
May the.Christmas message 
of Peace and Good Will 
f inspire renewed faith in the 
hearts of men everywhere.
FIRST LIVESTOCK
A few cattle wfere brought to 
Canada by Jacques Cartier in 
1541, but it was some years be­
fore herds were established.
LITERARY JUDGE
Chief Justice of Ontario in 
Ontario in 1884-97, Sir John Hag- 
arty was an occasional writer of 
verse.
GERMAN SETTLERS 
Lunenburg, historic Nova Soo- 
I tla flshbig port, was named from 
Luneberg In Germany, old home 





REMINDS y o u  TO, DRIVE CAREFULLY 
OVER* THE faoLIDAYS ‘('i.
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Book and G ift Shop
BERNARD AVE.
J lu t a  Riendly message 
to  you  for your patronage 
w bh yon and your loved ones a  
lioH ^ y seastm f id  of 
friendship, good dieer, 
fo o d  heaUh and m udi bappinessi j
May aS your troubles be small ones. 
FHONE 2137
T ,  all our loyH friends 
and patrims wo send 
this Holiday giteting 
with the wish that y<̂ u 
enjoy all the delights 
of this festive season.
i




' e o 4 j C f 7 x _
-J t I t
,i\x t happlftcts o i 
the Holiday ttn w o , 
deepened and  itrensthened 
by the spiritual Inspiratloii of the 
Chrlitinai mtssasr# abide With 
you ihrouah all the days aheadf 
This is our warmest wish for you 
Odd y o u n , AS through th e .
soft sjtcm^e of A Holy nl$hl> 
the shiniffs wonder of Christmas 








CONG FOE BSENH3WFE , 
PARIS iRratcrs) — President j 
Eisenhower today received a gold 
medal from »n wganizalion cl 
25.000 French farmers, a tribute 
to him as "president, liberator 
bikI Gettysburg fcrmcr.” Count 
Francois de Vogue, head of the 
^ S o c l e t e  des Agriculteurs de 
F tance. presented the medal. .
THE D .iaV  COU!tlEE 
' TUE3. DEC. 21, 1C!7
G ^  production i i  V.'e^terti 
Australia Is c-:timatccl at 53CO, 
000.000 slnc2 the first gold rush at 
Hail's Cretk in 1£37.
The only active volcacp in the 
continental United States Is Lar­
sen Peak in California.
%
May you have a 
Merry Christmas and a 
P|Ospcrous New Year
Thompson Accounting Service
1487 TVatcr SU Kelowna 3114 Barnard Ave., Vernon.
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We’re entering the holiday » 
scene with sincere thanks^ 
a n d  the Seasons’ Best 
Wishes to all our patrons 
whose good will and con­
fidence we value so highly. ?
Christmas qule.ts the chain 
saws’ roar in pulpwood forest. 
Hundreds of miles from the din 
of smoky towns and the hec­
tic traffi6 of busy streets, lies 
a winter wonderland where 
Christmas trees grow In count­
less numbers. It is Canada’s 
number one natural resource, 
the rich pulpwood forest where 
in hundreds of depots and 
thousands of camps, no deco­
rations are needed to give a 
Christmas atmosphere. At left,
in the stillness of Holy Night, 
a depot glistens with spark­
ling lights as pulpwood workers 
prepare for their * Midnight 
Service, while at right Santa 
thanks a,plow driver who h°s
brought him to the camp 
From these camps, in the 
heart of the nation’s managed 
woi^Iands, comes the wood 
harvest that, when converted 
into pulp and. paper, becomes 
Canada’s leading expo> .̂






The old truths of the 
Christmas story bring new
ioy at this most 
blessed of holidays.
I l l
R l i ?
IN  THE HOME STRETCH
Year A head Significant 
For M ig h ty  New  Seaway
M ANAG EM ENT and STAFF
ROCKGAS PROPANE LTD.




By ROBERT RICE 
Canadian Press Staff Writer 
MONTREAL (CP) — The St. 
Lawrence Seaway is spurting into 
the home stretch. The finish line 
and royal acclaim is just little 
more than a year away.
Seaway experts say they’ll 
complete their five-year, billion- 
doUar job on time, ready for the 
Queen’s formal opening' in late 
April, 1959.
That’s when big ocean freight­
ers are to sail 2̂ 000 miles from 
the Atlantic to the Lakehead, con­
verting the five Great Lakes into 
an eighth sea for world vessels. 
HUGE PROJECT 
For this, Canada and the 
United States are spending $400,< 
000,(X)()-plus on seven new con­
crete locks, four canals and re­
lated river dredging. Ontario and 
New York State are spending an­
other $600,000,000 for a power 
dam and two control structures 
to produce 2,200,000 - horsepower 
of electricity.
The new seaway, 27-feet deep 
into Lake Ontario,' renders obso­
lete'the old system of 14-foot-deep 
cahal^ that accommodates Spe­
cial canal boats and small 250- 
foot ocean ships.
'The year 1958 will see some 
startling changes. - ,
In- July, sluice gates in the 
jjower dam at Cornwall, Out., 
will swing shut, and Lake Ontario 
will f le ^  40,000 acres on both 
sides of the broad St. Lawrence 
River. The seaway power dam, 
neafly bisected by the interna­
tional boundary, will start crack­
ling electricity over new high- 
teilslon lines. •
CHANGED SCENE 
The' 35-mile-long lake, stretch*- 
ing west from Cornwall, will 
flood' seven old Ontario towns. 
The old north’-shore canals will 
be underwatjcr as far as Iror 
quois.
Three seaway locks! two of 
them on the United States side 
of the river, will start operation 
'—but only for ships of l4 - foot 
draught. Full use for 27 - foot- 
draught vessels won't ..begin un­
til 1959. , •
Work will press on at the other 
lock sites, and as the great con­
crete structures are completed, 
emphasis will shift to installation 
of machinery to operate them.
Ten new bridges—mostly small 
but costly structures spanning 
the locks—will be put in place as 
the year d r a w s  to a close. 
Dredges will qontinue deepening 
the channel where the seaway 
route swings through Lake St.
R O & (
im i
i
Holly-gay. polntoHlo bright 
kinJ tporkKng at th« Chrliljmat
' ' I .  t \
lights ora our wlihtt •<- that you.
'' ■ b", "
our many friendi —  will fIn|J tht
Holiday flliod with rich blftilngi
and ioy* of tht traditional Yula.
M ANAGEM ENT nnd STAFF
'» I ' ' ■ ■ ■' I '
VIQORy ”  MOTORS 
L T D .,
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Louis and Lake St, Francis.
This part of the work, says sea 
way president Charles Gavsie, 
may have to be kept up after 
the waterway is operating. It 
won’t  interfere ^ith navigation. 
Mr. Gavsie is resigning the job 
in January to join a Montreal 
law firm.
TO SET TOLLS
Aside from construction, 1958
will see the g(mouncement of a 
toll schedule, ■ an , event long 
awaited by s h ii^ rs  andj shipping 
lines and their customers. It will 
aim at setting fees on cargoes 
and ships low enough to attract 
business and yet high enough to 
pay peaway costs in 50 years.
'The Welland Canal, sidestep­
ping Niagara Falls, is part of m  
seaway, and it is being ‘ depened 
at a $22,0()0,000 cost to match the'̂ l 
27-foot depth. This is expected 
to be finished by 1959, too.
"TH A NK  YOU" SAID 
THE ENGINEMAN
YARMOUTH. Eng. (AP)-A  
Norwich - to - Yarmouth diesel 
train ^was stopped Wednesday 
night by a duck. .
The plump mallard crashed 
through the engine windshield 
and hit engineer Jim Field on 
the hand. Field received first 
aid and then completed the 
run.
He ^ook the duck home for 
dinner.
LONG*̂  TRADITION 
The present Swedish Riksdag, 
or Parliament, was formed about 
the year 1435. ,
i» E  SETTLERS
The first Chinese immigrants 
reached British Columbia before
As the new year e n ^  next DC-11870, ______________________
cember, manpower a t the gicut 
seaway project  ̂ —̂ some 15,000 
workers at its peak—will begin 
to dwindle. Millions of dollars 
worth of machinery—bulldozers, I §  
cranes, trucks, driUs and other s  
equipment — will be diverted to '"  
other projects.
I Jamisons
I BOOKS and HOBBIES
1 -
 ̂ O n P endozi S t. P h o n e 3 0 4 4 |
isa,
Saver
Driving and walking are full­
time jobis, these days, and a split- 
second’s inattention may be fatpl.
And with Christmas just around 
the corner, the problem of driver 
alterness should be particularly 
emphasized, according to John 
Dyck, pijesident of Kelowna Jun­
ior Chamber of Commerce.
The bustling holiday season) 
with its whirl of social activities, 
shopping, a n d  merry-making, 
tends to decrease mental and 
musculhr efficiency, officials 
pointed out. ,
, Driver alterness may be im­
paired by many causes: drowsi 
ness, fatigue, the monotony of a 
long drive, alcohol, and many 
other things that tend to blurr 
the senses and cut down atten­
tion. "
Jaycee officials stressed that 
one of the best ways for motorists 
to be at top efficiency during a 
long trip is to stop at regular in




 ̂ a happt) aeaoon and a 
I hol^ one.Ottr 
wish for }jou {«tfiat
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j of the of icthUheny 
renewed hope and ^
; courage..,freaî
)o^ and Inipiratlon.
other non - alcoholic beverage. 
Scientific evidence shows that the 
amount of caffeine contained in a 
cup of coffee produces a more 
rapid and clearer flow of thought! 5  
and diminishes drowsiness and S 
fatigue. 5
FIVE RULES
The five rules listed below are 
the Jaycees’ suggestions for safe lay  
holiday driving. I s^
1. The holiday rush may be fa 
tal to yourself and others., Slow 
down even if it means being late 
at a business appointment or 
party. .
2. If you feel thirsty and Insist 
on driving, make it coffee. The 
friendly cup will sharpen your re­
flexes, help you reach your des­
tination safely.
3. Beware of your car heater— 
it generates warmth but also 
makes you drowsy unless you 
leave your Car window open.
4. Be tolerant and understand­
ing towards other drivers. And 
give pedestrians the right of way.
5. If you are leaving on a holi­
day trip the following morning do 
not stay up too late. And make 
frequent stops for a coffee break.
CHRISTMAS GREETINGS AND  
A  HAPPY NEW  YEAR TO ALL
' . I' . . I
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CALF DESTROYED 
NATIVITY SCENE
TAMPA, Fla. (AP) — The 
Flr.st'. Christian Church will do 
Without a cow In its live nativ­
ity scefie this year.
In 1955, the first year the 
scene was dl.splaycd — nnd 
again last year—the cow se­
lected for the tableau gave 
birth to n calf during the di^- 
play period.
e -




K ELO W NA, b .C .
n o r t h e r n  r iv e r
Ilnmllton Rluer In ,Labrador,! 
reaching halfway to Hudtoh Bay, 
more than 500 miles long wlth| 
many falls and rapldtf,
F R O M  M A N A G E M E N T  
A N D  S T A FF O F
BAKERY AND TEA ROOM
I ' .
|CEL0W N A |430 BERNARD AVE
ailY ANIMAL
The Canada lynx la p silvery-1 
grey animal with n black-tipped 
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. F l ip M  TH E  
M A N A G EM EN T  
A N D  S T A F F  O P  '
Chez Louis
\
To fhtMo oar tttff  to t » h f  
Chrlttwat at Jiame, C tIB Z  LOUIS 
wfil be doted Cbrittipiaa l>«r. 





The managemeni and staff of out 
hrm express the wish that you will 
enjoy a most happy, holiday season.
ffm..
f s s 'i
.M i -
T H E  M ANAGEM ENT A N D  STAFF
ADANAC AUTO BODY SHOP
.259  LAWRENCE AVENUE I










Toys A id  Future 
W este rn  Science
TllE ».\ILY COURIER 
TUBS. DEC. 24. >^T
I
PROOF OF THE PUDDING
It’s Christmas puaJiag time 
at Canadian National Railways 
and Chef Instructor* Joseph 
Nellis, who prepares the three 
tons of pudding needed for 
CNR'dining cars each year, 
appointed Susan Tolhurst, as
h is. assistant chef for a day. 
After helping the ̂ chef mix the 
huge pile of raisins, peel, wal­
nuts, brown sugar and many 
other ingredients thht are on 
the table, Susan took time out 
to make a little pudding for 
herself. First, with pad and
pencil, she had to reduce the 
chef’s quantities down to little 
girl size. Then she got busy 
wiUi mixing bowl and spoon. 
Finally, the pudding came out 
of the steaming oven and 
Susan’s expression proves it 
met every taste requirement.
Britain Looks Forward
For Christmas and the New'Year, may you 
enjoy a continuous round o f good cheer, 
happiness, good health and prosperity.
Growers
1 32 Ellis St.
By ALAN HARVEY 
Canadian Press Staff Writer
LONDON (CP) — Handicapped 
by the highest rates of interest 
in 37 years but confident of an 
increase in industrial production, 
Britain looks for slightly 'better 
economic weather'in the next 12 
nionths.
The position, now si still diffi­
cult, but there are some promiS' 
ing factors, including a trend to 
lower commodity prices. The 
wholesale price of basic niater- 
euWK««<K*KaKiMK««iM«««>mif«|inWKa|ials used in manufacturing Indus









May the wondrous spirit of 
Christmas bring you a special 
note of joy that will continue 
throughout the coming New 
Year.
ENJOY O U R . . .
RED SPARKLING 
BURGUNDY
during your tuikey dinner





lihis advertisement is not published o r  displayed by the
a' uor Cc ■ 
umbia.
Uq ontrol Board or by the Government of British
total 12 months ago, and import 
prices generally are at their low­
est point for more than two years.
lliis tilts the international 
terms o l trade in Britain’s favor, 
reduces prices in the shops ''and 
helps relieve inflationary pres­
sure.
BRICHT SPOTS
Other hopeful signs Include 
high coal stocks—production of 
coal Is up one per cent over 1956 
—an increasing labor force, vir- 
9  tually lion - -existent unemploy.
~ ment and official forecaste of 
good prospects for a continued 
rise in industrial production, now 
at a record level.
Production dipped slightly In 
1956 from the record level of 1955 
but is up 1 ^  p6r cent in 1957, 
making the total an absolute high 
though the rate of increase has 
been bettered in some previous 
years. British production now is 
about 50 per cent above pre-war 
days.
’The Conservative government 
h?s moved uncompromisingly to 
combat inflation.
Chancellor of the Exchequer 
Peter ’Thorneycroft, whose April 
budget contained tax reductions 
intended as incentives for top ex­
ecutives and businessmen, took 
a 'sterner line in October and in 
creased the bank rate from five 
to seven per cent, highest since 
[1920-21.
I ' He ’ also announced a brake on 
investment spending by govern­
ment departments, local author­
ities and nationalized industries, 
asked the banks to restrict "pri­
vate sector" loans to industry and 
ihstructed the capital Issues com. 
mlttee to take a “mpre resteic- 
tlve and critical attitude" toumrd 
borrowing.
The stiff measures
the free-trade area to be formed 
around 'the European Common 
Market, a. project which may be 
threatened by (France’s financial 
weakness. British officials now 
call it an '‘industrial’’ free trade 
area, underlining their desire to 
exclude food, tobacco and horti­
cultural products. Some epmpro- 
mlse’is believed possible between 
Uie British viewpoint and that of 
countries dependent on agricul­
tural exports.
British exports to Canada are 
rising. Value of goods exported to 
Canada in 1956 was £177,700,000 
compared with £140,800,000 in 
1955, and in the first 10 months 
of 1957 the figure 'was £164,400,- 
000 promising a further improve­
ment for the whole year.
Hopes are attached to the Can­
adian trade mission, which made 
a month-long tour of British in­
dustry at the taQ-end of 1957, and 
reported favorable prospects for 
increasing Anglo-Canadian trade.
At home, there is some con­
cern about maintaining industrial 
peace. With the government seek­
ing to restrain wage increases, a 
showdown appeared imminent at 
one point between employers and 
organized labor, with the govern­
ment in the middle, but there 
were signs that the unions were 
taking a cautious stand, refrain­
ing from decisive strike action 
as long as i>ossible.
Britain’s gold and sterling dol­
lar reserves were strengthened 
toward the end of 1957. Ihe figr 
ure at the end of November was 
$2,185,000,000, still considered too 
low for safety. '
Would lik e  
A Hot Bath
BUDAPEST, Hungary (AP) -  
There is a plaintive chant circu­
lating in this Hungarian capital 
of nearly 2,000,000 population;
All I want for Christmas is 
one hot bath (or even a cold 
one).” » .
Due to a persistent water short­
age, all bathing—tub or shower, 
at home or in factories—has been 
forbidden here for nearly two 
weeks by the city council.
Now liiet council has issued a 
further decree: "Residents who 
continue to violate conservation 
orders by bathing will have se­
vere fines imposed on them op 
the spot by control officers,” 
Some Budapesters a s k e d :  
"What about the lady/caught in 
her tub by a control officer? She 
doesn’t u s u a l l y  carry money 
there to pay an on-the-spot fme, 
sd how will she satisfy the com­
mission?" ' V
The government has blamed 
"wastefulness" for the water 
shortage. However, some of the 
city’s water facilities were built 
in 1905 and have not been ex­
panded or modernized since, de­
spite a big population increase.
By CYNTIUA LOWRY
NEW. YORK (AP) — For woi- 
rlers about a future generation of 
scientists in this era of space 
coinpetition thenfs' a. note of 
Christmas cho^r m me air'lrom  
the toy people.
Playthings with a '  scientific 
slant —ranging from chemistry 
sets and imerosedpes to plastic 
kite of rocket ships and space 
stations—are enjoying 'an unpre­
cedented popularity this season.
That’s* word from Arnold 
Bolka.of the Trade Research Or. 
ganizatibn, which keeps tabs on 
toy manufacturing and retailing 
t re n d s .’ \
STEAIIY INCREASE
"Auihi^tic science toys have 
enjoyed a steady increase' in 
sales for some time," he said, 
submitting a minority report on 
alarums about flagging scientific 
interest among youngsters. "It 
ties in with an Increased numbef 
of science courses offered In high 
schools."
Christmas toy shoppers today 
find shelves 'crowded not only 
with standbys like chemistry sets 
and microscopes, but toy planet- 
ariums, a “moonscope”—mostly 
telescope—and even “Sputnik," M 
an item consisting of a half-globe^ 
with two rails along which a 
miniature satellite runs. It was 
rushed in the market just last ^  
week. • tf
It’s even got a tiny pooch in- w 
side. g
Are toys Important in the over-Ui 
all quest for science talents?
DEVELOP SKILLS ^
Toys,” says David Marke of y. 
the Toy Guidance Council, which 
ponders such things, “ are play- 11 
tools that children use to de- gt 
velop their skills and gifts. And | |  
youngsters with a scientific bent i f  
will be greatly stimulated by | i i  
scientific toys.”
One manufacturer, A, C. Gil-j 
bert Jr., suggests that parepte L ,  
who are reluctant to let their yjj 
children make small, exciting-^ WI 
and perfectly sate—experiments!
that science talent is not inborn, 
but comes from early orientation. 
A recent survey of science contest 
winners showed most of them 
started with science toys before 
they reached their teens.
One of the problems of the tr,y 
business is Jhat most,of the tcya 
must share the blame for 'thciarc sold to adults. A few y c : ^  
shortage of trained scientists. ago. one company brought out,, si, 
Since Sputnik I went into orbit,}perfectly safe science set ba fed 
there has been much public dis- on atomic reactions—highly <k*u- 
cussion on ways to produce more catlonal and lots of fun for /the 
and better scientists. G 1 Ib e r t |k id s .  It was a crashing fal’Aire; 
points out that most sclentiste Parents just plain refused to have 
startedi their interests outside}such a thing in the house, 
school and when, very young 
they were exposed to its fascina 
tlons. ' I)?
BEGAN YOUNG 
Dr. Robert Oppenhelmer, for} 
oiie, says his interest began with 
a gift of a science toy when he 




' 'W h e n  they saw the\ ■ ^  •
star, th^y rejoiced with 
exceeding great joy." 
' May the'radiance 
of Christmas shine 
upon you as upon the 
Wise Men of yore.
h i Bundles of 
ChristniM Joy
T o o U
National Holiday 
Safety Program
- Another campaign aimed at re 
ducing the tragic traffic toll pre­
vailing around ■ Christmas and 
New Year’s has been undertaken 
by the Canadian Highway Safe­
ty Conference, the American As­
sociation of Motor Vehicle Admin- 
istrators, the Fraternal Order of 
Police and other organizations 
vitally concerned with highway 
safety.
Built around the slogan, "Stay 
Alert! Stay Allvel Make It Cof­
fee When You Drive” , this safe- 
followed} driving campaign stresses the 
strong rumors in August and Se]). need for greater alertness than 
tember, enhanced by France’s ever during the forthcoming hoU- 
"Httle devaluation," that the day season. Safety experts agree 
pound would be devalued. Spec- that In all quto accidents an im- 
ulators anticipating such action portant factor often is lack of 
started a run on sterling which}driver altcrtncss 
greatly weakened Britain’s ex- 
} change position. Partly for this 
reason, Conservative spokesmen 
} called the crisis an artificial one, 
and s t r e s s e d  the underlying 
strength of Britain’s trading posi- 
}tIon.
Nevertheless, dherp were pollt- 
}ical repercussions over rising 
} prices. In the first 10 months of 
1957, the cost-of-Hving index—de­
scribed as a, fair reflection of a 
wage-earner’s budget — was up 
107 compared with 104\  ̂ In Jan­
uary, 1057, and 100 in January,
1056. ,
Despite the increases, Britons 
)were earning more, eating more, 
motoring more- and bqylng. more 
television sets In a year in which 
Prime Minister Macmillan pjro- 
claimed, without much argu­
ment, that the people as a whole 
"never had it lo.good."
On the trade frent, negoUa 
tlons arc continuing on Britain’s 
]plan for associating herself with
COASTAL RIVER
The Skeena River 'flows 325 
miles from northern British Col­
umbia to its outlet on the Pa 





of towns along the British Colum 
bia coast expressed dismay Wed­
nesday at the decision of Union I a 
Steamships Limited to discon-}|^ 
tinue a passenger service which 
has been in operation for nearly 
I years. , ‘ |ŝ
"A terrible deal,” said J. Find­
lay, Indian superintendent and 
board of trade president at Alert 
Bay, 180 iqiles upcoast from a  
here. , tf
"Union is our lifetipe,” said H. Y 
Peck, manager of the Alaska a  
Pine Company’s loggging camp atjsf 
Port" McNeill, near Alert Bay.
The pioneer steamship com 
pany, which s e r  v e s 50 ports 
along the coast, Wednesday an-i^ 
nounced its decision .to discon- v 
tinue the passenger service Jan. S 
because of “continuous and in-)g 
creasing economic losses.” The 
statement said the company will 
maintain its complete dargo servr 












on the Vernon Rd. between 
Winfield and Oyama
n
Just a cheery 
greeting to wish 
you arid yours 
all the ioys 
of this festive 
season! Hope you 
have a very
(9Analnia» |




^ M a n a g em en t and  S taff
aa>sa>3i»»ai»isi3i3>ai»is>a>»amw»»>3 i»i
'e<EtetK««((tetc(c> («tcceitte«:tci«ic(<icic(ctctKiceeie«ts<c<ctx«s
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A Y ^
A happy, happy holiday to 
you and you! Wetre wishing 
all our friends and patrons 
the vest best of everything, 
both now and In the New 
Year 'ahead.
'i.,t .V. f*'' .(I -I ' '■ ‘
and
Fifom All At ‘ 'V * f , 'v r
Merry Christlmas 
-,10 all my clients 
and friends.
A. Jantz
t\h f -'I 
I* Stacco end Plsstering
BSay yours be a bolidsy overflowing 
with happiness and good cheer.)
Fashion First
, 37P BERNARD AVE.
MANAGEMENT 
and STAFF
KELOWNA* . 1 .
INDUSTRIAL
Su p p l y  l t d .




Just dropped hy 
to tell you how much we 
oppredaie your 
patronage m d  to wish 
you ali the Joys 
of tJds iestlve holiday 
seasprd Good 
luck and much 
happiness!
I Mill ....*' ........
M A N A G EM E N T  A N D  S T A F F
MODERN APPLIANCES 
AND ELECTRIC LTD.






BOB GRAH AM  —  I^ R E E N  RICHMQND
—  . R A Y  BOW MAN  
LAW RENCE SW ANSON
WTERIOR BUUDERS MARKET LTD,





' a.%hErrr n o t e  » FAEsiGwrED c o v e in o r
A Ucycle. like an automobile. | Buildln* of road* u n i  e tu m t-
ncedit regular checkups to keep immi*r«Onn wereIn safe operating coj^tion. jagement of ImmiiraUoii were
-------- .̂.................... ........ :.... •'‘•~*|poUciea of Crave* SUrocoe,
•  of Upper Canada in
7,000 tons of seaweed meal, uaedi* , o* - 
as tosic f o ^ r  for Uvestodt. il7ai-8o. ,
<PMPWw«w«a?t«'*’ea:’«a 'C ’cw «*evp r«w *w aw w w a'aa '**w ® ^
m Q
O ur ttuinfea and best tfUhea for a ^pp{) 
^Holiday to all of jjou whom it l»a been our 
grm  privlle3e and pleasure to know and to aetve.





W e would like to add oor 
m  voice to the chorus of good
wishes coming 
jo u r  way for a Christinas 
really worth sipgjhg 
about...m erry and bright' 
and M ed \yith much h a j ^ e s s  
for you and your dear ones.
s
w  ®  ■
KELOWNA PRINTING CO.





WINNIPEG—Wbafs U like to s  
be a Santa's helper? Satisfying. §  
but hectic, accoixling to Cana­
dian Nation! Express workers In 
Western Canada. ,
If anybody is entitled to be 
piled ^ n ta 's  helpers, they atei 
ior during the Christmas season 
each year they handle hundreds 
of thousands of Christmas par- 
ceb. Every day thousands of 
brightly-packagco gifts destined 
to bring happiness to countless 
Canadian homes pass through 
their hands, and there is a big re­
sponsibility in seeing that they 
all get to their proper destination 
on time and in good condition.
“ It's a very hectic occupation, 
but there’s satisfaction in knowingi 
that your cffqrts will go far to­
wards making a lot of people 
happy," says W. N. Robinson, 
who is in charge of the busy CN 
Express terminal a t ‘Winnipeg.
CN Express expects to handle 
close to^ one million gifts and 
Christmas packages In Western 
Canada this year, and will take 
on several hundred extra employ­
ees to deal with the great influx 
of traffic. Some 75 to 100 extra 
employees will be taken on In 
Winnipeg while many others will 
be needed at Saskatoon. Regina, 
Edmonton and' other important 
centres in the West.
WASN'T cin rm . m n E R . 
BRAINTREE. Mass. (AP)-Po- 
liceman James Foti reports he
THE DAILY COURIER 7  
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was attacked Wednesday with a 
bow and arrow. H e sold a 15- 
j’ear-old txiy, Ibted as a ruo- 
awsy, fired the arrow at him and 
ran off Into the woods.
mund B . Jackson has spent tha 
last 20 (thrisunascs in Jail instead 
of with his famOy—and it ap­
pears that next Wednesday will 
be No. 21. He was arrested .Wed­
nesday as a suspect in three re­
cent burflarlee.
21ST YULE IN JAIL 
OKLAHOMA CITY (API—Ed-
t# ■ ’ b
DIFFERENT FISH
Mackerel caught off the Atlan­
tic coast are a different species 
from the mackerel ‘in Pacific 
Ocean fisheries.
W e W ish You
I  JOY AT CHRISTMAS





HAPPIEST DAY OF YEAR
It’s the happiest day of the year and so easy to  record for your photo album, or life-size 




Our sincere thanks for your 
loyal patronage, and may this holiday season be one
r /  .. g
I that you will always look back on with the greatest of 
. . pleasure.
FROM  THE M A N A G EM E N T  A N D  S T A F F '
KELOWNA GROWERS EXCHANGE 
' STORES LTD.
PRONE 20291474 ELLIS ST.
a *■ ' " , S
1
The magic of
Qirittmai |s in the 
Sir,..and we sincerely 





By THE CANADIAN PRESS
It’s a  down-to-earth Christmas 
as Canadian shoppers flock into 
the shops with still-bulging wal­
lets but with less expensive 
tastes. .
A Canadian Press survey indi­
cates the emphasis this Yuletide 
is on practical gifts as opposed 
to luxury items, Retailers antici­
pate a sales volume not much 
greater than last year.
A new trend in. Christriias 
shopping has appeared. In Win­
nipeg mum and dad are combin-ing to buy something '  for the 
lome r a t h e r  than individual 
gifts. Furniture stores report an 
unpsual demand for chester­
fields, easy chairs and television 
sets.
FOR THE KITCHEN
Hi - fi sets, electric mixers, 
jvaffle irons, coffee makers and 
other things for the kitchen are 
favored in Ednionton. Sports 
goods—skis, golf clubs—are go­
ing like hot-cakes for that special 
gift for the head of the house. 
Store officials attribute the de­
mand to increase in leisure time 
due to the shorter work week. In 
Medicine Hat retailers note the 
trend is towards imported crystal 
and china.
Housewives in Saskatoon favor 
electric kettles, frying pans and 
table lamps for the house. Shav­
ing sets and camera equipment 
are leading the parade in men’s 
gifts,
Regina store officials say the 
old stand-bys — toys for tots, 
shirts and shaving kits for men 
and lingerie for women — arc 
boosting sales.
Vancouver dealers report shop­
pers haven't the zest of previous 
years and sales volume Is down.
One store official says: “We 
are relying on tly* late male 
shoppens. It’s the' men with no 
imagination—they dash in at the 
Iast“ minute for ladies lingerie 
and perfumes—who will ' ktfcp 
soles up."
CRA?E FOR MINK
Many Ontario women can look 
forward to a heyday Christmas 
as department slave officials say 
minks arc going like hot-cakes 
Mink Jackets and stoles are ml 
lady's choice.
In the toy department every­
thing pertains to outer space 
with helmets, space ships and 
rockets in the lead. Junior will 
have his own iSputnik from St. 
Nick on Christmas Day.
In French Canada men are 
buying their womenfolk frilly 
items such as lingerie, perfume, 
jewelry, gloves and handbags. 
Women are buying mainly im­
ported ties for the men.
In the M^ritimes a trend has 
been noted to lower-priced ar­
ticles. Women shoppers are buy­
ing sport shirts rather than dress 
shirts for men., The perennial 
favorites, ties and socks, are as 
popular as ever.
Trends by male shoppers are 
hard to discern because men are 
“notoriously late shoppers," says 
one department store manager. 
However, the lihe-up seems to be 
headed by lingerie and hosiery 
with gloves a poor third. Slips 
are the most popular single gift 
item. '
Though the Mantlmes have 
been campaigning for "early 
Christmas buying’’ store mana­
gers forecast a rush the day be
fore Christmas on candy, cigar- 
ets and cosmetics.
CHRISTMAS BLESSINGS




C r e e t in g i. . .a lo n g  
w i t h  o u r  s in c e re  
th a n k s  / o r  y o u r  
patronage
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LADD'S GARAGE
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LAW Rl’NCK AVENUE
ACAAE
RADIO and TV  LTD.
ni^N K  2841
l / 4  special deliglit of the holiday M ason is thti oppottnnlty it 
brings to cxcliangc greetings and g(wd wishes with all our friends. We thoroughly enjoy Ao 
friendly relationship we have with you, out customers, and wo’d like to eiqiress our grati­






DERTKAM  at 0 E H N A ttD  {PHONE 3^08
BIG BUSINESS
Ontario Christmas Exports
By THE CANADIAN BBE8S
Thousands of truckloads aad 
railway carltMids of Ouristinaf 
trees have been shiDped to com- 
tntmIUes in Canada and the 
United States, and m o n  arc
year, Canada • exported 
12,840,301 trees v a lu ^  a t K.122.> 
608. Q t' theK, 12.782.000 morih 
86,085.000 went to the U. S.. the 
rest to Puerto Rico and Mexico, 
the West Indies a’ed South Am* 
erica. None were shl{;6>^ b> Eu­
rope.
Ontario led aU provinces last plain of fly-by-nIght operators. balsam fir. Chitters earn 810 or
year with , an export of 4,548,000 
trees wwth {2.822.000. Some of 
these however may have merely 
been s b i jc ^  through the prov 
luce, not grown in Ontario. 
IIOBB COBiPEnnON 
Offldala of the Yul« Tree 
Farmers . Associaticai of Ontario 
say talcs this year shouM be as 
good or a  little better tluui last 
year. Sales o! scotch pim  trees 
y v e  dwbled since IBSt. Trees 
ariU sell tor between 82.50 and 88. 
Ontario dealers, however, com
and say their profits are small. 
They also expect increasing con>- 
petition from U. S. investors, 
some of whom grow trees in On­
tario. They also fear increasing 
competition from other U. S. 
growers who are developing spe- 
des which can be grown farther 
south.
New Brunswick, s h i p p i n g  
mostly to New England. New 
,Yoi|;k and Pennsylvania, but as 
far as Florida, sold more than 
4,000,000'trees last year, mostly
more a day.
Nova S c o t i a  sold 3.400.000 
Christmas trees last year, about 
70 per cent to the U. S., mostly 
balsam fir. Olfidals expect this 
season to b e . as good as last 
year's. Cutters earn $5 to  $15 a 
day. Trees retail from 50 cents 
up.
Newfoundland has not exported 
Christmas trees for four years. 
Its trees are sold locally by milk­
men, boy scouts and other young­
sters for 50 cents to 82.
Prince Edward Island seBs
few.
BIQ QUEBEC TBADE 
Quebec expects to sell about 
4.000,000 abroad and 1,000.000 in 
the province. Officials. estimated 
the price of trees would be be­
tween 81 and 83. same as last 
year, and that cutters would get 
20 to 80 cents a  tree. . In the city 
of Montreal prices are somewhat 
higher.
a W
A O t V
e a t
v b
Oflldals in Manitoba said there 
is a good supply of trees and ex­
port prdspects look., better than 
ast year, when .125,000 was ex­
ported. Trees are sdd at the bor^ 
der for 7Q cents each, about the 
same as last year. T hey saU 
mUd weather made cutters' ac­
cess to trees easy this year.
Saskatchewan e x p o x  t  s few. 
Pine and spruce are available on 
the local market for 75 cents.
WOLF HOWL IN  SPANISH
Maybe He Should Ask 
For Christmas Chica
BUENOS AIRES (AP) — The
To everyone, we wish 
a very Joyous Holiday Season,..one that 
will long be treasured for its many happy memorlM |






Argentine male takes a back seat 
to no one in open, frank, un­
bridled admiration of the female 
race and form.
When a "chica" comes stroll­
ing down the street it is literally 
traffic-stopping occasion. The 
approaching Argentine s t a r t s  
looking at the limit of his-vision. 
A far-ranging young expert can 
foray as far afield as a city block.
When the feminine quarry is 25 
feet away the Argentine starts 
the long look. It begins at the 
toes and sweeps slowly up to the 
head; then returns equally slowly 
with a last, penetrating, soulful 
glance into the lady's eyes., 
STAYS ALOOF
To aU this the senorita pretends 
blissful ignorance. Her gaze re­
mains fixed about two inches 
above- the heads of the gaping 
crowd.
The Inspection doesn’t stop as 
the g irl' passes. The Argentine 
slows his walk staring back over 
his shoulder for perhaps 20 paces







PHONE 2016 AND ORDER YOUR { 
REQUIREMENTS —  NOW
gaze forward to spot the next 
subject.
It is not unusual when an es­
pecially o u t s t a n d i n g  sped 
men goes by lor the Argentine'to 
stop dead in his tracks, do an 
about-face ^nd look until she is 
lost from sight.
The Argentine gjrl is something 
to look at. (
It’s too bad the sW es can 
never fit them. There seem to be 
no large sizes. The "chicas’’ must 
always settle for a sweater two 
to three sizes too small. The 
skirts give their limbs no free­
dom at all.
Royal Yule 
Gifts Made By 
Ex-Servicemen
Lump for your furnace — Egg for your 
stove or heater
McLeod River Hard Coal is tops — Because 
hot — It’s clean and burns all night
PROMPT DELIVERY
Kejowna Builders Supply Ltd.
i
it’s
six-footer costing 82 to 83. Tported 2.340,000 ,-trees last year.j 
Alberta expbrts no trees and (worth 8969,000. |
Imports, some ' British Oriuiabia.
Commercial'sellers in Edmonton 
have to buy slogan tags from the 
Alberta Safety CouncU. X,ast year 
13,300 were tagged. \
Vancouver wholesalers h a v e  
cut their orders by as much as 
half since last year. They blame 
fiy-by-night operators. A aix-foot 
douglas fir, the favorite, sells for 
about 82.50. Last year, some 
were mid tor 25 cents. One of the 
d ty’s largest dealers who bought 
40,000 trees last year, had to 
bum 12,000. This year he bought 
20,000.
In the Windermere district of 
British Columbia the harvest was 
valued at a record 8500,000. The 
total cut was abdit 900.000 trees, ib  
.. about 10 per' cent higher than |i| 
a I last year. British Cdumbia ex-
TflOB DAILY COUBIER 







WM. HAUG & SON
A good many of the Christmas 
gifts bought every year by Queen
B ^  EUzabeth II, Queen Elizabeth toe
? ^  g  Queen Mother and Prmcess Mar-
«  g garet, are bought at toe annual'
8 1 sale of articles made by disabled 
ex-servicemen which is/held at 
the Lord Roberts Workshops, Lon­
don. The Workshops are host ev­
ery year to â  number of organi­
zations fo rm ^  to help disabled 
men, including St. Dunstan’s, all 
of/which Insist on . the highest 
professional standards of work.
A picnic table—made by Rich­
ard Brett, a blind, deaf ' and 
handless man trained by St. JDun' 
stan’s—was one, item on to e  
Queen Mother’s list, and she ask­
ed that a note congratulating 
Brett on his courage and skill 
should be sent to Mm.
One of Princess Margaret’s pur­
chases was an ingenious boot­
wiping device wMch incorporates
KUCWiC>K«<cwtsaM«<KWK>WKiciCtt<c<CiK<kiK<C(6«tK(K<ciatKWiCtKtctKKt6iKi0Eii I brushes to Mean all rounds toe
shoes as well as an iron scraper. I - 
Similar boot-wipers have been ‘ 
made for toe Duke of Edihburgh 
for Sandringham House, and for | 
Queen Elizabeth toe Queen Moth­
er, who has had hex’s installed 
In her HigMand home, toe Castle 
of Mey. The Queen Mother also 
bought two piecrust tables, paint­
ed in cream and picked, out in| 
gold. .
PHONE 2016 1054 ELUS ST.
^ e o n ^ c r\r^
i
We take pleasure in thanking you for your 
patronage and in wishing you a holiday con^plete 
with all the “trimmings” , . ; love and frien^hip 
good health and good cheer,
MANAGEMENT *AND STAFF
)




. VANCbuVER-Thero’s one big I 
family in British Columbia hard 
at work to moke your Christmas 
one of the happiest ever.
It’s the transportation family 
of Canadian National Railway,s, 
(wh^through its many services— 
hflnging to homes throughout 
mada and parts of the United 
ates many of toe essential ln-| 
I grcdlm s that go towards a pleas­
ant and festive Christmas sea­
son. '
To fill the traditional Christ­
mas stockings, CNR is toansport-
1 Ing more than 20,000,000 Japanese | 
“  mandarin oranges from Vancou­
ver to eastern points. To provide 
just the right touch of color tor 
the occasion. Canadian Nationol 
hvlU be moving some five tons'qf 
decorative holly from Vantouver 
llslnrtd to markets In Montreal.
For that special corner in the 
I llvingropm, America’s largest 
railway system will 1^ carrying 
more than 150,000 Christmas trees 
into the United States and prairie 
provinces. And last, but not least, 
CNR will bo handling mote than 
6,000 bags of overseas mall from 
B.C. to eastern ports. Iri 'addi­
tion, Canodlon Natlonol will be 
moving millions ' of Christmas 
cards , ond packages both to And | 
{from B.C. points.
'ft
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MERRY MENAGERIE
or US* each hew Chttotmas seems to hold an 
. added significance...  a deeper meaning.
, h*s because we realize that whatever we accomplish 
-from year to year is made possible through the 
coopcratioiji and good will of our patrons and friends. 
We are grateful for this manlfcst^^  ̂
loyalty and confidence and H Is witli full sincerity 
ihal w c extend our best wishes for a 
Merry Christmas niid a Hajllpy New Year to all.
; |t '
'•U
[♦'Would you astOa an argu- 
fiRtnt did amnnisr fall on
I .UV i i
A
I I \]
f' i  ,,7
’ >' -.'if'/ ,,■■
FORECAST
Ok«o*(u>, Lillooet and Tbomp 
son rtidoatr cloudy, mixed ram 
ttad Mow^bowers in Okanagan 
today* Scattered cnowfluriies to* 
iTkorrow. L I t t l e  temperature 
diaofe. Winds southerly 20 in 
v a l^ s  decreasing to U ^ t to­
night
T h e
HIGH AND lo w
Pre^cted low  ̂and high tem­
peratures Wednesday at Kel- 
owitt. Penticton and Kamloops. 
30 and 40. Lytton SS and 40. High 
and low temperatures at KeK 
owns Monday. 42 and 23. /
VoL 54




TEMPTATION GET BEHIND ME!
Battling and pinching parcels 
i s  fair game, but peeking is 
strictly out, believe Barbara 
and Daivid Robsph, who manage
to discipline their curiosity.
I Children of Mr.?,and Mrs. WU- 
I liam Robson, o^ankhead, they 
I-have found it more fun to
I  wait imtil Christmas morning, but the temptation to unwrap 
“just one” is almost impossible 
to resist. (Courier; Staff Photo)
Those who believe they can mix 
alcohol with gasoline and get 
away with it in Kelowna and dis­
trict may have another "think” 
coming.
Royal Canadian Mounted Pol­
ice have announced they are 
throwing up road blocks at sev­
eral unidentified spots in the 
city and district starting late this 
afternoon.
The road blocks will be main 
tabled until well into the morn­
ing.
In announcing the road blocks, 
RCMP Sgt. W. B. Irvuig said: 
“We are not .trying to be fun- 
spoilers, but we certainly want 
to see that every possible pre­
caution is taken to make this a 
happy holiday for everyone, with 
injuries to no On .̂”
DOUBLE FATAUTY
“And," the sergeant went on, 
“we don’t want to see anything 
happen like we had in Kelowna 
last • Christmas.” He was refer­
ring to Ihe double fatality that
occurred on Glenmore road last 
Christmas eve. ^
Police force over the holiday 
will be at full strength, accord­
ing to Stg. Irving. But if the situ­
ation allows it, many of those on 
duty in the afternoon of Christ­
mas Day will be able to rush 
home and sit down with the fam­
ily for Christmas dinner.
Every member of the force, 
however, will be on call at any 
time of the day and night over 
the Yule period.
Brief Asks 
To Develop A irport A t
A brief, prepared by the City 
Council and endorsed by the Ke­
lowna Board of Trade and the 
Kelowna and District Aviation 
Council, has been forwarded to 
Transport Minister G. H. Hees 
at Ottawa, ,  ̂ . ■
The brief requeste the federal 
government to- **provide for the' 
construcUon, as iquickljr. as 
sibte, of a class A’ a ii^ r t  on the 
taUsoh Field, which has already 
been partially developed by the 
city of Kelowna,, with a measure 
of assistance from the Depart­
ment of Transport.”
“It is our sincere desire that 
this port be developed as a muni­
cipal airport for the benefit of all 
sections of the Okanagan Valley, 
in d u in g  Salmon Arm. Revel- 
stoke and Kamloops,” the brief
It points'out that Ellison field 
“is one of the most accessible 
ports on the continent/* that “full 
use is being made of existing fad- 
litles,” that “weather conditions 
.  . r are . . , equal or better than 
at any other field in British Co- 
lumbea” and that extra-ordbiary 
potential exists at the Ellison 
„ileld.V ' -"i  ̂ -
WORK BEGUN IN 1948 ,  ^
Beating with the history of the 
development of the field, the 
brief recounts that Ellison fidd  
first was studied for airport pur­
poses in 1939, and that actual 
work on it began in 1948, when 
a turf runway 300 feet wide by 
3,000 feet lopg was tonstructed.
“With an eye to the present and 
future needs of the whole com- 
niuhlty,** the brief continues, “the 
; 'city jias purchased land sufficient 
to extend the runway to 5,000 
feet, and has practically complctr 
ed arrangements with the pro- 
vindal 'government. Involving a 
further committment of $20,000 
to 125,000. for further land which 
will perm it. extension to 'StlSO 
feet,'*' " ' ■
More land could be purchaser i 
at rcaisonabic cost at the south 
end of the field if a longer run­
way was required.
USB THE FIELD 
The brief draws to. the trans­
port minister's attention that- the 
p ^  is used by “tourists, induiit,- 
rial personnel, Royal Canaditm 
Flying Club, Department . of 
Transport, C.P.A. IJiles otlJdaiSt 
BCAF. RCMP. RCN, provincial 
government ) forestry oftidals, 
and timber , survey parties and 
others" and that during lOST/to 
Nov. t» “300 Iroraft. including a 
DC-3 have visited thV port.*’
It contends that there “is an 
excellent gravel foundation under 
the tight covering of topsoil and
there is an abundant supply of
gravel available fight on the pro­
perty,” and that it is “doubtful 
if any other port in Canada is 
so richly endowed with building 
material."
The brief mentions the absence 
of fog# the freedom from ice and 
snow hhd surface: heaving, and 
that the “fiel^ J s  very weti .sbet 
'fered from- high velocity winds^or 
turbulence by the mountain 
ranges on bdth the east and west 
side,"
TRAVEL POTENTIAL
Eleven sections are devoted, to 
telling the transport minister ab­
out the travel potential for the 
field and four, sections on the 
extraordinary potentials.
The city already has spent some 
$80,000 on the site .but feels that 
the “financial burden of the full 
development of this field .to what 
required to serve the surround­
ing district would be beyond the 
ability..,qf .. this... cpm in^ty; to 
carry.** ' " v- 
Recently Canadian t Pacific Air 
Lines' advised the city that it 
would set up a Vancouver-Kelqw- 
na-Castlegar-Calgary s e r v i c e  
when a proper paved runway was 
avaUable.
Kelowmans Are Ready 
To Celebrate Christmas
The holiday season is upqn us. 
yirtually 'everyone will have at 
least two days off to reflect on 
the true meaning of Christmas, 
to enjoy the traditional Christmas 
dinner, to virit with friends and 
share hospitality, or be home to 
have friends call to bid them the 
compliments-of the, season.
Stores and offices will be closed 
both tomorrow (Christmas Day) 
and Thursday (Boxing Day).
Only essential services will jie, 
maintained ovet the holiday, op­
erated by skeletoq crews wher­
ever possible. These services in­
clude, policing, fire protection, 
hospital, telephone, ra<Uo, and 
so -on. . ’
HEAVY TRAVEL 
Hundreds of persona normally 
residing in other places are, hero 
or cn route here-to spend the 
Christmas time with their rela- 
tlves-^usually parents. Scores al­
so' have left or. will be leaving 
later today to Join family re­
unions elsewhere so that as many 
members of the'.family may be 
seated around too taUe for the 
Christmas dlrtncr.'v, V .
Already, according to reporfs 
from transportation facilities, a 
recqrd movement of persons , is 
b u ll^ g  up. Majority of trayeUers 
arc'following too 'sound adylco 
ot leaylng tooJ'f ®hfs at hotoc hut 
i i ^ g f  to toelr deatmatlOn^^^h  ̂
plane, trains or buses., 
TronspotlaUon companies have 
addtnl; extra dqutomeut to cqpo 
vdto tho heavy fjow of traffic, 
RETAIL BALfSS 
Shopping-wise, retail turnover 
th toe city and. district has been 
h4avy. Nobody Is prepared to soy
that a record has been estab­
lished, mostly because final tabu­
lations are not yet completed.
But generally, retail sales In 
Kelowna have been up to last 
year, not only at this Christmas 
season, but actually ahead of last 
year on toe yearly basis. '
There will be many homes this 
Christmas where children have 
had to get along on less, and 
parents have foregone gifts for 
each other entirely, due, to the 
current letdown in employment, 
This unemployment situation Is 
Canada-wide, and many feel that 
It has been brought on by auto­
mation. /
Fires
VANCOUVER (CP»r-®elven |n- 
dian children . were' burned to 
death In two separate fires in 
DriUsh Columbia today.
1 Six perished when a house on 
ska Musqueam Reserve In South 
Vancouver w a s  destroyed by 
flames.
No one was with toe ..children, 
‘as far as police and fire ofticlals 
could learn. Their mother, Mrs. 
Connie Louis, left home to buy 
Christmas gifts Monday night, 
.laaving her father in charge, hut 
had not returned* The grand* 
father was at another house when 
the flM atarted. Ita cadse is not 
hhotra.,
Five children died in tho other 
blasq on Vancouver Island and 
four other iiersons escaped.
The Idusqucam Indian Reserve 
is nine miles from downtown Van­
couver on an orm of too Fraser 
River. A\tugboat on the river and 
an unknown householder gave, the 
alarm, . ,
A fire truck bogged down on 
marshy track toraugh toe > 
serve, '
. Ffiemen walked and ran to too 
burning house but could do noth­
ing. They said there were no hy* 
drants nearby and tho truck was 





THIS IS THE TRUE 
CHRISTMAS SPIRIT
While there . are obviously 
mean spirits around to steal 
Christmas tree lights, there are 
other Christmas spirits to put 
them back.
Several . .days ago someone 
stooped' to a new low and re­
moved all toe tights off a tree 
in front of Christ Lutheran 
Church.
Paramoimt Theatre maneger 
Will Harper read the story in 
the Daily Courier, and decided 
to do something about it. Mr. 
Harper rounded up a new set of 
lights, and today the Christmas 
tree is sparkling as brilliantiy 
as ever.
, A true Santa (tiaus.
One of the busiest persons to­
night and tomorrow will be the 
local long distance telephone 
operator.
In fact long distance operators 
all over the country will be push­
ed to the limit to handle, the ex­
pected flood of calls as relatives 
and frienls use the next best thing 
to span the miles that separate 
them at Christmas, time.
Since more phones are in use 
now than ever and more .and 
m b re ? p ^ p le -^  toaatosg^bi^ 
tance calls, and the facilities; and 
services are- being improved all 
the time, it could well be toat an­
other local record will be set for 
long distance, calls out of and to 
Kelowna.
OVERSEAS APPOINTMKJTS
There are no appointments be­
ing made this year for calls on 
this continent, but already sev­
eral have been made for calls 
overseas..
Extra operators will be on 
hand Oiristmas Eve (tonight), 
and all day tomorrow, until late 
at night, to handle the expected 
large number of calls.
By Firemen
Firemen, .who performed her­
oically in painting, repairing and 
gathering a mass of toys ior less 
fortunate children, can now take 
a breather.
Virtually every toy, book, game, 
doll, skates and so on, of accept­
ance value, has been taken out 
and ^  in the progress of being 
distriouted among the homes of 
the needy.
Distribution of the toys and 
other appealing things for- child­
ren of all ages was done by wel­
fare ^oups, with the Salvation 
Army taking care of most of it. 
GOOD RESPONSE >
Response of the public to toe 
aimcal for toys was good this 
year, fifem ^  reported. Hundreds 
of, mam hSpiirs were used by the 
regular firemen and members of 
the Volunteer Fire Brigade to 
put the toys in order. Untold box­
es of toys .and parts of toys were 
not deemed fit for repair or use.
Regular staffing will prevail 
tonight and tomorrow, and it is 
likely that at least two firemen 
will not be able to enjoy the us­





HONOLULU (A P ) - -A  pilot of the U.S. Navy Super 
Constellation .that plunged into the sea Monday n i^ t  with .23 
men aboard said today the big plane exploded. He said he be- 
ieves there ai« survivora in  the area.
Qmdr. Guy Howard, 41 , executive officer, was on© of four 
survivors who krrived here aboard a crash boat at daybreak.
H e said several other crew members were seen afloat shortly 
after the crash.
Howard said one man was hold­
ing a dead crew member whose 
boty was board -the crash boat.
Several empty lifejackets were' 
body was aboard the crash boat, 
crew. . .
All the'survivors had hums, 
cuts and bruises. * - 
Howard was checkout pilot on 
the training flight of the huge ra­
dar plane.
The man who was supposed to 
have piloted toe ship  ̂Cmdr. Gor­
don G. Brady, was at toe pier 
when toe crash boat reatoed 
Kanehoe Marine .Corps air sta­
tion. . * , '
INTENSIFY SEARCH 
The other survivors were Lieut. 
John Thomas Kline, Lieut. Rich­
ard L. Rehtschler, and aviation 
technician Franklin A. Henry.
As they came off the boat one 
of them said to ambulance at- 
tondants, “not me, boys, I’m' all 
right.” The ambulance took them 
to Tripler army hospital.
The search for additional sur  ̂
vivors was inteiuified at day* 
break.
,The crash boat crew said they
Princetoh Crash 
Victim Identified
COURIER WILL NOT 
PUBUSH TW O DAYS
The Daily Courier staff will 
Join everyoAe else across the 
nation in celebrating Christ­
mas.
There will be no publication 
of The Courier on Christmad 
Day or Boxing Day. Friday’s 
paper will have compplete cov­
erage of toe holiday celebra­
tion.
Across Country
By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
A green Christmas will be
be made according to her recipe.
- To-'
, . .
shafed by .most, Canadians this 
vear. '
' Manitoba had a, few snowflur- 
rles this , morning and Northern 
Ontario expected sopiie later to­
day. But forccastors say there 
will be none,' anywhere Christmas 
!3ay'' »
A mixture ^of sunshine and 
showers twos In store for British 
Columbia. Ontario and Quebec. 
Sunshine In toe Marltimes has 
brought the first gretn Christmas 
In 10 years to Fredericton.
Tho unseasonable toildncss In 
Ontario was marked, 'piursday by 
n grass fire that burned for jtour 
hours in Nlnfiurn fnJts* .
A Chinook wind carried 40-de- 
{ree temperatures to southern 
Alberta as m a n y  of too proy 
Ince’s schoblehlldrcn beghni their 
longcsi holiday In II  ycars-r-from 
Dec. JR to Jon. 6.
CHRISTMAS IN MILS 
Prisoners In pcnltcntlnrlcit anc 
Jails throughout too country wHl 
get .Christmas dinners buj timro 
will special OlgnUicnnce to too 
ow!j ^ctyed In Brant COtmty Jati 
nt Brantford. Ont. Matron Mrs. 
Sydney Rogers, who served pud 
ding to toe n r l s o n e r a  every 
Chrlstmds Day for years, has 
dle<i but this year’s  pudding will
CANADA'S HIGH 
. . . AND LOW
. ■ , . . .  I
Monfical and Toronfo 5;
WhilcRom, YX
IN  U.S. REPORT
BERLIN (AP)-The rulers 
East Germany have put Sputnik 
in place of the Christ child as 
the symbol of Christmas celebra- heard cries for help and picked 
tion. I up toe four men from among toe
Models of the Russian e a r t h f l o a t i n g  In th« uroa. 
satellite reign over'toe traditional .were “®nvy, w to  waves
Christmas fairs. Children throng-|xt times topping 14 feet, 
ing toe colorful fairs see no hint 
of toe season’s religious theme.
The East German citizen who 
obeys his commissar will decor: 
ate his Christmas tree with Sput­
niks bearing red stars and gold 
hammers and sickles. His chil­
dren will hear old German tales 
of fairies and witches, but not toe 
story of the Nativity
CSiristmas comes'this year toi pr tnCETDN B C  (CPl--^ A
the 18,000,^ pwple ©I ®®'̂ * yj)ung blonde woman, killed'when 
many.anud^a shari«ned stn iggld^  ̂
be^een t h e ,  Stalinist regime %iyime; In the British
Evangelical -  LutoeranL^jy^|jj^^j.jj,y
Church there; was id e a te d  tentativdy
as Edith Marie Schmltke, 85, of 
Spokane, Wash.
Coroner Grorge Giirr said A *  
was believed to-tiAve ^ n  maj:;- 
ried and attempts were being 
made to contact her husband in 
DURBAN, South, Africa (Reu-1 Washington state 
tors) — Thirteen Africans were la  Spokane, city police said 
killed and 40 injured today as a the woman had been reported 
bus carrying them to their re- missing by relatives Nov. 30. Of- 
serve for Christmas plunged 300 ficers said they had been notified 
yards down a bank into a river.  ̂ | by r c m P  that a purse found at
the crash site containki a drivers 
licence made out to Edith Marie 
I Schmltke.
The body of toe plane's pilot,
I Roger Sujir, 30, of Calgary, was 
brought down Saturday from toe 
6.400-foot level of , the rugged 
mountain, 110 miles east of Van- 
Icouvei^ At toe same time,' search­
ers found documents, including 
the driver’s licence.
An armada of surface craft 
and rescue planes sped to. the 
area and shortly after midnight 
picked up four survivors and two 
bodies. ( , .
The suxvivors, who were wear* 
ng life preservers but were not 
in a  raft, said their Super Con­
stellation ditched In rough seas, 
toe navy said.
Conditions of toe survivors; de­
tails of the ditching and toe rea­
son for it were not Immediately' 
available.
Two crash boats-'-speed rescue 
craft from Kaneohe Marine Air 
Station—pulled toe survivors and 
dead men from the water.
SHIPS IN SEARCH 
While navy, air force hnd coast 
Y-iard planes searched the black­
ness, .destroyers# cutters and 
merchant ships converged on the 
area. Visibility was six miles and 
waves about six feet high.
The '17,500,000 radar-crammed 
plane made its last check report 
at 3:50 p.m. It was 100 miles 
northeast of its base at Barbra 
Point naval air station on Oahu.
A ^short time later radar, 
screens picked it up only 25 
miles north of the Island, appar­
ently circling' for a . landing at ' 
Barbers-Point. Suddenly it drop* 
pe^ toff toe screen. -
The woman's body was brought 
down on an; earlier trip.




OljrAWA ic i? )  — Canadians 
serving with the'United Nations 
Emergency Force on the Egypt­
ian desert won’t have to tupn out 
for duty Christmas day — their 
posts are being taken over by 
Hindus and Sikhs serving with to* 
Indian contingent in the area.
' Army .headquarters said today 
patrol duties along toe armistice 
deinarcatioh line, whictv separates 
toe Gaza strip from Israel, norm­
ally is toe job of toe Canadian 56 
Reconnaissance^ Squadron. They 
will be relieved on toe line late 
this afternoon by troops, of the 
1st Indian Parachute Battalion 
who will remain on guard until 
Dec. ,2!6. ' j,
In Toronto, toe pens of too 
ronto H u m a n e  Society were 
empty of dogs and cats for toe 
nrst .time ip yearsT-j^emonstrat* 
Ing Christmas Is for pets, too.
Public decorations in Canadian 
cities reached mammcto' propor­
tions. In Toronto the Imperial OH 
Company lit . up lights Ip ott^es 
on five stories of its gl|BS^ided 
3ulldlng, spelling out Noel. ,.
Whnt is probably toejtlargest, 
Christmas party, la  ,too\©ountrjr 
was to take place .today Tp Ham- 
Iton, where 13,000' employees of 
Dominion Foundries ana ; Steel 
Company , celebrated nlpng a dec­
orated assembly line. A^nt 7,- 
000 toys wore to bo given to chil­
dren.' ''
A , grim note was provided by 
poltce In warnings issued to 
drinking drivers, Montreal police 
were told to bo / ’doubly harsh,” 
Toronto's chief of police prom­
ised “ we don’t Intend to be nice."
RAF Abandons
By DOUGLAS B. CGRNELL
WASHINGTON (AP) — Presi­
dent Eisenhower has tossed back 
to Moscow responsibility f o r  
making the next .great gambit to 
"reduce w o r l d  tensions” and 
open the path to disarmament 
and peace.
Eisenhower said Monday night 
that all that is needed to bring 
about a definite start toward uni­
versal security and peace Is a 
spirit of conciliation on both sides 
and “clear evidence of Comun- 
ist integrity and sincerity In ne­
gotiations and in action.”
“For no nation, for no Individ 
ual among us,” Eisenhower said, 
"could there be a finer Christ­
mas present, nor n better "new 
year,
Eisenhower threw his challenge 
in a radio-tcloirision report to the 
U.S. on last week’s NATO coun­
cil meeting in Paris. State Sec­
retary Dulles provided the bulk 
of the report, wjth Elsenhower 
nodding or occnslonalty voicing 
agreement. ' ,
CLOSE TO REJEfTION 
As Eisenhower offered tgeit ap* 
nroval, Dulles nil but sournra 
Russia’s call of last Saturday for 
“a special session of tho United 
Nations or an interantlonnl coVi- 
feifcncc” to deal with the disarm 
ament issue, Dulles said that “o 
course, 82 nations obviously can’ 
be a negotiating body.”
' Then, before an audience which 
included diplomats of. m a n  
lands, ElscnhoWcr'presBi:^ a;bui 
ton In . a park behind tha White 
House and a national community 
Christmas tree burst, into light 
Then he went back to the White 
House for the radio and TV re­
port to the U.S. ,
This was Eigenhotver'a firs' 
such appearance since his slight 
stroke nnd .resulting snAech im 
nnirmcht Nqv; While ho did
there were no more than 
usual “fluffs.”
Eisenhower and Dulles spoke 
from notes, elbow to elbow, -El 
senhower, with Dulles repeating 
it later, said toe one basic pur-1 
pose was "the pursuit of a just] 
peace” for avoidance of war.
LONDON (Rcutowral-'-The two- 
day nip-sea search for the 1,091- 
ton P'^atUsh ship Narva and her 
28*m ..t crew has' been ahan* 
doned, air ministry an(l . ad­
miralty spokesmen said today. 
Air force planes from Northern 
Ireland and Scotland nnd s ^ -  
planes from \  Norway nnd pch- 
mark returned to thdr baii«ii 
Monday night after a fruitla** 
North Bca search near, toe spot 
where toe Narva went down in 
-Bp bad weather daily Sunday.
fumble a f©w wordg. Press Sec­
retary' James C. Ilngerty said
.1 •; .'•■Pa.V
Hoffa To Be 
Retried Jan. 6
:NEW ■YORK (AP) —The gov- 
ernincnt said today ft has or* 
dcfed the James It. Hoffa wire­
tap conspiracy Case restored to 
the federal district court calendar 
for retrial Jan. 6 . The first trial 
enlcd Friday In a j|ur  ̂ deadlock
\ ‘ \ i . ' ■ - , , '
Churches Plan Special Services 
Tonight And On Christinas Day
.!
A fte r Flood
Christmas day, many Kelow- 
nlans will celebrate the birth of 
Christ at church. Special serv­
ices have been arranged at'most 
places of Worship, and choirs 
have been practising for many 
weeks traditional and beloved 
Christmas music.
At Grace Baptist Church a 
pageant, “The Light of The 
World,” will be presented by to© 
Sunday School Christmas. Eve. 
The pageant will bcgin-at T p,m. 
There will bo a service- Christ­
mas morning at IL .witb music 
by the male clwlr. • •
BEAUCEVILLE, Que. <CP)-1
This .May be remembered as toe ^ n r  mu®
C h r is tS  W -1 M >  than a  r  P "!
hours away^proralscs t o ; be “hpeneg of:'Christmas,'V the 
little more than a date on the Mcrinwlto Brethren Sunday
scho^s ptogram will .be . pre- 
vlllc’s 5,0()0 pTOple, buty wlto the gcnted CHristittai Eve. Christmas 
disheartening, to^k df salvaging day, a /'Sehson of Prayer” will 
what they con of thelr ^bomes be o),Berved at 11(30 a m .,'and 
and, their town from the destruc-Lt n.()o p .m .^ e  aeryi©© 
tipn wrought Saturday when the coittotctod to Oerntan and ^  
Chimtocro River burst Its banks, elude special CH|)ri«tto»4: mustc,..
The river began receding soon ; ^  ' ' , , ,
after the flood crest passed, and "The : Chrlstchlld - Comes -w  
toda '̂ Is' reported no longer dan- Christian; Hdnies” »to too' theme 
gerous.  ̂ of a program to be prenentod by
Bcauceville’sf main r etroet has toe Sundw- School' of ; Chris; 
been cleared of the 25*fom long, Lutheran Oturch Chrtotnlas.Eve, 
six-foot deep chunks of ice that A service to German wlUHtogto 
lfttored.lt and to open to traffic.' at 10:00 a.m. C^rtotto«e w eni
ing followed at 11 by an English 
service.
At First United Church Christ* 
mas morning thera will be a  
Christmas worship service. The 
beginners choir will be to at* 
tendance,
There will be special music and 
Christmas message the morn* 
Ing of December 29 at Evangel 
Tabernacle. The service will com* 
mence at 10 a.m.
Midnight Carol sevrlce Christ* 
mas Eve at St. Michael and All 
Angels' Church will commence at 
11:80 p.m. There, will be a Holy 
(Communion service-at 8:00 a . m ; : 
Christmas Day; for toe Juniob - 
congregation,', a Christmas Com* 
munlon service at 9:30; a family 
service at 11:00 and. at noon, a. 
Ho^ (Commui)lon service. .. <
' ClitlHrcn from -the congregation 
of; First Lutheran Church, will 
present, a',-'Christmas 'concert 
Christmas Eve, beginning at 7;00. 
a service in Fdgllsh nt 0:45 a.m. 
On Christmas/day, there wlU ‘b«f 
a service in.EdgUsh.at 0:45 a.m. 
and one in Getman at 11:00 a.m;
Midnight mass will be cele* 
brated <;hrtotmos Eve at Imma* 
culato Conception church, . Dawn 
Masses will be,offered at 7 and 
8; A High Mass at 11 a.m. Will 
bo followed by BenidlcUon p t  th« 
Biassed Sacrament. * . ’
ISN 'T IT IIS
Little Blind Mike -Sees'̂ T̂ree
By CHRIS HaeOILL
MIAMI, m .  (AP)-LlUle Mike 
Sibole sang a Christmas song 
about a tree "nil shining, bright.” 
Bounding with excitement, he 
took a visitor by toe Hand-Mon­
day and led the way t6 ‘where his 
own tree twinkled and tbone.,
"Isn't ft pretty?" he asked.
Just years ago Mike’s re­
maining eye had to  be removed 
to save him from dying of can 
cer.' The othelr eye had been 
taken out earlier for the same 
reason. Th«w have been no signs
of n recurrence of the cancari. 
He's five years old now, >a 
lively, appealing little hoy who 
can hardly wait for Santa Claus. 
rRIES INTO SECRETS < 
It Is almost as'hsrd  to keep 
Christmas secrete from Mika as 
ft was when ha could sta. Ifa 
loves to handle the brightl iMvrap-
d  presents and speculate on r contents. - (
A reporter banded over a 
Christmas stocMns gi4d Mika be- 
ga,n pulling out tha contents, 
-'lla R ,.( liie^ to  ber
and look a. sniff, " I
"Candyl” he announced..
Then he recogntoed a'packaiga 
of Rum but ted  a  Uttla troublg 
with » 'toy ^wl^terrpw.',' / ]/ 
Mika' htewk'
Ing on around him and ipovon 
about bis home with guitmess. Ha 
wan ItiUr aware of It wtM»i M i . 
tore# * year • old brotoar. Jerry; 
who was 'sharing too stocktog 
gondton. took two candy ,telll. in* 
stead M one. Mlko ran’ to com* 





PG E O ver Top; 
Downhill Begins
ifm r
■ \]^RINCE GEORGE (CP)~B.C. 
riftilroadiog history was made 
over the weekend in a cold, 
snowy moimtaioous getting high 
la^the Pine Pass. 124 miles oortb 
of thls dty.
*A Pacific Great Eastern Rall^ 
way tracklayer crossed t h e  
Robey Mountain summit a t Mile 
13X. and began the long d e ^ n t  
iitto the Peace River 'waterwed.
\  I t  marked the last leg of one 
o ('thc  toughest, most challeng- 
ihg railroad cimstructUMi proJecCa 
ba the history of this nation
Gassing of the Pine Pass sum­
m it came just M months after 
obstruction on the ,300-mlle ex- 
t ^ i o n  to link Prince George 
with Dawson Creek and Fort St. 
Jo]m began.
. The tracks arc now well past
file'halfway mark to the PGE'sj 
IniUitl goal. Taylor, a t the Peace 
River crossing. It appears likely 
tUs point will be reached on 
Bcbedde. by May 1, 1958.
Pacific Great Eastern engineers 
found it necessary to build a tun­
nel through a quarter-mile of 
mountalirnde w here’l l  was ex­
pected an^'altemaUve route was 
feasible.
Over 80,000 board fqet of tim< 
ber. 1.050 cubic yards of concrete 
and 200,000 pounds of relnft«ing 
steel went into thb project. Fifty 
men worked tour months com- 
pleting It.;
IT'S A  FLYING, SPYING MACHINE
This Is a model of a •'SurveU- 
lance Drone”—an unarmed fly­
ing and spying machine—the 
first of its kiwi. The RepubUc 
SD-3 uses what the U.S. Army 
Signal Corps calls “adyMced 
surveillance sensory devices."
It Is an all-weather craft with 
- three different, interchangeable 
nose units for switching from 
one “sensing system" to an­
other—photography.' radar or 
infra-r<Kl. It can be launched 
without any run.
PLANES ARRIVE
BRUSSELS (Reuters) — TTie 
first five of a new batch of Cana­
dian CF-100 Mark V all-weather 
fighters arrived Friday at Beau- 







Icclai^. for ter Diefenbaker Sunday told the
peaceful
100 fighters wiU spirit of the blessed season was
Belgium under the NATO dc-l NATO confer-
fence yid program. ______ ___^Icnce, "even as wc  ̂ discussed
realiUes which still





Peac^ Dom inated  
N A T O , Says PM
OTTAWA (CP)—Prime Minis-
} MR. and MRS. BARTON  
{ wish iheir many customers 
and friends
limn' I" r
These grim realities, which he 
outlined in the Commons Satur­
day,-involved '•‘colossal and gi­
gantic" defence expenditures by 
the free world unless East-West 
disarmament agreemient can be 
f vtro&ciiGd
I V E R Y  a  In his Sunday Christmas broad-
^  * cast over CB(J radio and televi­
sion networks he elaborated on 
Saturday reports on NATO and 
extended his , season’s greetings 
to the country.
An hour alter the broadcast he 
was on a train bound for Sa^ka- 
i  H A PPY  NEW  YEAR gltoon where he wiU spend Christ- 
f , ' V e  mas with his mother. Boxing8 Day he will visit his Prince A1 ,  tranOn.S aC iV IC c  , nlbert, Sask., home and afterwards
S Texaco Dealers S he travels to the Bahamas for a
* - ,  . N brief vacation.





> H APPY NEW  Y E >' 
T O  ALL!
i W O O U A W N  
MEAT NiARKET'
He said it was a happy coin­
cidence the NATO summit con- tude
ference in Paris whs held just 
before Christmas. It was, in 
every sense of the word, a peace 
conference.
We faced the realities of In­
ternational living in a spirit of 
informed realism; there was no 
suggestion in our counsels of de­
featism or despair: we added to 
our strength by cementing our 
unity; and we face the futqre, 
whatever it may bripg, without 
illusion and without fear—in con­
fidence, faith and determination 
to preserve the peace and our 
fre^om , come what may.”
His warning Saturday in -the 
Commons was the seconch this 
month that defence e:(penditures 
may mount in the next few years 
Defence M i n i s t e t  G. R 
Pearkes indicated Dec. 5 defence 
spending will have to be in­
creased. Spending in the current 
fiscal year is $1,722,000,000-one- 
third of all federal expenditures 
The prime minister said this 
spending will become more colos­
sal unless theie is disarmament 
!.;Unfortunately,” the West’s de 
sire for a disarmament agree­
ment depended on Russia’s atti.-
Veteran Ball Player 
Has Colorful Career
By BEN OLAN ICanadian championships in 1912
NEW YORK (AP)—In 54 years -
In organized b a s e b a l l  Frank Shaughnessy's majOT league 
(SKag> Shaughnessy of Montreal b w e ^  p l a y ^  cxpcri^^^ 
has been at various times a  ma- slsted of tolrf triau with WaA^ 
jor league player . . .  a coach inston and P h iladel^a  ^  ttie 
. . .  a field manager . . .  a club American League. 
president . - . # club owner and sent him to Beading, Pa.^^in 19OT 
a league president and received in return Frank
’Today, at 72. Shaughnessy Is in (home run) Baker, 
his 21st year as head of the In- in 19U, Shaughnes^ managed 
ternational League and one of the C)ttawa and later bought t ^ t  
most respetjted among baseball’s club. He also served as coach 
officials. In recent, weeks he has with Detroit and Washington and, 
helped carry the ball for the ml- in 1935, piloted Montreal to Its 
nor leagues In their efforts to first International League pen- 
curb th e ' televising of majorInant in 37 stfasons. 
league games into the minors’ shag has seen many fine per- 
territories. formers move from his circuit to
Shaughnessy is  oerhaos proud- majors and he lists Stan Mus- 
est of having devised the minor as one of the best, 
league playoffs which bear his 
name.
"It was In 1933," he recalled, 
when I was business manager o 
the Montreal club that I came up 
with the idea. Most of the teams 
in the International League were 
losing money. One of the clubs 
was way out in front and the fans 
were losing interest.
PLAYOFFS FOE MAJORS 
I "The other clubs started to get 










More than ‘5,000 Kelowna and 
district school pupils are set to 
enjoy a longer-than-usual holiday. 
Because of me mid-week occur- 
their good Jilaycrs and the others lances of Chrlstmai and New 
began losing interest. We had to Year’s Day, students this year 
find some way to make it worth- have a 16-day holiday wMch be- 
whlle for the players to put out gan after classes Friday, 
and to have the teams fighting for Many of them will he workiiog. 
four places instead of just for the but they’ll still have, plenty of 
pennant." time for parties, winter sports
Shaughnessy believes the fu- and just rriaxing. 
ture of the majors is in a 12-team Teachers aren’t complaining




. OTTAWA (CP)—Effective de- 
e  fence against the intercontinen- 
®ltal bamstic missile is a t least 
seven years - away, informants 
here say. ,
The intercontinental ballistic 
missile travels some 5,000 miles 
in 20 minutes and at the top of its 
trajectory reaches a hdght of 
soihe 600 miles above the earth. 
’Ihe Russians claim to have teri- 
fired one successfully.
The Canadian defence depart­
ment has given top priority to the 
project aimed at finding a means 
of iMating, tracking and inter- 
ceptihg an intercontinental bal­
listic missile.
Canada is co-operating closely
Students Gef 
Long Holiday.
'^ '^ eaceonE aiU i, 
aoddVmitoMea.'* 
May ttw blessed wotds 
ie<ch(Yifi eveiy heutthia 
Christmas, bringing ioy to  one and all.
RNtrS MEAT SHOP
5 M ILES E A ST  O F K E LO W N A  (ON H IG H W AY 9T
playoffs.
"Each league would be broki
setup spiced with a touch of his d th e ^ t^ iv ^ s
>kg homes in other communities fo rlw tw w  
into two divisions of six teams | ^ ris tm as.
each and the first place clubs 
would play each other. ’The win­
ners of the playoffs would meet 
in the world series,” he said.
Shaughnessy, whose prescript-
Classes will resume January 6,
United States in this
•,v •«
field. Defence against the missile 
wiU involve long - range' radar 
which would not only detect the 
weapon but automatically trigger 
the anti - missile which would 
shoot it down.
Authorities say the period be- 
* I tween perfection of the intercon- 
A tinental ballistic missile and the 
8 defence against it will be one of 
deadly peril for the West. And 
they now indicate that this period 
of danger may last for. about five 
years.
BASES MUST BE .SECRET 
Possession of, an effective mis­
sile by Russia will mean that the 
location <01 U.S. missile bases 
will have to be so completely 
secret that they could not be
knocked out in a surprise rocket 
attack.
Defence officials say they be­
lieve the West''will lead Russia 
for the next three years in the 
field of intermediiate range bal­
listic missiles — those with a 
range of about 1,500 miles.
That is why the U.S. considers 
it so important to place these 
weapons in Europe,* from where 
they could hit targets in Euro­
pean Russia.
Officials also say they 'beUeve 
Britain will disband its bomber 
force in three years when it ob­
tains missiles in quantity.
What this means for Canada is 
difficult to judge. Presumably, 
Russia would b e a b le  to scrap 
ite bomber fleet, in the same 
time, leaving Canada without any 
purpose in producing a super­
sonic jet interceptor.
APPOINTMENT ANNOUNCED
..... ....................... ......... OTTAWA (CP) — Appointment
ion for major league expansion is of George Argo McGilliyray, 57, j 
seconded by several big league of Toronto as a ju ^ e  of the Su-I 
owners, majored in pharmacy at preme Court oI Onterio and a 
Notre Dame where he graduated member of the provinces_C<mrt 
in 1908 after winning letters in of Appeal was announced Friday 
track, baseball and football. He by Justice Minister Fulton. Mr. 
also holds a law degree. McGillivray. a former yice-pres-
FOOTBALL FIRST ident of the Ontario section of the|
Football, in fact, was one of Canadian Bar Association, is gen- 
Shag’s first loves. He coached theleral counsel of the Toronto Tran- 
McGill University team to the sit Commission. _____ __
T O  O UR M A N Y  F R IE N D S  
A N D  CUSTO M ERS W ITH  A  
W ISH  FO R  PR O SPE R IT Y  
FO R  A L L  IN  TH E  
N E W  Y E A R
M e o y W t s t m a s
BENVOULIN CHEVRON and AUTO COURT
(FORM ERLY L A R R Y ’S  SERVICE)
O pen E very  D a y  fro m  7 a.in. t a  S erve Y o u  ,
O n the V ern on  Rd. a t B en vou lin  |
j o y o u s 3
nfcnji Ijow. (jtwfilUiA/wi- IaIi/sRm
W « hopf YOU hewo a very (Wlghltol C h r ir t ^  
su n o iu d ed  b y  devoted fam ily and friend*.
MARTIN'S VARIETY STORE
McLEAN & FITZPATRICK
.■ . LTD '





tica (AP)—The Russian head­
quarters in the Antarctic has not- 
fied United States officials that 
they plan extensive surveys along 
the shore of an unclaiiped part of 
Antarctica.
PAINTINGS ARRIVE
TORONTO (CP)-A British col­
lection of 72 18th century Georg­
ian oil paintings arrived today for 
exhibition b e g i n n i n g  next 
month at the ’Toronto Art Gal-
lery. The coUectlon Includes can 
vasscs lent by the Queen and 
[other private British collectors.
C H r i s ’FiTYas
KERCKHOVE'S 
Hi-W ay Service
g  E ast on 97
SaiiihiiisxinjinatMfcnaiBikDWiMaiWMk





W O O D U W N  
BEAUTY 5 H 0 P
i
j j u e j e J U .
, , /  . Olid our Uianka to all our
friends wh08j> patronage wa 
* value BO hlj^hlyl We’re all aglow 
’ with warm wiil^a^f^ a 
^  lull of W ,  joy aod (p»d cbecrl
,yl *  la H ItY





HAPPY NEW YEAR 
TO A U
!

















A  joyouaCkristmite 
to  e l l  ouc CctendiL
JOHNSON'S 
m m ’ SHOP
CAWfn^N'AVE.
i n
■ That iovaui day when ChrWin., iho wofld byrt. pay homage to Chrl.1, me ninee 
tide let womhip -
S m K h to  ^  “i ' S k  and leymlon.. let Z  u M  to pay t e  lho»
‘ i  ‘ A iiullf nro dhrkcntMl bv tjcfflfcculion; 'hungcr »nd fear, that (hey aggln may enjoy t|io Llgh; of Freedom. . .  
u S  S  o S l o  w p  oir tadeS, W  o) otter Iand< to ntloiA uhily and (.rotheihpod among nnlloni «> Ihot
<l-c pa« tweK. montht h.v. ..riven to dm he., of our uWil.y .b 
mnkc'*KeioOTa a  g o o d ly  ffwhich to Uvt; We wi/cbotline to give Wu djb bMt of me nhlltty in the month. th« 
il'fnV .o  L in JS ,. we ore confident, witi move lorwatd on a .Icedif nnd round ptoe. ,
Sure In ;hls knowledge, wc of the City (Council and City, Staff wi»h you all * * •
A  MERRY CHRISTMAS .AND A, HAPPY NEW Y E A IV .
on  tiilndf of ite  Conmrotlon of Um.City of Kclownn, Your Eleetcd Repremutetive. uud Your City Employee..
R. F. Parkinson
,r- '■ I • t ,r ' ' , ,
SV t >,<' > ItI M . * ' '


















Chopsticks or drumsticks, that 
ii  the question for two Canadian 
Pacific Airlines stewardesses 
from Vancouver, who find Christ* 
mas Day will come around twiio 
this yea5 . The CPA flight leave? 
Tokyo Christmas night, crosses 
Vae international date line in the
Aleutian Islands, thus gaining a 
day, and finally lands in Vancou­
ver Christmas evening. Shirley 
Shudo (leftO CPA’s first Japan- 
ese-Canadian stewardess, will 
take Rita Hartshorn to a sukiyaki 
dinner—complete with chopsticks 
—in Tokyo. When they arrive
back in Vancouver. Rita will, 
treat Shirley to a traditional tur­
key dinner, with all the trim­
mings. Miss Shudo is making, up 
for lost time. Last year she miss­
ed Christmas day completely 
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HALOLIGHT
Gives your eyes a re­
laxing chahge. Recom­
mended by the National 
Professional Organiza­
tion of Optometrists.
T V  CENTRE
and AFPUANCES LTD. 
441 Bernard Ph. i049
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Skirts Rise 
Next Year
By HAROLD MORRISON 
Canadian Press Staff Writer
PARIS (CP) — "Next spring, 
the skirts will go higher, like 
this. After that, maybe I will 
drop them and we will have an­
other new style,” \  
Lempereur laughed. He ap  ̂
peered to be enjoying his work. 
And looking at his surroundings 
and listening to talks of his earn­
ings, one could see why, 
Lempereur, a handsome man 
of 55, is the fashion czar for 
teen-agers around the world.-' In 
Us chic Paris salon, his design­
ers turn out patterns which man­
ufacturers eagerly buy for mass 
)J of youngw om en’s
S E A S O N 'S  
•G R E E T IN G S
and best wishes for the 
coming year.
T U m  TAILOR 
SHOP
441 LAWRENCE AVE.
*  May Good Luck '  
and Health Be Y ou n  
in the coming year.
M E R R Y  







Out of 150 designs. Lempereur 
pattern as well as five per cent 
last year earned about $2,000,000. 
Manufactiurers pay him $150 a 
of sales. Sleek, swivel - hipped 
young models, some of the pret­
tiest teen-agers of Paris, show off 
the latest fashions to buyers.
Lempereur’s spring styles now 
are out. And on one of the pret­
tiest models; he showed this re­
porter just how skirts are going 
higher.
"They reach almost to the 
knee,” he said, kneeling before 
the model. "If the girl puts a belt 
around the dress, like this, then 
the skirt goes even a little higher 
almost right to the knee.
"I don’t think skirts will go 
any higher. It would not look 
very chic. I will predict that 
skirts will go lower after that 
and I will prepare clothes for 
that fashion, perhaps after the 
next season.”
Lempereur is a popular man. 
His colleagues in the creative 
trade thought so highly of him, 
they elected him president of all 
the French ready-to-wear fash­
ion-design associations. He ,has 
been president for 12 years and 
be now finds it a tiring job.
'All the time I am travelling,’’ 
he said in his halting English.
In America, college girls ask 
why-we cannot move the fash­
ion centre from Paris to Am­
erica.”
Here Lempereur pressed his 
hands to his head.
"How can they think of that? 
America has not the atmosphere 
for fashions. It is here in Paris— 
the airi the climafe, the atmos­
phere. It can never be replaced.” 
Lempereur knows, little about 
the Canadian market. In North 
America, his designs go mainly 
A m e r i c a n  manufacturers, 
many of whom undoubtedly ship 
the ready-to-wear clothes to Ca­
nadian stores
1̂
the world. Perhaps one day 1 
*T have been to many parts of 
shall come to visit many of your 
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Canadian Press Staff Writer
CLARENVILLE, Nfld. (CP)
The "charwoman” of a local 
hotel appears firmly established 
as Newfoundland'.^ first woman 
mayor despite stormy opposition 
from some of the male council 
lors, she outclassed in the Novem 
her civic election.
During the subsequent fuss i 
male mayor and five councillors 
resigned. Mrs. Harry (Blatkle) 
Drover polled 176 of the 232 votes 
cast in the town election,' more 
than any of the other eight coun­
cillors, Including her husband. 
By custom, most Newfoundland 
councils elect as mayor the per­
son who heads jhe poll, but the 
council voted by 6-3 to put vet­
eran councillor Boyce Smjth, 39, 
local garage mAnngcr, In the 
chair. 3
‘ " It wa.s a,comedy, soy.s Mrs, 
Drover. " I sat longer than I ever 
have with my mouth shut. I was 
quite cool, calm and collected 
VmrERS' PETITION
Although Mrs. Drover had ap­
parently dropped -the battle it 
was taken uo by hotel employee 
Mra. Rose Seward. She started
| t | y } s t ( » 3 5
fiom  ihc
GAIW EN GATE
' r t o a i s i , ,  f
„ petition to have Mrs. Drover 
named mayor.
The petition was signed by 216 
of the town’s cUglblo voters and 
was presented at a later council 
meeting a citizen's commit­
tee. As tension mounted, Mr. 
Stoith, who had been councillor 
since Clarenville was incorpor­
ated In 1951. resigned as mayor. 
Five councillors followed suit,
The resignations left the co»in- 
cll without A quorum but Mr. 
Drover says the meeting put his 
wife in "her rightful place" ns 
mayor.
Municipal Affairs Minister B. 
J. Abbott says his department 
will appoint two councillors to 
give the council a oiiorum and 
call a by-election to fill the, other 
four seats,
Mr, Smith and th e ' former 
caiinclllojrs say they won’t enter 
a  ,by-«lecUon "wpich would' put 
us right back where we started,"
Mike Singleton, who read the 
petition a t the meeting, saya ho 
waa "agin”  thO'manner In which 
Mr. Brnlth was named mayor
!‘because I thought there was hot 
an ounce of chivalry left in Clar- 
cnville."
DOES MANY JOBS 
Mrs. Drover, 37. Is co-owner 
of a modern tourist inn, but be­
cause of her- wide variety of jobs 
around the place .she refers to 
herself as the charwoman.
Aside from regular duties of 
management, cooking, cleaning 
and entertaining, Mrs. Drover 
has painted every wall and cell 
ing of the hotel three times in as 
many years. She even painted 
the outside of the building with 
the help of one mon.
Mrs. Drover says many men 
in this eastern Newfoundland 
town (pop. 1,406) think it's nil 
right for a woman to tar her own 
roof” but It’s "most unconven­
tional” for her to sit In the may­
or's chair.
Blnckie gets her jet black hair 
cut by "a local boilermaker” be­
cause the travelling barber can 
never be found when needed. "I 
very seldom wear a dress and 
pever a hat," Her usual attire la 
a pair of black vclvet-llko slacks, 
a sweat shirt or white pullover 







WASHINGTON (API-Six gov- 
ernmerita including Canada today 
signed an ngrrement with the 
Pan American Union hero .for the 
c.stAbIlshment of an exchange not­
ification I service on radio broad­
casting wave lengths, he new 
service will register and notify 
member governmenta of prooosifd 
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T h e  s p i r i t  o f  C h r i s t m a s  s p r e a d s  o v e r  t h e  w h o l e  p f  o u r  
w o n d e r f u l  P r o v i n q e  o f  B r i t i s h  C o lu m b ia  a n d ’t h r o u g h o u t ’ t h e  
C h r i s t i a n  w o r l d  d u r i n g  t h i s  H o l y  s e a s o n ,  b u t  a l w a y s  t h e  s p i r i t  
'  i s  s t r o n g e s t  a t  h o m e ,  a m o n g  t h e  p l e a s a n t  a s s p e ia t i o n s  a n d  
' e n d u r i n g  l o y a l t i e s  o f  m a n y  y e a r s . , >
' T h u s  i t  i s  w i t h  s p e c i a l  a f f e c t i o n  t h a t  I  e x t e n d  m y  h e a r ^ c i  
;  f e l t ,  g r e e t i n g  J  t o  t h e  c i t i z e n s  o f  m y  c o n s t i t u e n c y  o f  S o u t h  
O k a n a g a n  a n d  w i s h  t h e m  a l l  m o s t  s i n c e r e l y ,  .
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TUESDAY; DECEMBER 24 , 1957
Yesterday, participating In a 
discussion of Christmas, I sudden-
hiOn' WHEN JESUS was bom In Beth- 
« lehem of Judea in the days of Herod the king, 
t behold, there came wise men from the east 
t  to Jerusalen, saying, Where is he that is bom  
' King of the Jews? for we have seen his star in
* the east, and are come to worship him.
f When Herod the king had heard these 
things, he was troubled, and all Jerusalen 
with him. And when he had gathered alt the 
k chief priests and scribes of the people to- » 
I' gether, he demanded of them wlwre Christ 
(  should be born.
t  >An4 they said unto him, In Bethkheni 
> of Judaea for thus it is written by the prophet. 
And thou Bethlehem, in the larid o f Juda, art 
4 not the least among the princes of Juda foe 
out of thee shall come a Governor, that shall 
? ride m y people Israel. 
i, Then Herod, yvhen he had privily called 
; the wise mem inquired o f them diligently
• what time the star appeared.
' ' And he sent them to Bethlehem, and 
said. Go and search diligently for the young 
childi and when ye have found him. bring 
me word a$ain, that / may come and worship 
him also.
When they had heard the king; they 
departed, and, lo, the star, which they mw 
in the east, went down before them, till it 
came and stood over where the young child 
was. When they^saw the star, they rejoiced 
with exceeding great joy.
And when they were come into the 
house, they saw the young child with Mary 
ids mother, and fell down and worshipped 
him and when they had opened their 
treasures, they presented unto him gifts; gold, 
and frankincense, and myrrh.
And being warned of God In a dream 
that they should not return to Herod, they 
departed into their own country another 
way.—St. Matthew, 2:1-12
!ChristJn^s Message Repeated
>HE CHRISTMAS dispensation 
was ushered in 'not on ly  by the 
Herald Angels carolling their 
> benison o f peace on earth, good-* 
•will toward men, but by A e  
slaughter of the innocents. It was 
a savage, world into which the 
Prince o f Peace was bom , and the same star 
that led the wise men to His cridle shone 
t  down on Rachel weeping for her: children.
V N o  infant king has ever entered his new  
H kingdom in less auspicious circumstances, His 
' retinue, so  far as normal eyes , could siee,
consistefil:^of a  group o f shepherds, some 
u wand^ing scholars and an uidcnown -work*
' . man ^ d  his wife.
Y et Herod’s superstitious fears that the 
V- sort o f government the new-born K ing would 
: introduce might be strong e n o u ^  to over-* 
throw lus own were remarkably w ell founded.
V And when he butchered all the babes lie could 
> find who vvere unfortunate enough to be bom  
. in  Bethlehem and in “all the coasts thereof'
'' in  the first year of the Christian era,'he was 
‘ merely .taking w l^t his m odem  counterparts 
>' would ^  “fte  necessary steps.**
But however necessary they may have 
 ̂ seemed to  him, they were, as everyone now  
knows, inadequate; for the rival King was 
; far tougher imd more dangerous than even  
j : Herod had anticipated. H e introduced a  prin­
ciple o f government that since that time has 
baffled ai whole catalogue of Herods. But they 
* ' have n ot ^ven qp. In place of Herod’s mis-- 
directed dagger, they have tried the rack,
'i the dungeon and the stake, with equal un- 
success.
* Just last year, with an excess of frigjht*
fulness that Herod m l^ t  have envied, but 
for exactly the same reasons, they tried to do 
in  Hungary with tanks what he had failed to 
do in Bethlehem with daggers. And Rachel’s 
lamentations in  the streets o f Budapest Were 
every bit as anguished as they were in Bethle­
hem. The world which this year celebrates 
the Christmas birthday is still a savage world.
The Christmas story is a  gentle pastoral, 
of shepherds keeping watch by night and o  
an infant cradled by an anxious mother .in a 
manger. But it is a great deal more, than that. 
It is an earnest of a conquering force so 
m i^ ty  that neither powers or principalities, 
neither things present nor things to  come, 
neither men nor angels nor the powers o  
darkness have been able to prevail against it.
; So, once again tomorrow men and wo­
men will listen, as men and women have 
, listened once each year for mppe A an  nine- 
' tMn centuries, to  Ihe churcb. bells echoing 
around the world the same {hbrnisie that the 
angels heralded so Ibng ago abdve'tlie fields 
near Bethlehem. And as they listen , to  the 
bells they will know that, fm;. all that can  be 
said about it, this is a  splendid world to  live 
in, and they will wisli each other'M erry 
Christmas and rejoice, not because-the an­
cient promise is fulfilled bpt'because they 
know Jhat it has not been broken. :
Nineteen hundred and fifty-seven years. 
W e have been slow to learn. B ut so long as 
. we remember;once each year to  spell out A e  
Christmas message with gestures o f loviiig 
kindness, however hesitant and awkward they 
may be, so long will there be hope that some 
day we will understtind it.
r p m ' s  c o l H m n
' P  I I I  ' l  I
the shock at unes|>ectod i^rm i. 
r p m ” ,
p t  wealth sod hsi^ioesi and 
health may you have your true 
and honest share: khowinf hap.
service in
read this column:
' t p m
May heaven*send you many 
y  wonder^ Just how authentic 1 days « d  m  each day a little un- 
are the stories of the llrst Christ. «*P«cted happiness, 
mas. r p m
Factually, they may be open to May you always have those 
doubt. Paul, who was one of the aroUnd you-who are kind, sincere 
earliest New Testament writers, and truly understanding 
makes no mention of them. Nei- r p m '
you be free to
gospels to be written, this has a -  „
special slgnlficknce. It is only 
in Mathew and Luke that the In middle-life may health in- 
storles of the NatlvUy appear— crease the sunshine on your path 
and they are not the same 8to^ and halve your self-invented war- 
ies! ries.
The hard-headed analystmlght - r p m
be tempted to dismiss the matter in age, may you have friends 
at this point and declare the whose faces light with pleasure at 
stories of the first Christmas as your coming, whose hands are 
nothing more than the figments jiirjn and warm in yours, 
of the authors' imagination. If f . pf„
he did so, however, he would be _ . . . .
neglecting one of the most’ im-l ^  times of s t r in g  may you 
portent tWngs in life: that thereReam to work with both your 
U a truth of myth that is some-R^nds. y ^  brains; and, more 
times ptofounder than the tnith than that, with all your heart 
of history or the truth of fact. intrest.
Not that fact and history are r p m
not involved in the matter. But In times pf triumph may you 
the authenticity of Christmas does know that grace which makes for 
not lie in the bare bones of fact {moderation and keeps both feet 
or in the historical accuracy of upon the ground. • 
i t \  detail, but in the profundity r p m
of its message. In times of distress, may you
That a child was bom .there find the strength that has been 
seems no reason to doubt. This, given man to hold himself up- 
at least, may be accepted as right. . < 
fact: the fact on which the myth r o m
—if myth It be—is based. But ^
mark what the stories do with May Death pass gently w ^ e  
jggfi among your flock, saving the
- .  young and curley hairs for greater
made-man and the hope of th e r ’“  *** _
world in a littte ChUd;
The stories of the birth Of Je- May you have peace abroad, 
sus, like many other great things a t home; wherever men of good 
in life, have become so familiar will may get together to improve
B Y G O N E  D A Y S
plness for what it is 
another's cause.
r p m
May you walk with tact and 
tolerance, believing there is gold 
in e4ery human heart. Seldom 
will you find it otherwise. 
r p m
May fortune hold for you an 
endless chain of fair winds In her 
locker; unseen and unexpected 
trades to blow your ship on its 
way to port, ,
’ r p m  I
May gratitude, a sturdy tree, 
shoot deep roots to spread and 
grow for you in all its flowering 
branches.
r p m  .
May men say while you live 




May you never live to doubt 
the powers you started with; or 
that they are enough to take you 
to the topmost branch of any 
tree your wisdom may select. 
r p m
Of all things, fit and mete, not 
harmful to yourself or others, 
may you be given your pick in 
season; your own particular goal 
among them.
r p m
When evening comes may you 
have memories to warm your 
thoughts and make you glad you 
dared to live this great adventure, 
this curious thing called life. 
r p m
May the. Giver of Gifts, of His 
infinite mercy and wisdom, give 
thjs—and more—to you,
1ft YEAB8  AGO 
' December. 1M7 
"Peace 'on Earth. Good Will td 
Men." Those are the hallowed 
words of Jesus. So this time ofEr, we ask all our friends to 
With us, praying with all our 
rts and nvight for a peaceful, 
strife-free world, where man's 
eternal spirit is free and Joyous 
because it is dedicated to honest, 
respectful, endearing neighborli- 
neis.
*
An ail night ferry service will 
continue during the winter 
months,'R. W. Stevens, assistant 
district engineer for the depart­
ment of public works annoimced. 
A 45 minute schedule will be in 
operation during the day. time, 
while from midiught to 6 a.m. the 
one hour and a  h w  schedule will 
be in effect.
20 YEAB8  AGO 
December. 1937
Judge William Ward Spinks, 
pioneer Jurist who retired from 
the office of County Court Judge 
of Yale in 1910, after 21 years 
service, having been appointed in 
1889, died in Victoria. He had at­
tained the venerable age of 86.
30 YEARS AGO 
December, 1927
The new badminton hall, which 
has been built under contract by 
Mr. A. C. Bennett, with room for 
four courts, is now completed and 
is ready for play tonight
40 YEARS AGO 
December, lOlT*
On Sunday an impressive scr 
vice was held in Knox Church, 
when the honor rolls of the united 
Presbyterian and Methodist 
churches were unveiled in the
presen^v of a  large congrega* 
tlon. The list of names, 131 in 
number, Including 18 who made 
the Supreme Sacrifice, was read 
by Mr. J . W. Jones, MLA, and 
the honor rolls were unveiled by 
Messrs. Geo. S. McKenzie and 
J. A. Bigger, superintendents of 
the respective Sunday Schools.
50 YEARS AGO
As the result of a conference 
teld between School Inspector 
Gordon and the local school trus­
tees. we learn that it is hoped to 
start a High School in January. 
Raymer's Hall will.probably be 
usM as temporary quarters, and 
Principal Hlslop will oe in'charge 
This will necessitate the addition
BIBLE THOUGHT
B y TH E VENERABLE D . S. CATCHTOLE,
v: ' . ... . ..... .
^BACE ON EARTH
i Christmas time is a season 
O u ^ g  which, in the first World 
War, the opposing troops frater- 
for a time, so we are told 
and. by mutual consent, no kill- 
fhg was done. So. in the realm of 
Journalism, this columnist feels 
taclined to deal gently with the 
fedMes of society.
4 However, It Is but a temporary 
Irmistlce. similar to'occasioiui 
Parliament when, antagonism
Nicol can tell you all about that.
And so. If :we, who write for 
the press, annoy 'you from time 
to time be.sure of this that our 
barbs are administered with no 
personal Venom attached. This 
columnist is chiefly concerned 
with an ordered Society, in which 
each part cOTsldors the well­
being of each other part. It is 
when one'part appears to think it 
8 the only part to be considered 
th a t ' we feel hound to use the 
whip-lash. a:blt.Tt was this policy 
which was‘adopted by the Babe
^ i a  particular columnist, who 
how has nearly sixto columns to 
his credit or discredit, dependingRthe point of view, desires 
s time to say that his com- 
. thents are usually meant in a not 
i ^ n d l y  fashion. The Jester, in 
the courto of long ago, said some 
)m tty  grim things but it was un­
derstood that they Were meant ns 
Jests, though they were aoipe- 
tbnes rather pointed-
; ‘ In thinking of Christmas Day, It 
fthouid be understood that He who 
waa bom on that day (whpther 
December 25 or not docs pot 
gpreatly matter, was bom to  do 
#  Jjob of work, and He did not do 
' i t  iqr kendng His mouth shut or 
His tongue quiet, when things 
' had to be said. He said them. If 
we are to believe .one of His bio- 
.graphera. He aald that He had 
noi come to  bring peace on the 
. daith but rather division and a 
.awerd; That does not mean that 
Ha waa going to be a  trouble- 
r. I t  does mean/that He was 
lined to  make Truth abvn* 
clear, and Ihla waa bcniw 
i';to‘'cau|ie iiip(ar<aad .tha''<hraadiig a  
there om-tUmtht 
I I M  nM: like ' the- truth.'
:'iAHtoCi;';ehiehrthJs no t.M cu t^  
tng quiet. Peace on earth 
.mutoir
|mqit,''ba>tl3^'Off; 'toefiidtoir must b« dcnatM;
. i r - * " ...........
of ^to^ehftto w h ^  I ^  g r e w ^ .
I
1 think we ought to remember 
when wo rejoice ht Christmas 
time at the' Birth of the Holy 
Child in-Bothlehem, and when we 
sing, "Glaty to God In the High­
est and bp earth peace among 
men of gOodwUU"
In the spirit of the forcj 
toerefo)iu, I  Would wish all my 
readers, including, if applicable 
the liditor and staff of the Kcl 
owna Dally Courier, a Happy 
Christmas;' > !
(EDITOR’S NOTE; My Dear 
Mr. Catchpole. that first sentence 
of , your second last paragraph is 
so right,- but I  am afraid that, il 
lu have not already, you will 
id the public most reluctant to 
believe it. Lonjg and sad experi­
ence .has convinced me that the
f iublic loves, anything which is for t, but voice J b e  Mlghtest critl 
clsm and you a re .a  — well, to 
pu t it mlldUr and politely — 
very mean feltow — rpm.)
mark for the weather 'of Holy 
Night how the whqle year after 
shall be." When Christmas night 
was clear and starry, it was tak­
en that the year’s crop of fruit 
and wine would be a plentiful 
one. On the the otiier hand. If 
Christmas, night -was foul aiic 
windy, the .year to come would 
be “very scant of wine and fruit." 
But if the wind arose a t the ris 
ing of the sun then *'lt betokeneth 
great dearth of catijle and beasts 
this year.” And if the wind ar­
ose at sunset “it signifies death 
to some among the kings and 
great lords." ,
Some 5(X) years ago, so the 
story goes, an Oxford University 
student was studying Aristotle 
while taking a walk, when he 
was attacked by a wild boar. He 
calmly despatched the brute by 
hrustlng the volume down its 
throat. His feat is commemor­
ated annually a t Queen's College 
ay the Boar’a Head Feast on 
Christmas Day. Although the 09- 
pound specimen', dndcr whose 
weight twO attendants used to, 
stagger is today replaced by a 
papier mache model, the spirit 
pf the ceremony remains un­
changed. As the choir sings the 
last notes of a traditional carol, 
the head la placed on the table 
of the Proi(ost, the Principol of 
the College’̂ -The Provost then 
ircsents too ornaments and cm 
toUishments one by one to the 
cholrboya. aiul visitors, tho solo 
singer receiving the orange.
A N C iH H  BRIEF
Cbuntry People 
StHI Watch Sky 
Over Christinas
XDNDON: Countty people to 
ritoto itm watch thesto 
hristmaa Eve and Christmaa 
Day far signs of a change in toe 
sMMtiwr, fw.̂ llMtia Is an ancient 
fMHftf thai'lhft\atoatoer'«t tots 
than to R altnaf ikatooil for tot 
to aima
am| etmhtog masters
to most of us that we have long the lot of those who work, and 
since ceased to marvel at their breathe, and live, 
beauty and significance. r p m
Thlnkjtor a moment^of aU we ^ave a home Jh“  end
toow abemt Jesus! In toe 8̂ 0^  can close the outer'®* *““
find ah Inner, warming
told story of ffis b i ^ ,  l i f ^ d o ^  gmjgjjijie Qn your hearth.and resurrection. He came. He 
taught, He healed. He called His tr p m
Itollowers, He suffered. He died. Early may you find the-fun 
He rose again. He was bom in there is in taking turns at help- 
obscurity and raised. In poverty.ling with toe burdens of another.
He lived, not in a great city, but r p m  ,
n  a small town. He grew np in May each day bring toe daily 
an insignificant country and that ybu have earned, and
a member of a  small, despised Unay it be clean and imcontami- 
race of people—and even they re-nated.
; ecte^Him. Of His childhood and r p m
In each «olden dawn and each 
Wc Fe* sunset may you see toe prom- 
t o a f S a S  It im l S  «  Hi! » ' * livtog beaut,,
birth. trp tn
Yet for two thousand years men, May you Jje  given eyes and
lave commemorated His blito- ea”  a*}4 ne®e to sense toe won-
day-without being sure that toe <*ers all about you m toe full and 
date observed is His birthday, overflowing lap of nature.
(The authenticity of Christmas ' r p m
is not to be determined even by May .you be taught some faith 
it. date!) that Ughtis your vision higher
And why has all this happened? than the five-barred gate of man's 
The Outoenticity of CM stmas immediate desires, 
may lie in the answer to that r p m
why."  ̂ - ' May you keep your -faith In
Is not toe secret of the appeal fairies: hear littte folk a t play 
of Christmas (and toe source of ^  the midnight calms, and close 
its authenticity) simply that it your eyes and wish for shooting 
speaks to something deep in the stars, 
nature of each one of us—to a r p m
May you yield to every man his 
C h ris ta s  emphasizes not so jjQjjggt due, accepting nothing less 
much toe virtues of righteousness 
as toe virtues of charitableness— »•
toe virtues of generosity, tender- „  '  ̂ .. .  ,
ness and love. In a'World that isl May hatred and spite a i^  mal- 
often harsh And uncharitable, it If® and envy, like toe evil dogs 
speaks of a more tender world they are, avoid your door, 
for which the best.in  humanity i '  r p m  
eternally gropes. Each day niay you grow-in
The stem moralist who would heart, ^nd learn to look through 
condemn his fellow men for their new and fresher windows of the 
sins is reminded at Christmas m ind.' 
that there are virtues beyond r p m
morality, thaL charitableness | May you learn that knowledge
Blessed are they that moura, 
for they shaU be comforted. Matt. 
6:4. .
We have seen deeply grieved 
mourners rebound from toe low­
est depttis. God is still in His 
Heaven and God is love, no harm 




M y  Business
5 42  BERNARD AYE.
of another teacher to the school 
of a Hiih
School means a great deal to Xe*
staff. The institution
lowna, as it removes an Import­
ant objection to it as a place of 
residence, that children have not 
been able to complete their, cdu« 
cation without leaving here..'.'
SIMENEZ RETURNED 
CARACAS, Venezuela 
Gen. Marcos Perez Jimenek Fri* 
day was proclaimed presidein for 
another five-year term by, tha 
electoral council on toe basis of 
complete returns from Sunday's 
plebiscite. The Venezuelan strong* 
man ran unopposed. .
t q h - f fo /
M ERRY CHRISTMAS
DRIVE IN N  MOTEL




KALAM AIKA  
HOTEL
In Vempn
wishes their many friends 
and patrons o f Kelowng, 
and district „ '







6 SELECT goes with any happy 
get-together of dm festive 
season. Serve your guests 
6 SELECT * * * the different and 
distinguished beer yoiill sed 
around so much particularly 
between now and New Year’s.
fo r  iBroe d e llv e rY  ^hone
Phon6 2 2 2 4
Wlllt | j i
THE DAILY COURIER
R. P. i^actnan, Jj^ubUshcr 
Published ei^ry  aRemoon - exs* 
cept Sundaya and hOUdaya a t 41)8 
Dcyle Ava., Kelowna, B.CL ny 
Tho Kelowna Courier ilm ited.
Members Audit Bureau ot dtV 
cuIaUons.
Member ot The Canadian Prosft.
The Cenadlao Preta is exclii* 
alvely cntlttid ,to  tho use fOr re- 
publtcatlon of aU news despatches 
credited to U Or to The Associated 
Press or Reuters in  this 
and also the locsl news pu 
trerein, AU rights of Mpubltes* 
tlon of epecist dl9pst<ities,,fiar|lQ 
m e'also resere^M.  ̂
SulMcriptiim ro tes-carrier de* 
Hveqr. ciw and district ISo per
w eeli, carrier boy coUectlng every  
2 speeka. Suburban a iea s, where 
esfrier  car dcUve'ry service is  
m aintained, rates a s above.
1^  m ail,' in  B.C., Sd.00 per 
ymir; I9J0  fbr •  monthsj ll.o e  
for S Rumths. Outshto D.C.' an(
c m  M l
ratoer than righteousness iS the i3- important; but all toe Imow- 
great value, and that in out- icage in the world coUccted wiU 
flowing generosity man is closest Lot outweight a milligram of.'^s-
to God—as in His outflowing gen-dom. ■ ' f
eYoslty in too gift of ,Hls Son, God r p m
‘“secS to t o ls T h t .  toe stories of May ̂ ^ T a n d  aaaillltl
toe,first Christmas assume t h e °°**''*^i*^*^'^*^standagalost 
dimensions of something more mwsmitiMWSMWWWSWeMNlWKr' 
than mere pleasant talcs - to cn-| 
tertain children. They take on tho 
aspect of a tender and terrible 
thith; and toe authenticity of 
Christmas speaks through this 
truth,-
Over the centuries many a o  
cretloOs. have .overlaid what is 
central In the Nativity stories, 
and Christmas has lost its onto- 
cnticlty for some os a result. But, 
for those who pierce through .the 
accretions, too truth still spimks 
in nil its terrible beauty ond 
tonderneis. i■'l ' ■ 0 , • . ■ *
And sO Its Chritttohs'again and 
to all readers of this column-^ 
and especially to t)iose who have 
been kind enough to say they 
have missed ft these past few 
weeksLthe b.w* lotos me in wish­
ing yop all
A  ^ e tr y  Christmas, Indeed!
m  Wish E w  t o n  - 
l4Mt Christmae this edumn was 
vftiy graUfied at tha number of 
p a c ^  who speAa highly of it 
as It a m a red  in our Chrlftaiag 
This waek two -raadma, 
both of who wo would UkO very 
much to idcase, asked “if we 
couhtoH possibly rei^ at it." And
MERRY
c n i t e M A s
' , and,'
Happy New Year
to all my friends'and
' ' ' , . custoniers.'^iv ;
John's GroeWry
nve Bridges -  R.ii. 2
RIlllllllllSillMB^
SO, with some pleasure and much 
humility, and becausa we know 
not how batter to  say It, we re­
print our last year's Christmas
greetings:-)"* * , * - s , < <
 ̂A ilgr; wNt y k
w m n m m ememefei
m e r r y
I - , , I ' J • '
and •
PROSPEROUS *58
M U N IC IP A L  
A m P O R T
/ , . iRii sdwrtlimsot h 'Mfti pttbhiM or
"'if' ' '
‘W f - f i t * *  1 ' ' 'H W i a - M A .f t , i j
iwiirwE*
i.




C e n te n n ia l
Is M a d e
P ro je c t
n rR U D n si . .
Alberta C at 12% ( 13
Can. Delhi 6
N, OnUGa'i- ' V




Commerce . 41V4 42
Imperial 46% 46%
Montreal so 40
Nova SeoUa , 51% * 52
Royal ' . 57% •;»%
Tod, Dom. 39% 39%
^ }\» 1  t h e  j o j  t « d  p e a e e  o f  C h r is tm a s  
b e  w is h  y o u  th r o u g h  t h e  Y e a r .
From
MANAGEMENT and STAFF
• A change will be made in the 
1 city’s proposed centennial pro- 
#* ject at Memorial Arena, it was 
2 1 learned at city couneil meeting 
AI Monday night.
/»l Aid. Arthur Jackson revealed 
2 i tha^ as a result of meetings ol tlie 
ui city's centennial committee and 
A j with members pf the Senior 
M Citizens Association, 'there will 
now be no need to make provi­
sion for a room for the senior cit­
izens in the centennial project.
Instead, the senior citizens 
heartily endorsed a plan to have 
accommodations at the museum
building-on the IkM ara property! four years, 
“ ' ‘ I
SPERLE'S CLEANERS
at the foot of Queedsway 
FINAL RE.MMNO
Purchase of t h i s  property, 
which, will also house board of 
trade offices and tourist bureau 
and a comfort station, was an­
nounced- last Week, by city coun­
cil. ■ '
Final reading to the bylaw au­
thorizing purchase of the DeMara 
property also was 'given Monday 
night. The property is being pur­
chased at a price of $85,000, with 
a $50,000 down payment and the 
‘ balance paid over the following
with no interest. . 
The change in the centennial 
plans will have to be approved by 
the B.C. Centennial, Committee,
and correspondence has gone out 
pow to STCk the necessary ap­
proval. No difficulty 4n getting 
the approval is foreseen. .
TODAY'S STOCK 
QUOTATIONS















Mayor Urges Everyone 
Drive W ith Caution
There was a time when aU the,on slippery pavements, 
chief magistrate had to do at j CONSIDERATION' F®® 
Christmas time was wish his con- OTHERS
stituents a Merry Christmas and 
then enjoy his own holiday, May- 
R, F. Parkinson said today.or
Urn
Supplied by 
James, Copithorne and Birch Ltd 
366 Bernard Ave,
Today’s Eastern Prices 
' ,(as at 12 boon) 
AVERAGES 
New York (Dow Jones)
* . 4th Hr.
Now,' however, he added, the 
mayor has a much more serious, 
task. It is his duty to warn every 
citizen . against the perils that 
face both drivers and pedestrians 
during this happy holiday period
It is jxissible to enjoy oneself 
without endangering the lives of 
others. Mayor Parkinson said. 
But unfortunatelj’, too many peo­
ple neglect to take the precau­
tions wWch make possible a safe 
and sane Christmas.
Holiday driving rules are not 
complicated, he said. If you drink, 
make a cup of hot coffee your 
strongest beverage. Obey speed 
and other traffic laws. Avoid 









u p p ^
s
Sing a song 
o f  holiday cheer, 
happiest time o f  
alt the year and 
t i m e  t o  e x t e n d  
our best wishes 
to  one and all!
Finally, and perhaps most im 
portant of all, show consideration 
for and awareness of other driv­
ers and pedestrians. When re­
ceiving Christmas callers and at 
holiday celebrations, realize that 
the life of the party may be 
death on the highway, unless he 
departs sobCT, alert and in a care­
ful driving mood. At this time 
of year when festivities are so 
important, a cup of coffee as an 
alertness beverage may save a 
life, and careful driving may 
mean a happy home and a Merry 
Christmas,
This year, the mayor conclud­
ed, we have an opportunity to 
set a new holiday safety record. 
That would be one of the great­
est gifts the people could give 


























TUBS.. DEC. 24. ItW1 3
The claim hA« .bien ' turned 
over to the city's iimRance ad­
justor. ;’ v
IM re-
linburscipeiit from |he city for 
damage to her fipectatles'and |or| 
medical bills following a fall on 
the sidewalk on Le<m Avenue at
FAMOUS MEMORIAL
The impressive Lincoln Memo­
rial at WashiMton, d ^ ca ted  In
1922. cost
Supplied by
Okanagan Investments Limited 
280 Bernaxd Avenue, 
Kelowna, B.C.
(a.s at 12 now E.S.T.) 
Ddminlon of Canada
Bid Askc< 
5th Victory Loan *
3*r. due 1959 , 95W 95̂ :
6th Victory Loan 
3% due 1960 
7th Victory Loan 
3% due 1962 
8th Victory Loan 
3% due 1963 
9th Victory Loan 





Mrs. J . A. Morrison, 740 Law- 
son Ave., claimed a  fault in the 
^dewalk paused her tO'fall andi 















City Agrees To Provide 
Health Centre Furniture
An appeal from local voluntary, 
services that contributed to the 
building of and that use the new­
ly-constructed annex to the Com­
munity , Health Centre has not 
fallen on deaf ears after all.
Last v/eek, the Red Cross S(h 
ciety’s local branch had asked 
the city to supply furniture for 
the annex, and immediate re­
action of aldermen then was that 
it was no affair of the city’s and 
that no committments had been 
made.
However, at .Monday night’s 
council'' meeting. Aid. Ernest 
Winter pointed out that none of 
the voluntary services had any 
money for furniture and that the 
city’s contribution of $1500 t(> 
wards construction of the addi­
tion had fallen short of the ex­
pected. outlay.
MOTION PASSED 
He moved that the city donate 
up to $350 worth of furniture. Aid, 
T>onald Horton seconded the mo­
tion so that it could be discussed.
i wo minutes later the motion 
was put and approved unanimous­
ly.
In the original request frbm the 
Red Cross, the city had been ask­
ed to supply 25 , chairs, three 




Residents who decorated their 
homes for Christmas and city 
workmen who set up the city’s 
Nativity display and other Yule- 
tide decorations, came in for 
plaudits from city council Mon­
day night. '<•
*i Ald. Arthur Jackson observed 
that there were more homes than 
ever “lit up” for Christmas this 
year and some-of them were gen­
uine showpieces. .
The city clerk was directed to 
write letters of appreciation to 
those who made the .musical 
church at the foot of Bernard 
Ave. possible, including CKOV 
for supplying the music. -
Pric
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A. V! Roe 
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5% due 1977 
Ontario Hydro 
Vr due 1965 
Ontario Hydro 
5% due 1977 
Ontario 
5% due 1964' 
Ontario.
5Vf due 1975 
Corporations 
Abitibi
4%% due 1966 
B.A. Oil 
. 5%ro due 1977 
B.C. Electric 
5%<7c due 1977 
Home OU 
5% due 1971 
Woodward's 
5% due 1977 
Inland Nt. Gas 
5%% due 1977 
Loblaw 
6% due 1977 
Westcoast Tr. “C  





S \N D  and GRiVVEL 
TOP SOIL and FILL DIRT  
BULLDOZING

















We’re singing out with a hearty 
wish for your Christmas pleasure.
Here’s hoping the Ynletide brings 
a full measure of happiness and 
good cheer to you and your dear
ones.
THIEVES DEPRIVE NEEDY
MONTREAL (CP) — Parish­
ioners of the little Montreal East 
community church, who have 
been b u s y  distributing toys, 
candy and clothing to needy fam­
ilies, discovered Saturday that 
thieves had broken into the base­
ment and made off with . the 
gaily-wrapped gifts still awaiting 
distribution.
OWEN & JOHNSTON LTD.
THREE READINGS
City, council Monday night gave 
I first twee readings to bylaw 
11934, which' will authorize an 
agreement with the Canadian Na- 
1 tional Railways with respect to 
a liqence for a temporary private 
I crossing in the vicinity of the 
Kelowna municipal airpo|rt at 
Postill.,
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TQRONTO (CP)—Forty. - three 
Toronto motorists have' been ar­
rested on charges of drinking 
while drunk, with ability Im­
paired or of criminal negligence 
since last Friday, when police be­
gan their annual holiday crack­
down on drinking drivers.
8
...... **








EAST K E L O W A
««Rtg«lgtc«tgiC«tgtMtCiglCig(C«!«iC«lKig(KlgiClflgiC««lgQK«W«llMi<(i(«<C<l
liSsT
Effects of last August's visit 
here for the Regatta of a troupe 
of entertainers from Hawaii stiU 
are being felt. '
Monday night, at city council’s 
regular meeting, a letter address? 
ed to Acting Mayor R; F. Parkin­
son, expressed appreciation for 
a shipment of Christmas fru it.'
William O. Cogswell, secretary- 
manager ol Hawaii Visitors Bur­
eau, wrote that Hawalians in 
general were “glad to know that 
the Hawaiian delegation that en­
tertained the good people of Kel­
owna made such an impression 
that you and the international re­
gatta committee saw fit to ex­
press youi: appreciation in , this 
manner.” '
“The fruit Is deliciousi” Mr, 
Cogswell continucqi, “We can sec 
why your good people of Kel­
owna are so proud of your pro­
ducts and community that you 
asked Hawaii to p'articipatc in 
your annual cclobrduon,”
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Since 1915 and eVery year thereafter we flave liad the 
' ‘ privilege of wishing . .
, ' ti Ift . ■ I V., ; J ,1 ML, ' . I I  ̂ \ ' '■ < '
Healthy Happiness, Good Cheer \
to all enr friendi In Ktlornu aad Dbtrictt
t f ,4 »!"
1
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Ex- C o If Ghamp  
W in s  GP A w ard
Marlene Stewart Strdt, 23'yeu^ 
old gdter irom VOdthiU. Oot. 
was voted the mosts butstandlpg 
woman atldete of the year In a 
poll of Cinadlao sporla editors 
end broadcasters.
' Ihe  win for the Ontario girl was 
the second sirflght. and the SQrd 
poll taken Ini' the news agency.
Lucille Wheeler, the 22>year> 
old skier from S t Jovite who won 
a  bronze medal for the downhill 
events in the last Olympics, plac­
ed second, with 02 points, against 
102 for Mrs. Streit 
Ernestine RusS^, gynmast 
from Windsor, Ont. p la c ^  third 
in  the award, with ^  points, bas­
ed on the poll 
OTHERS BfENTIONED 
Irene MacDonald of Hamilton, 
Olympic bronze medalist in div­
ing, placed fourth wit|i 21 points.
Others mentioned In the poU's 
findings, based on one, two and 
three pooints according to ot 
feiVnce, were: Mary Cay of Kit  ̂
cbener and Betty Stanhope of Ed­
monton, tynnernip and winner of 
the C a n a d y  Women’a Open Oolf 
Title thia year; Marilyn Bell, win* 
ner of thg award in 1934-53; Shir­
ley Tbpley, Vancouver all-around 
athlete; Jackie MacDonald, shot- 
put and discus star from Toronto; 
Susan Butt, Victoria tennis b<q>e- 
ful; Helen Stewart an^ Marg 
Iwasaki, Vancouver swimming 
stars; Carol Pachl, Ottawa figure 
skater; Carol Ann Duthle, Tor­
onto water skier.
Miss MacDonald Is well-known 
anxmd Kelowna for the summers 
she has spent here, training un­
der Dr. George Athans, and div­
ing in the Regatta.
Ohampioo of the British Em­
pire Games, thrOe-time Caimdlan 
champion, she has been runner- 
up and tUrd in 'the national out­
door AAlTi in ly ie r  and Houston, 
Texas, and is rated by anany, au­
thorities a s 'k  possible successor 
to the throne left vacant by the 
retirement of Pat McCormick 
from the amateur ranks.
fa m o u s  CHURCH 
The c h d ro f  Westminster Ab- 
b ^  in London, with its radiating 
chapels, follows andent French 
design.
I
Here’s hoping that this Christmas 
brims over with good cheer for 
you and yours, leaving you with 




I k  A  ■ ' *Day Matinee
The Packers will meet the Pen- 
ttetoo Vws on Kelowna ice for the 
annual Boxiiig Day* Classic, 
Thurslay at * .p.m„ with the 
league leaders* record over the 
past two years being impressive 
in victory. ’ .
Thia year ttie matinee will have 
new twist, however, since It 
will be the beginning of a double- 
header.. the ^last half of which 
will be ̂ y ed -B ox ing  Day even­
ing in Penticton.
. The games are regular league 
games, and will be played Just 
as bard this year as all the re d  
of the “chips-doWn” games in 
the tightly packed race. • 
PENTICTON HUNGBY 
Penticton can use wms. plenty 
of them. They are a full seven 
games behind the league-leading 
Packers and- Kamloops Chiefs, 
and four points l^hlna the Veri 
non Canucks. Coach Bernie Bath­
gate’s boys are,young, fast and 
hard-working, and improving 
every game out under the old 
pro mentor.*
Coach Jack O’Reilly's boys,
however, are regarding the whole 
holiday season of games as cru­
cial. since they have three meet­
ings with their arch-rivals, the 
Chiefs .and the future of the 
league pattern could very well 
hang on them.
PACKERS HAVE EDGE 
Eitlwr the Packers or the Chiefs 
could come out of the sbe holiday 
games with a bulge on the other 
that neither team seems to have' 
been able to achieve so far this 
season. Since only one of the 
three games is on Kamloops ice, 
the edge should be wifo coach 
O’Reilly. .
.Saturaay aight the Chiefs c«me 
to Kelowna for an 8 p.m. fixture, 
and on New Year’s day the 
Packers travel to thb Hub City 
for the matinee, and then return 
here to host the Chiefs in the 
evening game, at 9 p.m.
In at least one previous Boxing 
Day meeting, the Kelowna ice 
has seen some wild and woolly 
hockey, but this year’s game 
should be more business-like, with 
both teams intent on winning.
CEORGE INCUS — SPORTS EDITOR
e a s o n  s G r e e t i n g s
May the mcaoiii^ Christeas be deeper 
ll8 Friendsli^ stroDger 
Its Hopes MgMer
. ■ ■ • I ■ . , I •
as it comes to yoa tldg year.
FRANK C  CHRISRAN, M .P .
DIVER PLACES FdURTH
Irene MacDonald of Hamil-; 
ton. now training in Los Angeles 
under Glen McCormick, placed 
fourth 4n the Canadian Press 
23rd annual poll for the most 
outstanding woman athlete of
1957, with Mrs. Marlene Stew­
art Streit of Fonthill, Ontario, 
capturing the first nomination 
in a walkaway. ’The poll is a 
mail vote taken by the sports 
editors and broadcasters in 
Canada. (Courier Staff Photo.)
M a y  Set Trend
MELBOURNE (AP)—The draw 
for the D a v i s  Cup challenge 
round will be made Wednesday 
afternoon and never in recent 
years has the name..- plucking 
ceremony carried so mpeh sig­
nificance. /
“I  will admit," said U.S. cap­
tain Bill Tadbert, " I  would like 
the draw to come out a  certain 
way.
"I  want Vic Seixas in the first 
match against Mai Anderson and 
£ a r ^  Mackay in the s e c o n d  
against Ashley Cooper;’’
Australian captain Harry Hop- 
man, in predicting a 4-1 or 3-2, 
Aussie victory, ̂  said the differ­
ence may dbp^d . on how the 
names are drawn from the big 
silver trophy.
Lew. Hoad, Australian profes­
sional and former Dayis Cup ace 
now practising with the Aussie 
squa^ said " I  do not recall 
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Warriors Climb 
To Three (rames 
Behind Spokane
,By CANADIAN PRESS
Playing the last gapie of in 
terior hockey before Christmas, 
Rossland Warriors of the West­
ern International Hockey League 
drew closef to league-leading 
Sixikane Americans with a 4-2 
win over the Nelson Maple Leafs 
Monday' night.
Spokane are six points ahead 
with 32, whUe number three po­
sition is occupied'by Nelson with 
22. Trail,vwho are doiiig just that, 
have 18 points.
There has been no action In 
the Okanagan Senior Hockey 
League since' Saturday, with Kel- 
owpa and Kamloops resting a t 
the top wHh 35 points each. Ver 
non is 10 points behind with Pen­
ticton cellar-dwelling at 21., 
Rossland took control in the 
second stanza, after a scoreless 
first period. They scored a pair 
in the second, answered by two 
from Nelson, and banged in two 
deciders in the last frame.
Rossland scorers were Bud An­
drews, ■' Norm Lenardon, Frank 
Turik and Ray Demore. For the 
I Maple Leafs it was Don Appleton 
and. Norm Hyssop.
Next; engagement for teams in 
both leagues is on Boxing Day 
when Nelson visits T^ail In the 
WIHL and Kamloops meets Ver^
_________ npn both a t home and away;
«ilVM«awm| Penticton meets Kelowna .jbn 
jjlhome and away Ice, both pair- 
^filings in afternoon and evening 
'*■ gqmcs.
much."
Talbert officially will nominate 
Seixas, 34-year-oId cup perennial, 
and Mackay, a 22-year-old cup 
rookie who never has played bfr 
fore more than 2,000 people, lor 
the opening singles shortly before 
the draw.
Hopinian’s singles choices are 
Anderson, who won the U.S 
championship last summer,, and 
Cooper, present Australian title- 
bolder.
In doubles the Australians .will 
pair Anderson and Mervin Rose 
against one of three American 
combinations.
Talbert has not d e c i d e d  
whether to use Seixas with 44- 
year-old Gardnar Mulloy, who 
was a disappointment in the In 
ter-zone final against Belgium, p 
go ?:Ŵ th Mackay, who is playing 
bipliantly. A foifd possibilify is 
a tandem of Mulloy and Mackay 
in case a .decision is made . tp 
save Seixas for the final singles 
Saturday.
Speaking of the draw, Talbert 
said: " I  wont Seixas and Ander­
son in the first match because 
AnderSoif never has beaten Vic, 
There wmdd be treniendous psy­
chological pressure on him (An­
derson) out there in his firs'; 
Davis C u p  match agaiiist 
player who has his number.
"Should Seixas win, it would 
provide a big boost for Mackay, 
who is annous to play Cooper 
lec.ause he feels he has thd 
game to beat the Australian 
champion."
Hopman conepdes Seixas is the 
key to U;S. hopes with Mtickay 
dangerous ace in the hole.
He figures Seixas has a 50-50 
chance in each of his singles 
while the Australians have the 
edge in the doubles and two sin­
gles Involving Mackay.
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The Kaiser - Roche-Middleton Hryciuk, Kam.
line of the Packers is really mak­
ing it pay this year, with the im­
pressive total of 136 points amas9 
ed between the three-of them up 
to Christmas.
Left-winger J i m  Middleton, 
captain of the club, leads the way 
with 50 points, tied with Vernon 
Canadians’ George Agar for top 
spot. Brian Roche is in fourth 
spot, six ppints behind Kamlocps' 
Bill H iy c i^  with 44, and Joe 
Kaiser is next to him with 42.
Dave Gatherum still leads the 
net-minders of the league, the 
only goalie under four goals per 
game, with an average of 3.73.
Here are the official statistics 
for league standings, with those 
having 20 points or more in the 
scoring:
TOP POINT MEN
Players gp g a pts plm
Middleton, KeL 29 20 30 50 28 
Agar,-Ver. ■ 29 13 17 50 20
29 20 29 49 8 
Roche, KeL 29 20 24 44 21
Kaiser, Kel. 28 17 25 42 21
Milliard. Kam. 28 14 26 40 12 
Peacosh, Pen. 27 25 14 39 14 
More, Vernon 27 22 16 38 16 
Bathgate. Pen. 29 7 26 33 12 
PoweU, KeL 27 14 19 33 17 
Lowe, Vernon 29 16 17 33 28 
Evans, Kamloops 28 13 19 32 31 
King, Vernon 29 1814 32 56 
Wakshinski, Pen. 29 16 14 30 9 
Dawes, Kam. 26 6 23 29 14 








W Hl Roster Cut 
In Tight Money
HOCKEY .SCORES
By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
V OHA-NOHA SENIOR A
North Bay 2 Sudbury 10 
SJHL
Regina 3 Estevan 1 
CAHL
Red Deer 7 Lacombe 4
SJHL,', -I
Prince Albert.4 Saskatoon 2 
WESTERN INTERNATIONAL 
W L T F A Pts 
Spokane 16 20 0 117 94 32
Rossland 12 11 0 90 «5 24
Nelson 11 11 0 95 103 22
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26 16 12 28 4 
29 19 8 27 19
27 13 11 24 20 
29 15 8 23 4 
29 6 17 23 44 
13 15 7 22 10 
29 15 7 22 10
M O NDAY'S FIGHTS
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
New York; Tommy Tibbs, 132, 
Boston, outpointed , Lulu Perez, 
135, Brooklyn, 10.
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
Hockey playws in the Prairie 
idivislon of the Western. Hockey 
League will be working harder 
for juieir pay cheques starting to- 
day. .
There won’t  be as many of 
them around to carry the load of 
the 70-game schedule.
President A1 Leader said in 
Seattle Monday the four Prairie 
clubs have agi;eetl to reduce their 
playing- rosters from 15 to 12 
men, effective immediately.
Clubs affected are Winnipeg 
Warriors,'Edmonton. Flyer4, Sas- 
katoon-St. Paul Regals and Cal­
gary Stampeders.
The proposal was made earlier 
this month by Frank Boucher, 
general manager of Regals who 
have been hard-pressed by falling 
revenues.
The finances of the coast clubs 
appaprently are in somewhat bet­
ter shape because they so far 
have indicated they intend to 
stick to 15 players.
"It’s impractical," said coach 
Art Chapman of Vancouver Can- 
uqks when the roster-cut was pro­
posed.
"In the days when Boucher arid 
I played k) the National Hockey 
[.eague the schedule was 40 and 
48 games. Nowadays they go 70 
and skate more In every one."
His view was supported by Hal 
Laycbe, coach of New Wcjstmln 
ster Royals.
"With the ‘emphasis On speed as 
It Is today, twd forward lines 
would have too tough a, Job/’ Lay 
coa said.
NevqrtholesG, iJeader said Mon­
day, rosters of the entire eight- 
team league will be reviewed at 
a  WHL mecUng In Calgary. Jan. 
9.
B. Warwick, Kam. 28 7 14 21 78 
D. Warwick, Kam. 25 8 13 21 44 
Marquess. Kam. 28 8 13 21 '6  
Young, Kel. 20 12 9 21 12
Stecyk, Vernon 26 3 17 20 20
GOAL TENDERS’ AVERAGES
GP GA Av. PIM 
Gatherum, Kd. 26 97 3.73 0
Shirley, Kam. 27 114 4.22 12 
Gordon, Ver. 27 129 , 4.77 0
Wood, Pen. 28 134 4.78 .
TEAM STANDINGS 









1 35 355 129 107
1 35 380 140 127
1 25 4to 126 141
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The Firm , and S taff 
of
CHARLES D. GADDES
K U  E s n n
, t r a d e  UCENCB .
City cduncll Monday night ap-1 
>rov^ tiie application fot‘ a  tYaael 
Icenco .of Kenneth lAindahl, Pen­
ticton, acting on behalf of Na­
tional School Studios Ltd., Win­
nipeg, a  photography Ann. Feel 
of, 130 wae paid.
A. W. GRAY REAL ESTATE
 ̂ ( I )- i \
KELOWNA
, . I -‘.f I . I I' L < t
' NOTICE
To Customers On 
Cairiw Routes
'l^of any Infcgularity In the 
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Sports Scribes Have Short 
Memory For Diving Heroine
By GEORGE INGLIS 
(Coarier SpMtb EdttMr)
R an g ers , 
H a rd  O n
The most andent ^videoces' c  ̂
humans in Sweden di^te .frook 
aboutCOOOBC  ̂ <<
MONTOEAL <CP»—The sudden 
o im rfe ' of New YoA Ransers
Detroit Red Wings, with utter 
gard'for the^ace-and rg t^ -
Tbc vagaries of sports editors and broadcasters arc well- 
known to their editors. *
Unfortunately, when the yearly poll of the sporting frater­
nity's working classes is taken by Canadian Press, they supply 
no memory jottings along w ith ,the questionnaire— otherwise 
more than 21 sports writers m l^ t  have remembered the little 
;^1 who captured the hearts and imaginations of people all oyer 
the world by her courage and skill in the Melbourne Olympics.
There were only 21 who voted for Irene MacDonald, slim  
blonde sprite from Hamilton, Ont., who stood up in front of the 
critical eyes of some of the finest in the diving world, and came 
away with the first bronze medal Canada has ever won at diving
■ Far be it from us to detract from Marlene Stcy/art Strcii, 
the darling of the eastern sports writers, winner of the award, 
although we arc inclined to agree with tlw local sports enthusiast 
who said, “Marlene Stewart? What did she do besides- get mar 
ried this year?” ,
The choice was not made on the basis of 1957,achicvciifcnt 
however, since Lucille Wheeler, 22-ycar-old ski misUess from St. 
Jovitc, Quc., received much of her acclaim in 1956, as did Irene. 
As a second choice, we cannot agree more than with the choice 
of Lucille, but feel that she and Irene should share top honors 
for women, as two women who made names for themselves‘ant 
Canada in sports .that Canadian women have never bcOn that 
notable in.
Ernestine Russell, about whom the pollsters say “has been 
piling up gymnastic honors in Canada and th? United States for 
years and is recognized as the tops in North America,” is practi­
cally unknown in this corner, although we know-she attended 
the Olympics last year. She placed third in the poll, which was 
scored on a basis of three, two and one points. Stewart-Streit 
earned 106; Wheeler 62, Russell 25 and MacDonald 21. .
Miss Stewart, whose glamorous press raves won her the 
attention of the eastern papers last year, when she won the Cana­
dian Open^and seven other tournaments, including the US Wo­
men’s Amateur Championship, was rated the tops last year and 
quite rightly, but this year the best she did was a Canadian wo- 
' men’s Closed and the Ontario Amateur.
Her press relations were better.
C L O SE  P A R A L L E L S
As far as Lucille Wheeler and Irene MacDonald were con- 
, cerned, their careers were very closely parallelled. They are both 
competitors in a  sport that takes long hours of lonely practice, 
and they both wop bronze medals in their sport at the 1956 
Olympics. To further the coincidence, they were the first Cana­
dians to win acclaim in their sport at the Olympics.
Both girls won further recognition, Lucille receiving recog­
nition as top downhill skier and rated by the world ski governing 
body as no. 2 woman downhill skier and no. 3 in combined class.. 
Irene has been runner-up twice in the US nationals, and is repeat 
holder of the* Canadian diving crown, head and shoulders over 
anyone in the country. She is also the B.E.G. champ, and a 
probable to bring back honors again in 1958 in Cardiff, Walps, ak 
well as being a probably shoo-in for the ’60 Olympics, should 
she compete.
Both girls arc considered as likely world champions, by 
authorities in their various sports. Lucille, on the basis of her 
bronze medal, no. ,2 rating, and finally her championship, shows 
that she is climbing, and is likely to take the championship in 
February in Bad Gastein, Austria.
Irene was within five points of Pat McCormick in the US 
nationals two years ago, and was right within reach of her at 
the Olympics, when she broke down under the pain of a bursitis 
attack, finishing third in spite of losing all the points on the dive 
when she balked. 'The fact that Mrs. McCormick is how in the 
pro ranks, gives Irene an excellent chance of becoming the'next 
champion of the world, also.
Had we been as fully aware of Miss Wheeler’s achievements 
as we should have been, we would have rated her second to Irene, 
due largely to the fact we are more'personally acquainted with 
the diving gal’s record. We feel it is ^uite likely a similar situa­
tion in reverse with the eastern writers regarding Irene.
And as far as the vagaries are concerned, we admit to more 
than our share.




will season, has fiR but wrecked 
MontixSil (^nadiens’ domination 
of-NationAl Hockey League ecor-
W a t injtuies haven’t done in 
breaking up Canadiens cozy cot­
erie, the sharpshooters of, the 
Rangers and the Red Wings are 
fast completing.
The serond-place Rangers had 
_ tough four - game assignment 
last W’eek and camo out of it with 
thr€e wins and a tie. Along with 
that notable achievement,' includ­
ing two victories over the league­
leading Montrealers, littkf Cam­
ille tThe Eel) Henry and Andy 
Bathgate picked up a total of 13 
SCorii^ points.
The Red Wings won all three of 
their games, only'team  with a 
perfect record for the week, and 
bounced from fifth place into a 
third-place tie. Just as ominous 
was Oerdie Howe’s contint|iing 
drive for top place among the 
scoring leaders and another NHL 
title.
TAKES OVER SECOND 
Howe scorpd one goal and two 
assists, boosting his total to 34 
points , ghd moving Mm into sec­
ond place ahead of Montreal’sSickle Moore and Jean Beliveau.
enri iJWchard has 35 poinia 
I Bathgate collected one goal 
and five assists and moved up a 
notch into fifth, place with' 31 
points. Henry harvested four 
goals and three assists and was
seven points lifted 
him from ninth to a sixth-place 
tie at 30 points with Bronco Hor­
vath of Boston Bruins.
The league-leading CanadicAs, 
;rith one win and,two losses last 
week, saw their 'nine-point lead 
of a  week ago shrink to -fmur. 
New York has 39 points to Mont­
real’s 43 but Canadiens take 
some comfort in having played 
four fewer games.
O A r ts . PIM.
H. Richard. Mtt IS 20 35 13
Howe. Detroit 15 19 35 22
Moore, Mtl 13 19 32 36
Beliveau, MU / 12 20 32 40
Bathgate. 10 21 31 13
Henry, NY 18 12 30 2
Horvath, Boston 12 IS 30 22
Geoffrion, MU 12 15 27 26
Sloan. Toronto 10 17 27 '30
StSsluk, Boston 12 14 26 14
Harris, Toronto 11 15 26 16
THE DAILY OOTJUE& 
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481  BERNARD AVE.
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From Peggy and Pete, Billy, Lome, Allen, Ron, Ccoige, 
Ken, Hagel, Kuhi ‘and Jim
SUNSHINE SERVICE '
Corner Bernard and 'Vernon Road Phone 3369
H A R D  T O  F O R G E T
It’s hard to visualize, however, anyone forgetting this come 
ly little bronzed athlete who has worked her way to and from 
diviqg meets in Canada and the U.S., for the sole purpose of 
using the skill she hhs attained all on her own, to bring glory 
to the name o f her cou n ty .
When she went dott^n to Tyler, Texas, two years ago, Jd  
dive in the A A U  outdoor championships, she had to take two 
jobs to earn the money to go there, Canada never helped her 
make her way there, but she dived under Canadian colors, and 
when she came within five points of tying Fat McCormick, she 
achieved greater heights than any Canadian girl has in history.
Mistress of the B.E.G., and far superior to any female diver 
in Canada, she attended last year’s Olympics only after grudging 
consent was won to permit her to be an entry on the aquatic 
team.
The magnificent courara she displayed in the Olympics 
wrote a proud chapter in C had ian  history, at a time wheii the 
world was in .the midst of uph<;aval and strain. The representa 
tives of the various countries in the entire civilized world v(etc 
able to point their finger in eiivy at an example o f splendid 
Canadian womanhood driven by courage to conquer fear in 
unselfish service to her country.
DETROIT (AP) — Maybe this 
week, says coach George Wilson, 
Detroit Lions can win a gamel 
without first making everything IW 
look hopeless in the first half.
The pressure is off a little 
now,’! said Wilson, back home 
and ready to start his Lions prac­
tising for their National Football 
League championship game with 
Cleveland Browns here Sunday.
"We had to beat Chicago and 
we had to beat San Francisco to 
get this far,” he said. "But now 
we’re here. The pressure in 
those two games made the boys 
tighten up a little in the first 
half. I don’t  tMnk we’ll have that] 
problem this week.'
1 The near disaster that Wilson! 
attributed to tightening up had 
the Lions trailing CMcago Bears 
10-0 at the half before they won 
21-1‘3 .two weeks ago and trailing 
the San Francisco ’49ers 24-7 at I 
intermission before they won M  
31-27 Sunday. £
CRUCIAL TESTS K
Those two games were crucial g f  
for the Lions in their upMll fight I ̂  
to the playoff. The victory overl?^ 
CMcago in the last game of tha 
regular season pulled the Lions 
into a tie with San ' Francisco.
The.triumph ovpr the ’49ers in a 
playoff won the Western division 
ctown for the Lions. ^
Wilson says the- secret of the iSSf 
Lions’ second-halt success the ̂  
last two weeks is a pleasing mix- -  
ture of old pros and youngsters 
who have been acting like old 
pros.
Such veterans as offensive cen- SP 
tre Frank Gatski, quarterback 
Tobin Rote, linebacker Roger ■- 
Zatkoff and back John Henry 
Johnson, to name a few, gave 
the Lions what they needed to 
pull all-but-lost games out of the 
fird, Wilson said. ■ "
With them (hei listed halfback 
Howard (BEppalong) 'Cassady and 
rookM endvSteve Junker as twp 
who deyeldped fast as the Lions 
moved ‘with' uncertain stepsi  ̂to­
ward the championship playoff.
A quiet litilc. gat with »  restrained imp of mischief that has 
lb be kept well under controt in ordcjr that she can exerdso the 
rigid .sclf-dbciplino that is a diver’s main asset, Irene has won 
the hearts of many people here in Kclqwna dtlring the aummers 
she bus spent here.' training the youngsters to dive out of the 
goodness of her heart.
An unassuming, dcvqtcd athlete, she has never been 
seeker after udqiation, undi has never iiskcd anything'from "any 
one other than a I’hanco to compete in the sport ^he has given u|f 
most of licr time to i|i Hie last half etozen years. She is qn amateur 
in tl)C truest scp;e q | the Word, but a “real pro,” in the coUoqiiia 
meaning bf the word. ,
A grateful girl, she' ha^ continued to divci for her home.towh, 
Hamilton, although it is years since she dived there under coach 
Tommy Walker. In 1954, she met Dr. George Athans, was in 
spired by him to climb to great heights, apd has never hCsitatci 
to mention her gratitude toward Kelowna's “diving doctor,” 
whenever she has been asked about her coaching..
Presently, she is training under Glen McCprmick, huifband 
of Pat, and a famous coach in his own right.' and .she makes no 
bones alHHii the fact she thinks |tc is the “greatest.”
And so, Irene outweighed as wo may be by the consensus 
of writers, wc would like to confer upon you the “.Sportlighi 
Award," and our hopes 'for another big year.
It couldn't happen lo  a nicer girl. . ,
LA Dodgers Ink 
Another Pitcher,
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Los 
Angeles Dodgers have announced 
signing righthander Stan 'Wil­
liams for the 1958' baseball sea­
son. tVlUlams had n 19-7 refcord 
last season wlUi St. Paul and top­




CHINO, Calif., (AP)-Blll Cnih 
>cr of Sah Diego has picked up 
Irst place money of 11,000-In the 
85.000 Pomona 'Valley open golf 
tournament.
In a sudden-death playoff, Cas­
per edged Charlie SUiord of PhUo- 
dclphiu when Slffprd mtased an 
eight-foot'putt bn the 10th hole 
Casper di;opped a birdie four. 
They each shot 70 on the .playoff 
18. ' ' ■
.They had tied a t 204 Sunday for 
the, 54-hole tourney.
 ̂4
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With the approach of. Christmas, our thoughts revert gratefully to those , 
whose good w ill and confidence we have learned to treasure throughout the 
years. It is to these olfl friends and our many new ones that we wish to 
extend our warmest wishes for a cheerful and joyous Christmas ^  a happy, 
and prosperous New Year.  ̂ u
FROM ALL OF US at
ê 'j




'V f-m -'m  REVIEW
ynempSoyment Main 57  
.abor Worry, Says W riter
r  C r  JOUN LcBLANC 
■{Canadian Press Staff Writer
OTTAWA (CP)-MounUng un- 
ijeniploymeot, with the possibility 
|o f record post-war Jobless figures 
lixt^thc coming late winter and 
ledrly s p r i n g ,  .constituted the 
injfln concern of Canadian labor 
las, 1957 drew to a close.
I The 1,000,000 • member Cana- 
Ididn Labor Congress was talking 
Ot a national emergency shaping 
lup  and caUing lor government 
laction.
The federal government had 
Isofne measures in hand—within 
land without Parliament—but no 
[crash program appeared in pros-
Ithe bureau of statistics esti-
%  ̂ o s t
mated that 292,0001 Canadians 
were unemployed at Nov. 16, 
more than double the number of 
unemployed at the same time last 
year. The figure represented a 
rise of 84,000 in a month. CLC 
President Claude Jodoin. was 
predicting the number would rise 
to a post'* war peak of 500,000. 
However, 1937 enjployment also 
was a t an all-time high, though 
an upsurge in the labor force had 
outstripp^ the rise in Jobs.
To hold down the labor force 
while employment caught up. the 
new govenunent late in the year 
clamped down on the flow of im­
migrants, which had been heavy 
in the early part of 1957.
In an effort to stimulate cold- 
weather, employment, it ordered
i ■•i
G o o d j
1X)isKcs|
j
I Wish All My 
Friends and Customers 
and Everyone
A  V E R Y  MERRY  




an extra lliso.000,000 in govern­
ment-guaranteed loans for home- 
building, and Was proposing to 
release another $150,000,000. It 
also was pushing a  vigorous pro­
gram to persuade Canadians to 
get work done during the winter 
which normally might be left«ff 
until apring. ■. v ''
As stop gaps, ’ too, unemplioy- 
ment Insurance provisions wCra 
being broadened and restrictions 
on federal unem plo^cnt assist­
ance to provinces were being re­
laxed wrlth removal of a ' thfesh' 
old” provision limiting the poKot 
at which federal contributions 
might start.
IMPOHTANT SURVEir 
Of over - all interesY to labor 
was . a survey being undertaken 
by the labor-department with a 
view to overhaul the. Indust­
rial Relations and Disputes Ii^ 
vestigatiqn AcV-the labor code-> 
which governs employer - ehi 
ployec relations for about 450,000 
workers.
 ̂During the year, the big cen 
tral labor congress,— formed ip 
1956 — consolidated its position 
steadily as the'main force orthe 
Canadian labor movement., l^ e  
congress was formed from 
merger of the Trades and Labor 
Congress and th$ Canadian Con­
gress of Labor. -
By December, virtually all pro­
vincial federations apd local la-
___ i
C h n 's r m a s . S
bor councils of the ope-time rival 
groups had been merged. The 
congress was working, too, to 
hold down inter-union member^ 
ship raiding, and- during the year 
it suspended fhc International Un­
ion of Operating Engineers for
this type of activity........
On the other, hand, it took in 
the broth,crbood of railroad train­
men, to ^ve  it most of the Cana­





ued through the year aimed at 
an association between the CLC 
and the 100,000 - member Cana­
dian and Catholic' Confederation 
of Labor In  Qdebec.
By mid-December, no satisfac­
tory basis for a liaison had been 
reached, and there appeared no 
prospect' of an early hookup'.
EIGHT-COURSE AlEAL TU3 D.I’.LY COURIER s| * TUE3. qSC. 21. 1957 • ®
Gourm ets G et Together
g
May this season of Peace 
a n d  Goodwill brighten 
your life with its many 
blessings.
Hardies
G ENERAL STORE  
RUTLAND 
ftiMMisaiaisiaiMdiMaMMiMi I
L E N  H Y A M
Rutland Repair i
W eM iM lM ieM ieM itltW tW M l
"Wbliave aloQ ^ |\  y m
ilong list of warm wishes ){ 
'io r  alt oof friends for a || 








F rom  ypuf
RUTLAND
OTTAWA (CP)—Duff, dog pal 
of Governor-General Massey, is 
becoming a celebrity in his own 
right.
•Government House reijorts that 
the golden retriever, almost con­
stant companion of Mr. Massey 
and top mischief-maker at the 
Governor-General’s residence, is 
getting fan letters.
.Hie letters, most of them from 
Britain, began arriving after the 
October visit to Ottawa of Queen 
Elizabeth and Prince Philip; 
GRABBED QUEEN’S PURSE 
During a stroll in the grounds 
of Government .House, where the 
royal couole stayed, Duff grab­
bed the Queen’s purse and car­
ried it for her. Later he drooped 
it to run after a squirrel and the 
orince returned the pUrse un­
harmed to Her Majesty.
A photograph of Duff padding 
along with the Queen’s purse 
touched off the fan mail. This 
scene stole the show in tiie* re­
cently-released film of the roval 
visit made by the National Film 
Board.
The Tail - Waggers’ Club of 
Great Britain, a charitable or­
ganization' that clainis a world 
membershio of 1,000,000 dogs, 
many of them nets of British 
royalty and nobility, asked Mr. 
Massey to enrol Duff.
(?ther letters praised the big re­
triever. , But Diuff, probably tte  
most Photographed canine in Can­
ada. is unmoved.
NEW YORK (AP) -  Depart- 
inent and specialty store execu­
tives throughout the United States 
are battling furiously to equal the 
record sales figures of Christmas 
1 ^ .
An Associated Press survey-of 
retail trends in 26 major Ameri­
can cities gives'this picture: 
Christmas business isn’t  shap­
ing us as well as many merch­
ants had hoped. It may not reach 
the high-flying totals of 1956. but 
by any other standards it will be 
plenty big. Signs point to a last- 
minute buying binge.
Merchants are gloomiest where 
cuts in aircraft and other Indus 
tries have added to unemploy­
ment. Many shoppers in these 
areas have been laid off.
SHOPPERS CAREFUL
Elsewhere, smaller-than-expec- 
ted Christmas sales are blatned 
on a combination of circumstan 
ces and events ranging to Sputnik 
to poor shopping weather.
Consumer psychology comes in 
for a hefty share of criticism 
A California banker says “pos­
sibly there has been too much 
emphasis placed on such disturb­
ing things as the president’s 
health, the government economy 
program, and Sputnik.’’
One thing most merchants 
agree on is that people are shop­
ping more carefully this year. 
“Freak” gifts are available, 
there are Chinese back-scratch­
ers made of 24-karat gold but 
people are passing them up in 
favor of practical items.
If ■ there’s any scrimping, it’s 
on luxury goods. Toys generally 
are going like a house afire.
In New York, shoppers who 
had held off during a subway 
strike, converged on the city’s big 
department stores Saturday. Bus­
iness at. Macy’s, which stayed 
open imtil 9 p.m., shot past tthe 
$2,000,0(X) mark, reported to have 
been the biggest total ever rung 
up by a department store in a 
single day.
MONTREAL (CP)-~A group of 
Montreal gourmets got together 
recently for an eight-course meal 
that took mor«  ̂ than ' five hours 
to complete. . '  *
,, • They were Inembers of this 
city’s  exclusive gastronomic club 
if^r^per Montagne—named after 
a famous French chef.
The 60 members meet periodi­
cally for specially-prepared din­
ners. They held one a while ago 
at Chez Lelarge, which is liter­
ally the home of Edouard Le- 
large, a 240-pound master chef 
with 47 years’ experience in the 
restaurant business, 22 of them 
ir Paris,
The feast took two days to pre­
pare. During the final day 16 
men were working in the restaur­
ant kitchen.
It began with what the French 
call "les amuse-gufule” — an 
hour of picking a t delicacies such 
as caviar, oysters and foie gras.
Seven courses followed. The 
climax was a dish of sweet­
breads with meunlerc sauce, a 
mushtxwm paste, and black tiuf- 
les.
It prompted a typically French- 
Canadian gesture of approval: 60
thumbs and Index fingers wereacd. lifted to 60 Ups and 
ed.___________________
»*RIZE AWARDED 
-AACHEN, Germany (Reuters) 
Til... ,.csv German city Friday 
awarded former French Premier 
Robert Schuman the Oharlc* 
magne prze for 1958 for s()ccial 
services to the cause of Euro­
pean unification.
With DogjS
McMURDO SOUND (AP)-An- 
tarctica is threatened with an 
over-supply of dogs, says U.S. 
Rear Admiral George Dufek.
The problem arises from a de­
creasing need for dogs and a 
prospective increasd, among the 
11 males and 10 females Tn the 
McMurdb kennels. Females can 
produce two Utters a year with 
seven or eight pups^to tlie 'Utter.. 
- The dogs are stakbd Iq the 
snow on separate leashes that 
sometimes fail to hold. They mix 
occasionally despite the efforts of 
George N. Gagnon, from Nqw 
Bedford,^ Mass;, the dogs’ hand­
ler. .
Dufek said the dogs wUl nbt bc 
destroyed and expressed'the hope 
some way will be found to distri­
bute them somehwefe outside 
Antarctica.
ROBBERS FLEE 
- QUEBEC (CP) - r  Two armed 
bandits fled empty-handed from 
a Caissc Populalre (Credit Un­
ion) in Quebec’s LimoUou dis­
trict Friday when the manager 
' ■' revolver shot in their di­
rection.
BUILDING SPLITS
STE. ANliE - DE - BEAUPRE, 
Que (CP)-rThe Cyclorama, an 
octagonal ̂ woOden buUdibg hous­
ing a ^60-foot rcUgious painting, 
pli  ̂ open on one side Friday 
casing  part jof the to fall in
and threatening' complete col- 
l a ^  of t h e structure. T h e  Cy- 
clorama is a few hundred feet
from'the famed Stc. Anne 
Beadpr'e shrine.
dc-













Don't Feed Dogs 
Bones
REMINDER!
Guard Against Five, Rut Remember The 
Rutland Fire Call Number — • 2233
BOB WHITE SERVICE
: oldest established business in Rutland
■ • ' w I
MAG'S
Grocery Store
Relda Ciamer on 97
(Conrier’a Vernon Bureau)
VERNON —• If you value your 
dog and- have any compassion 
for the health of other canines; 
don’t dispose of that turkey 
carcass where the muttniks can 
get it. '
If you must give lido a Juicy 
Christmas present, it i s  sug­
gested by BiU Cheeseman, presi­
dent of ihe Vernon SPCA, that 
yoii give the dog a good heel 
bone, Under no condition should 
chicken or turkey bones be 
given. It is permissable to boil 
the carcass and give your dog 
the soup; minus of course car­
cass and any bohe splinters.
It is the bone splinters that can 
kill your dog. Fowl bones, when 
being split in the Jaws of a dog, 
splinter, usually leaving very 
Jagged points. If one of-these 
sharp fragments becomes lodged 
sideways in a dog’s Intestines, it 
can perforate the wall of the in­
testine and cause his death.
Local veterinauy surgeon, Dr, 
W. L. ParkhiU, confirmed Mr- 
Cheeseman’s opinion, as to the 
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VANCOUVER (CP)-An illiter 
ate y o u t h f u l  delinquent who 
thought it was a Joke when a 
prison official asked him if he 
would like to attend school is 
studying to read and write and 
also learning a trade.
He doesn’t consider himself 
lucky being in Jail. But as jails 
go, he is lucky to be in nearby 
Haney Correctional Institution, a 
model jail which it is hoped will 
set a pattern for Canada.
Tlie $4,000,000 prison has been 
open for two months. TTie would- 
be tradesman- was a relatively 
simple case to haridler-TheJunior 
gangster was not. \
He’d heard this place as a 
"soft touch.” Warden E. K, Nel­
son says it is a place of hard 
work and austerity—plus oppor­
tunity. 1
When called before a classifi­
cation board, the 18-year-old de­
linquent showed a,tough attitude 
He had no skills, little education, V 
no ambition and a fair-sized chip s  
on his shoulder. S
The board decided he was a & -











Now he Is back studying ele­
mentary subjects in the jail 
school. After school periods he 
has the choice of learning car­
pentry, electronics or m e t a l l  
work.
School instructors at Haney arel 
taught to recognize latent abilit­
ies of inmates and their findings 
are reported to the classification | 
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OTTAWA (CP) -  Transport! 
Minister Hees said Friday a pub­
lic inquiry will bo held early in 
1958 into .^e  crash of a Martime 
Central Airways plane near Que­
bec City last summer in which all 
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By HAROLD MORRISON ^
Canadian Presa SUff Writer
LONDON (CP) — The men at 
^ ‘ho drill, the Industrial press and 
J tho steel furnace arc the front- 
® *llne soldiers in Britain’s battle for 
durability, dlsci-CROSSROADS t**'.*!® efficiency dispel any
Britain is facing nn 
economic eclipse.' ,
SI average British workman 
I puts in longer hours and gets less 
i R?y‘han tho Canadian. Ho is less 
I likely to own-a refrigerator, tclc- 
l vision set or automobile. His 
y  i«»a elabor.
)gtwwpa«ai^miftww , it has no
B u^ th e factory worker,, tite 
m ill hand and the ste«l-maker 
hAvd their -puba and football 
pools, their darts; radios and cln-
‘Inf h -I'-;
t o '




And they app^  ̂ to have a 
do,
I love tor Ihe work they
koC:h' » ■ , I 1,
Garage
Strikes merge and they becoirto 
sensatloiial news. But many a 
firm has reported they have had 
n^ iabor trw hler production has 
»je«"i»i;|n»P«led since the Second 
World War. , ,
SURVIVAL FIRST
Somehow the coUecUve thought
appears to have been impmssed
?" not
With virtually no raw materi.ls 
of her own nM  devastatM lry n 
war. BrUain has been nhle 'since 
1946 to double her produSim Tf 
'steel, triple her passenger egr
output, increase her over-all pro­
duction of engineering, shipbuild­
ing and electrical g o ^ s  by more 
than 50 per cent. ' ,
. The value of hcr 'total output <if 
gopds and services has more than 
doubled to , almost $60,000,000,000 
a year,
Some British Industrialists have 
iinted, during tho tour of the Ca­
nadian mode mission, that Brit­
ain -had  competed with North 
America on labor costa alone,' ,
One big firm got a huge order 
to -supply power , turbines for a 
iari (e United Stotes project. Why
K Ji!l5ko ’®at‘ l!Iâ ^
V&causQ our labor' costs arc 
lower and therefore our price 
lower.M '
LESS WAGES
Tlic average B r i t i s h ,  male 
worker gets about $35 for a. 44- 
houip week:* tnanj^ skilled crafts­
men, work for KU; others for $45. 
A linen factory girl in Belfast, 
working spinning and weaving 
machines would get about $14 a 
week."
Housing Is still scarce. New 
housing subsidized by municipal-
WESTBANK 
PHARMACY
I Your Family Druggist
May tHe age-old but ever-S 
new story of Christmas r e - { 
capture your spirit and in- j 
spire you anew with all the j 
joy and wonder of the Day. |
M erry" Christmas |
Ruth Hans and Jimmy Pettersen. j
Okanagan Auto Court !
and Service Station
Highway'07CkiiUtm I
M erry  Christmas
' n n i [ , •'??|
Happy;*liiew Year
from > your /'Esso" Dealer
Itles is springing up all over the 
country. By Canadian standards, 
the ^renta are exceedingly low—]
housing to go And tol
Glasi
t
ui tscm s  
mrhaps about $18 a  month for 
three-b^room flat.
But there Isn’t of this
l sgow a  was reported 
some residents, und^Wedly in 
Jjiai lowest wage-earning group, 
Uve elgl^t to 10 in a rpom,,
Kon find Phil ^Wood
WESTBANK
f, 'i** A
/  M OTORS  
W E ST B A N K
Chi^sfihas 
Tb A ll
And may the com­
ing  season bring 
you an abundance 
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Books For Children Topic Of Talk, 
To Kelowna Council Of Women
“ Books sre  the tools of 
cstkm/* George Dew toWT the 
Kclowns Council of Women s t Its 
December meeting, and the 
moment one buys a book he Is la 
the education business.
Mr. Dew. recently arrived from 
England. Is la charge of the
children’s department at the 
Okanagan Begional Library, and 
In his talk placed great emphasis 
on books. EducaUon is a systcni 
of training and strengthening of 
the mind, and much should be 
'd o n e  for children in.order that 
they may'grow In the way they 
should go. be said. A great part 
of thia educati(Hi should be car­
ried on In the home—not merely 
In schools and universities.
D e d i c a t i o n  S e r v i c e  
A t  B a p t i s t  C h u r c h
An Impircsslve service of de^  
cation and christening was held 
a t Uie Qiristmas Sunday morn­
ing service in First Baptist 
Church, Kelowna, when Wendy 
Lynne, the infant daughter of 
Bill and Betty-Anne Greenwood, 
Clcnmore, was brought to. the 
church.
Friends and relatives who at­
tended the service were enter­
t a in s  afterwards at the Green­
wood home.
EXDl^LT COUPLE DIE
MONTREAL (CP) — Two eV 
derly persons were found dead in 
a second-storey bedroom'in their 
suburban Outremont bouse early 
M on^y, asphyxiated by smoke 
fumes from a short-lived fire. 
Dead are Arthur Dostert. 75, and 
his wife, 74, who had been com­
pletely paralyzed for a year
tn iHtying books for children 
the book should be related to the 
cWld. and the buyer must know 
more thap the price-he must 
know the child. »lr. Dew *dvis^ 
against merely saying. "This 
is a good book . . Instead, be 
crafty and by your conversation 
try to stimulate interest" id the 
bo(^ .so that the child will want 




land of Mathematics" Mr, Dew 
said that this book Is written by 
a mathematician and not only Is 
it presented artistically, but is 
most interesting to the 10 -12 age- 
group.- This is obtainable at the 
Regional library, as are many 
more books In which children 
'will find interest. . /  *
Mr. Dew mentioned many 
books to be found in the library’s 
list as suitable for children; a 
list that will be found useful the 
year round when buying gilts for 
varying age-groups.
W. E. Adams was thfe next 
speaker, presenting pictures of 
his trip of a year ago when he 
travelled round the world. The 
story ’of his travels was intensely 
interesting as ho told of sailing 
from San Francisco to Honolulu 
and on to Japan. From Japan he 
visited in* turn, Hong Kong, 
Manila, Singapore, Bangkok, 
Penang and the Malay Peninsula. 
Across the Indian Qcean he 
travelled to Ceylon, Cochin. Bom­
bay, Delhi, to Egypt, then to 
Alexandria, and in Italy, Genoa, 
Leghorn and Pisa, before sailing 
for home.
Last week’s being the Christ­
mas meeting, a social hour with 
refreshments followed the speak­
ers.
Children From Behind Iron Curtain
Giv($n- Love And Taught. New Weals
'■ '  ’ dren's village to gtiie the chit-
drep an enthusilstn for the soil." 
says Mrs. Shapiro, . ■ 
^RESS.FARMNG v <
s
‘ Our Best Wishes 4
for a Joyful Christmas 
with hopes that we may have 
the pleasure of serving you 
during the New yea n
MR. and MRS.
HAROLD DENNEY
DOROTHY ROBERTSON AIM IE HANNA j
ELLA SMITH JEAN BOHN G INA CYR
S E N IO R  C I T I Z E N S  E N T E R T A IN E D
BOH MARCHE ^
\  The-Ladies Store
Christmas Is a time for re­
newing friendships and reviv­
ing memories of other years, 
and more than 70 senior cit­
izens had an opportunity to do 
just that—and enjoy turkey and 
all the trimmings—at a Christ­
mas banquet given for them 
last week by the Rutland Dor­
cas Welfare Society in the 
auditorium of Okanagan Acad­
emy.
Ninety had been invited, but 
18 were unable to attend, and< 
DWS workers saw to it that 
these received Christmas Cheer 
baskels;^ .
’This was the 6th annual din­
ner'given by the Society, and 
is inter-denominational — the 
only qualification being that a 
guest must be over 65. Trans­
portation was provided where 
necessary, and after the dinner
a program w as, enjoyed, with 
Mrs. Darol Rick as master of 
ceremonies. Here are shown 
some of the guests at the long 
table which was loaded with 
Christmas fare.
Mrs. D. Tulak heads the 
DWS, and in charge of pro­
visions for the dinner were 
Mrs. 1. Herzog, Mrs. J. Kuhn, 
Mrs. J. Rohrig. Mrs. F. Dris­
coll and Mrs. Ed. Herman.
ANTICIPATING THE ARRIV­
AL . . .  of their daughter and 
son-in-law Mr. and Mrs. John 
Peacock, Vancouver, to cele­
brate the holidays are Mr. and 
Mrs. Harold Denney.__________
Travelling in the U»K»?
Keep 
in  touch
with heme-—re a d
CANADA REVIEW
Keep In touch with hom e nDws 
sports, finance, politics and current 
events. Canada W eekly Review —  
the only Canadian popef edited and 
published in GriBot Britdih is on sole  
ot leading hotels and .news-stands. 
Fast cable news gives you o  weekly 
report on Canadian affairs and hap­
penings.
ictsKicxtctcicigteietciKtctvgiKmpeiKK]









MR. AND MRS. W, EMBREY 
. . . Okknagan Mission and small 
son BlU left on Saturday to s p ^  
Christmas in yictoria,
FROM COAST . . . Mr. and 
Mrs. G. B. Raikes, of New Wiest- 
minster, arrived today to spend 
Christmas and New Year’s with 
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Raike?, who 
recently moved into their new 
home at Okanagan Mission;
TRAVELLING HOME . . . to 
Brandoii to spend the holidays 
with her mother and grand­
mother, Miss Margaret Crosbie 
left ̂ Friday night. i ‘
MR: AND MRS. R. A. HAR 
LOW . . . of Glenmore departed 
for Vancouver to visit their son 
and daughter-in-law, Mr. and 
Mrs. R. G. Harlow.
TO SPEND CHRISTMAS . 
with her brother and sister-in- 
law, Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Walters, 
Mrs. E. Melcombe arrived in 
Kelowna over the weekend. Mrs 
Melcombe’s son Frank plans to 
arrive Christmas morning.
MR. AND MRS. J. E. MITCH 
F,T.T. . . .  will welcome for the 
yuletide celebrations t h e i r  
daughter and son-imlaw Mr. and 
M rs.: J. Emerson of Moose Jaw, 
Sask.
(■'
ON SALE EVERY FRHIAY 
AT NEWS AOENTS
everywhere in the U.K.
Only 6d per copy
jA
nlitleijQ refeFim i
IVe wish you each-wo wiih you mil— 
the blessioia and bappinoa$ of thia 
Yuletide aeaaon. Our beat wiahea 
tor your l^appineaa now and 
ail through the /Vew Year,
LONG
.  SUPER DRUGS LTD.
5  ' i ■ ■ "  ■
MISS ROSEMARY KING , 
will spend this Christmas with 
her brother and sister-in-law Mr 
and Mrs. C, H. King of Van­
couver. J
MR. Airo MRS. C. DELCOURT 
. . .  of Vancouver are arriving in 
Kelowna /  to spend Christmas 
with their brother and sister-in- 
law, Mr. and Mrs. F. V. Del- 
court.
FROM CAMP BORDEN . , . 
Major Peter T. Acland, Canadian 
Guards regiment. Camp Borden 
is arriving from the ‘E a s t.’in 
time for Christmas and' will be 
on leave here until after the JTew 
Year.
FROM EDMONTON . . .Mr 
and Mrs. J . D. McDonald and 
children have arrived to spend 
the holidays with Mrsi Me 
Donald’s parents, Mr. -and Mrs 
M. J . Tolton. ^
TO ALBERTA . . . Mrs. C. H 
Daly, Abbott St., Is visiting her 
son-in-law and daughter, Dr. 
and Mrs. Weaver, of Bentley, 
Alta, over the Christmas holi­
days.
CHRISTMAS IN CALGARY . .  . 
Mr. and Mrs. D. R. McLeod are 
visiting their son and family, 
Mr. and Mrs. McLeod in Calgary 
during the holiday. .
ARRIVING CHRISTMAS DAY 
, . are Mrs. P. L. Barron and 
son John of Trail to celebrate the 
holiday with Mrs. Barron’s sis­
ter and brother-in-law, Mr. and 
MrSi M." Reidt
MONTREAL (CPi-Hadassln. 
Israel, is a children's village 
ganizM to care for }*ouhg people 
who are eithec ondiancd or come 
from broken homes.
It u; a project of the Canadian 
Hadassah Society.
Mrs. Rachrt Shapiro, co-dircc- 
tor with her husband of the com­
bined village and school, has just 
visited Ottawa and Montreal to 
report on its success, She and 
her husband have spent W years 
working lor children In that re­
gion.
The school looks after children 
from about eight years of age un­
til their high school education is 
completed at 18, It accommo­
dates 400. of whom 300 are board­
ing students.
S P ^ IA L  PROBLEMS 
It has its own particular educa­
tion problems.
-I'welvc years ago when Had- 
Bssln started we were faced with 
the problem of persuading chil­
dren who had survived Hitler’s 
war that they should trust peo­
ple, enjoy the happy time of 
childhood and receive love,” said 
Mrs. Shapiro.
"Now our c h i l d r e n  come^ 
largely from the Middle East and 
from behind the Iron Curtain."
Children f r o m  Communist 
countries have lost their ideals, 
she says. "They believe in noth­
ing, and it's our .job to present a 
new ideal of democracy to take 
the place of the fallen one.” 
Children from Iran. Iraq and 
other ‘ Middle Eastern nations 
also arc taught a new social pat­
ten*. “They have to be made to 
see that a family operates as a 
social unit, not os a despot’s 
kingdom presided over by the 
father.”
TEACH DEMOCRACY
But no matter Where the young 
people come from,' "we must ab­
sorb the cultures,; the prejudices 
and fears of their native country 
and bring them up as one peo­
ple.”
Education in Hadassin is to a 
large extent education for living 
in a democracy, says Mrs. Sha­
piro. The 300 boarding students 
are divided by age into junior 
and youth committees. Each 
holds its, own elections and ad­
ministers the affairs of the part 
’ the village it has been elected
I represent. ..... ..
Half the children are always 
native Israelis, she says. “These 
Israeli children help absorb the 
bloc of newcomers."
The Hadassin graduate at 18 
has three paths open. They can 
continue education at an Israeli 
college or at a teacher’s training 
college- run' in conjunction with 
Hadassin: enter the army for the 
period of' compulsory traihing, or 
enrol in one of Israel’s agricul­
tural village communities,
’A prime purpose of our chll-
TIIE DAILY COURIER 1 7  
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Central - Ffance has some ot 
the world’s largest deposits of 
bauxite, used in manufacturing 
aluminum. >
’"We’ve been 3,000 sW ts away, 
ndTlMs eSsen-
vnars v .
from rural livMig'a u .. 
tial that we instil in our young R 
people a respect, love and under- $ 
standing for the land." tr
A school • run iarq} supplies! 
food for the .boarding istudeuls. 
and last year the farm's 40-acrc 
orange grove netted SlO.OOO 'by 
exporting fruit.
Two of the Shapiro’s three chil­
dren. ft married daughter ,and ? 
teen-age so.!, arc Hadassin grad­
uates. A third child, ah ctght- 
year-old btiy. is a student there.
Making her first visit to North 
America, Mrs, Shapiro said she 
is "fascinated’’ 'by all she has 
seen.
"Your children, particularly, 1 
like. Tliey ire  happy,'as children 
should be; secure, as they are 
able to be in Canada, and eager 




487 Leon Ave. Kelowni
g/41 this joyoas seaMOp ̂  tako 
great pleasure in thankiogyoa 
for your loyal pattoita^ . 
and in wishmg ytm and your fiiaiUy.' 
a very Meny Christmasl
YOUTHS FIGHT, JOSTLE
CHATHAM, Ont, <GP)—PoUce 
are  investigating a brawl involv­
ing four youths outside the com- 
muhity centre'befe'^unday night. 
Police Chiel Claire ,Bagnall said 
about 40 or 50 teen-agers, includ­
ing  ̂some Negroes, jostled around 
the fight, but there was “no indi­





Wc have lined up:
—  best dance band in the valley —
JOE KONN and HIS RHYTHM KINGS
— • best food
—  bek crowd
—  best decorations
It's the Kelowna Baseball Association New Year’s Dance 
at the Legion Hall. ,
Get your ticket and’table reservation with yoiir crowd now 
at TV CENTRE AnD APPLIANCES; 441 Bernard ^
......
If la attain our phatuto to 
thank you moat alnearotf /or yo w  
paat patronage. Wo tried to aervo you 
ivcll- tvo hopo to aetve you even bettet






w r  CHiasniws! mi
'\ A{1 aboard for o tool old-fctthionod 
Chrialmctt. ovdrOovrlng with joy and good 
cfa«Mr. H«f«*0 hoping theit tho 
hopplnesti of tho HoUdoy Sooooa wilt 
linger In your heart for o long time to comc-
TO TRAIL . . .  Spedning tjie 
Christmas holidays with rela­
tives in Trail are Mr. and Mrs.
A. E. Haynes, Willow Ave.
FROM VANCOUVER , . . Mr. 
and Mrs, D, H., Carr-Hiltbn and 
children have arrived from Van­
couver to , spend Christmas with 
Mrs. Carr-HUton's mother, Mrs, 
Frank Rushton, Leon Ave.
HERE FOR HOLIDAYS'. . . 
Miss Alwilda Mincttc motored 
from Vancouver at the weekend 
to spend Christmas at the home 
of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. , 
J . P. Mincttc, on Glenn Ave. \ 
Arriving Christmas morning 
will be Mr. and Mrs. Minnette’s 
son Ronald, UBC, student, also lor 
the holidays. Both will return 
t o . Vancouver after the New 
Year.
AT GRAND FORKS . . . Rev. 
and Mrs. D. M. Perlcy left Mon­
day to spend' t)ie holiday with 
their son and daughter-in-law. 
Dr. and Mrs. Perley, at Grand 
Forks.
TO SASKATCHEWAN . . . Mr. 
and Mrs. Peter Schellcnbcrg left 
by car Sunday to spend tho hoU 
day season with Mrs. Schollcn 
oerg's parents, Mr. and Mrs, 
l^crs , at Leader, Sask.
FROM UBC '.. . Ralph dc- 
*fyffor is here from UBC to spend 
the holldoys with his parents, 
Mr. and Mrs. Max dePfylfcr.
HERE FOR HOLIDAY WEEK 
. ,*Mr. and Mrs. S. Rowlln 
and family aVc guests of the 
letter's parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. 
B. Hugnes-Games, for tho holi­
days.
A WEEK IN CALGAHY 
Mr. and Mrs, E. M. Carruthers 
are spending the holiday week at 
Calgary, guests of their son and 
Ills family, Mf* Mrs. Howard 
Carruthers,,
VISITING SISTER . . . Miss 
Eleanor Palmer is the K»cstK of 
her sister, Mrs, Max doPfyffcr 
and familyi^ for the holiday sea­
son. '
WE WISH YOU
; H E A L T H  
W E A L T H  
'H A P P I N E S S









m APSEY GENERAL STORE
MMWifkkldMMMikia^^
CLEAR SLUMS
HALIFAX (CP) -J  Premier 
Stanfield sold Monday the Nova 
S^tia government will outhorlzo 
arovIncTol'; fuilds'' for a |0.(MK),(MN) 
joint clty-provinclal-federal Kliitn 
elearancn project pn U>o edge of 
tb« ;<lowi»U)wiii. buiinei)) district* 
The plan Involves clearing nine 








i W i n n i
WITH PROFESSIONAL RESULTS 
. .  SAVE HALF THE COST
It's easy now to keep your rugs 
clean, sanitary and sparkling with 
bcamyt Just rent our'Clarke Rug 
Shampoo Equipment and mt 
,professi6nal reiults at half the 
coni (̂ Uick, easy, and safe.
M ay every star in the heoveni* 
every joyful Christmoi hymn, <svery 
:,v greeting from the heart remind v l 
of the true deep meaning, the in* 
spiring mestoge of Christmas.
DAY'S FUNERAL SERVICE
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A M ID  INTERNATIONAL FEAR
• , V \
Canada-U.S. Good 
Policy Example To World




our friends our 
wannest wishes 
for onlunitcd Holiday 
Joy and bountiful Christmas blessings.
i
ROYAL BAKERY
STORE S21 HARVEY AVE. BAKERY 511 BERNARD
i9a £
 ̂jr ijfe r noiiaai 
|reefinĵ  fo all
^ o r  every­
one, we wish a Christmas 
Season glowing with good 
cheer, enduring friendships 
and cherished m em ories.
s
'A
By GEORGE KnCHEN 
Canadian Fress Staff Writer
WASHINGTON (CP) — Qinada 
and the United States continued 
in 19S7 to set an example of good 
ncighborliness for a world beset 
by the fears and prejudices of 
cold war politics.
Even the strains of the Norman 
case, which produced diplomatic 
sparks b e t w e e n  Ottawa and 
Washington for a brief period last 
spring, failed to disturb the easy­
going relationship between two 
nations often described as the 
best neighbors in the world.
The election last June of a Pro­
gressive C k i n s e r v a t l v e  gov- 
cinment in Canada stirred sharp 
interest here, with some U.S. ob­
servers wondering if its pro- 
British tendencies might hamper 
co - operation, but the months 
rolled by with little effect on dip­
lomatic, cultural and commercial 
exchanges between the two.
The new government sent a 
cabinet committee here to dis­
cuss with the U.S. government 
Canada's worrles-over U.S. wheat 
disposal policies and its chair­
man, . Finance Minister Donald 
Fleming, later told reporters 
Canada in the future would have 
much less to complain about.” 
INTERESTS DIFFER 
Canada’s preoccupation with 
the towering deficit she suffered 
in her American trade drew little 
attention in the U.S., where in­
terest was concentrated on the 
strength of the Canadian dollar, 
developments in industry and nat­
ural resources and the invest­
ment possibilities north of the 
border.
However, with what may be an 
awakening of congi-essional inter­
est in Canada, the House foreign 
affairs committee in December 
sent one of its members. Con­
gressman Frank Coffin of Maine, 
to Ottawa and Montreal to evalu­
ate Oanadian complaints about 
U.S. policies. Coffin will make 
another trip north early in the 
new year.
Defence cooperation continued 
at a high level with the riSuiUS 
of an agreement to pool open- 
lional command of Canadian arid 
American air defences, with an 
American as chief and a Cana­
dian, Air Marshal C. R. Slemon. 
53. of Ottawa, as his deputy. De­
tails still are be|ng , worked ou t 
Headquarters for the new inte­
grated command are in ColoratU* 
Springs, Colo. , j
NORMAN IMPASSaC
Relations b e t w e e n  the two 
countries were placed under their 
greatest strain in y tars last 
March when a  U.S. Senate. in­
vestigating sub-committee so u ^ t 
to label Dr. E. Herbert Norman, 
Canadian ambassador to Egypt, 
as a Communist Norman, who 
had been cleared by the Canadian 
government when the sub-^m- 
mittee aired the same charges in 
1951, committed s u i c i d e  two 
weeks latex;
Canada fired off several diplo­
matic protests to W ashin^n 
over proposals to raise tariffs, In­
cluding one, still pen^ng at ttie 
year-end, to increase'The duty on 
imports of lead and rinc. The 
U.S., for its part, urged C^nkda 
to remove a tax imposed last 
January on the advertising rev­
enues of Canadian editions of 
U.S. magazines.
J o h n  Diefenbaker, Canada's 
new prime minister, conferred 
briefly with President Eisen­
hower In October when he visited 
Washington with Queen Elizabeth 
during her royal visit. Diefen­
baker would say later only that 
they discussed "matters of mu­
tual Interest."
Joint construction of the S t 
Lawrence seaway, scheduled to 
open in the spring of 1959, pro­
ceeded smoothly but the two 
countries were unable to reach 
agreement In several meetings on 
methods of using, to the best ad­
vantage of both countries, the 
waters of rivers which flow 
across the intemationai bound-
. TORONTO (CP) — The Christ­
inas, day broadcast by the Sov­
ereign to all parts of the British 
CdmmoQweslth marks its 2Sth 
anniversary this year.
The late G e c ^  V broadcast 
the first'one in 1832. There was 
no royal message in 1936, file 
abdication.
I This year Queen EUzabetii is 
giving her message by television 
ks well as radio, to be carried 
by both British TV networks. 
The Queen’s first live television 
broadcast. %as made from Ot­
tawa last Oct. 13, the day before 
she openied the new Canadian 
Parliament.
WORLD-WIDE FEATURE
On radio, it ■ Is also the 25th 
anniversary of the BBC’s round- 
the-world Christmas day pro­
grams. an hour - long presenta­
tion that precedes the Queen’r  
message, file latter starting a t 10 
am. EST. Canada’s contribution 
includes Lester B. Pearson, for­
mer external affairs minister, 
speaking from Ottawa.
‘ The Commonwealth broadcast 
this year reviews the quarter- 
century as well as looking for­
ward in welcome to the new. 
countries marching towards inde­
pendence in the Commonwealth, 
and those which have recently at­
tained it. .
On Canadian television, the 
CBC has a half-hour prelude to 
the Queen’s message—a feature 
narrated >by'‘Sir Laurence Olivier 
with music specially composed 
and played by the Rqyal Phil­
harmonic Orchestra.
The 15 minutes taken by the 
Queen’s television presentation in 
Britain will be filled in on Cana­
dian TV by the direct radip 
broadcast illustrated by still 
photographs.
ACROSS CANADA 
Canada’s own cross-country ra­
dio Christmas roundup — Christ­
mas Almaiiac — will run from 
12:15 p.m., to 6 p.m., on the 
trans-Canada network. The pro­
gram will usie ihore than a dozen 
commentators .from such wide­
spread points^ as Newfoundland, 
Vancouver Island and Elisesmere 
Island in the Arctic.
Highlights of the .Canadiah 
Christmas feature include choirs 
in Halifax, Montreal, .Toronto. 
Winnipeg and Vancouver singing 
together on the .air with an or­
chestra In-Montreal, and at the 
close the bells of 12. churches all 
across^Canada, first individually 




6  .baimed pbar halvesJ.Raisins and plmtcnto 
bout 4 os. white cream cheese 
Drain' syrup'from pears, meas­
ure and add water to 'm ake 1̂  ̂
cups.. Bring to* boi), add Jelly 
powder, stir until dissolved, ^ u r  
Saif of Jelly into 7 by 11 inch 
pan. chiU until set. .
Arrange pear halves, cut side 
down on firm' gciB tin..I^r in .r^  
malhing gelatin, leaving rounded 
surface of pear uncovered. Us­
ing 'phunp raisins and bits of 
piroiente. make a face on each 
peat'. Cut triangle of red plmiento 
and place above pear, for hat, 
Features will adhere' better if 
dipped. first in. a .litfie gelatin 
mixture. Chill m’crnight.
Cut into squares, one pear face 
peri serving, plfcq on lettuce. 
Soften cream kheese with a litUq 
milk, whip\^imtil : fluffy. Using 
decorating tube, start at ope side 
of Santa's headi pipe the cheese 
to make .decoration for hat and 
whlskerik v - • ■
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mdy from the phUatebe section 
of the post office deportment in 
Oitwaa. Identifying marks were 
removed from new blocks of 
stamps several months ago. -
FROM JACK SERWA
SERWA BULLDOZING I
I  BOX 43 —  KELOWNA ^
ti- ■ . ■ -  e
any Ancient Customs 
Used In Celebration
By GERALD FREEMAN
Canadian Press Staff Writer
Canadians at Christmas will 
gather up the customs of the 
many lands of their origins in a 
nation-spanning mosaic of devo­
tion and good cheer.
From Atlantic to Pacific the 
^ m e  is the same: Religious re­
joicing, imabashed sentiment, 
Santa Gaus, excited yoimgsters, 
laden dinner tables and the an­
cient music. But the variations 
are as endless as the original na­
tionalities.
The French traditions of the 
Quqbec habitant and the Anglo- 
Saxm customs of Newfoundland
In the best traditioii of 
the season and in its wanoest spirit̂  we 
eictend to you and yours sincere wisher 
for a Yuletide ajslow with good chee^
BENNY'S SERVICE LTD.
VERNON R D. PHONR 3380
BEST WISHES
To A ll The .Comrades
—• from — •
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fishermen have been in the New 
World for 400 yeark 
The turkey is becoming the 
Christmas staple even in remote 
Quebec hamlets where the old 
.ways are strongest. But many 
families still sit down to pate a 
la viande—a pie made of pork, 
onions and spices—or ragout la 
pate de cochon—pork-leg stew. 
TIME FOR WORSHIP 
Gifts are exchanged either on 
Christmas or New Year’s Day in 
Quebec, depending on the individ­
ual family. WhUe Christinas is 
largely given over to worship, 
New Year’s is a time for social 
celebration. But the morning is 
reserved for the paternal bene­
diction,
Children receive a benediction 
from their priests Jan, 6—LitUe 
Christmas. This is "le Jour des 
rol,” the Day of Kings, when the 
kings of the East traditionally 
reached the Christ child's man­
ger.
In Newfoundland conventional 
celebrations are taking over in 
St. John’s and the larger centres, 
but in isolated outports, espe­
cially those of Labrador, the old 
customs remain strong. Mum­
mers still wander the roads—vil­
lagers in fantastic dress and 
masks who visit their neighbors 
to dance, play guessing games, 
sing and enjoy the old outpori; 
hospitality.
Christmas celebrations follow 
modern lines in thq other Atlan- 
i:ic. provinces, although in Novn 
Scotia' apparitions, akin to the 
Newfoundland mummers still' 
turn up in some towns on Christ- 
mos Eve. Hotel parties are be­
coming popular.
FAVORITE DISHES 
Thq Dutch in Onjnrlo keep 
Christmas n's a truly religious oc- 
cnslon  ̂ But they treat themselves 
to VKcrstkraris," wreath-shaped 
pastrlc.<i made of almonds, sugor 
and butter topped with glazed ap- 
pricot Jelly, kiiig and cohdira 
fruit.,:' '')  > ' '
Italian'Canadlon tables In On­
tario include pahettone, n fruit 
bread made with jreast and us­
ually imported from Milan. It’s 
customary for families to visit 
their oldest members, and adults 
exchange gifts of sugar candy 
and liquers.
Tholr Christmas dinner In­
cludes ravioli, macaroni, nrtl' 
chokes and peppers along with 
the usual trimmings. Christmas 
Eve fish dinners ■ feature'"Cnpl- 
lone,” a fish of the eU family.
Finnish - Canaulnnk celebrate 
witik n turkqy or ham dinner 
lional dish. This is dry, cod 
soakixl for several weeks te a 
solution nnd later boiled with qalt 
ond served with n  white create 
sauce. Dessert is rice pudding. 
UKRAINIAN ClMTOMa 
Ukralnian-Canadinns I n On- 
terio nnd the West begin th d r 
celebrations with the appeamntet 
Of .the nortli tto r  Clurlstmas Eye, 
er te served of 12 meat* 
dishes represenilng the 12 
S)|)«Ue.s. A single candle repre- 
Ung the Iter Ihal guided the
I, f W  M M  " v t*  .1  '
i " 2 k  ' " , '  I , ' V ' I i| ^ ' ’ ’" I , ,
Three Wise Men is placed in a 
window. '
The Christmas tree has been 
adopted by Ukrainians and 
stands in the living room along 
with a sheaf of grain of symbo­
lize'prosperity in the new year 
and a bundle of straw, a token 
of Gxrist’s manger.
Beginning Christmas Eve, the 
most solemn of the season, the 
'Ukrainian - Canadians celebrate 
for 14 days, climaxing'with the 
feast of Jordan, or Little Christ^ 
ma^.
A favorite dish is Kutia, com­
prised of whole grain,' honey, 
nuts and poppy , seeds. I t  is 
cooked and served 'with other 
dishes including; dumplings,, fish, 
cabbage rolls and’borsch, a meat 
soup.
WHITEHORSE
In Saskatchewan and'Alberta 
the Christmas season is marked, 
as elsewhere, by special church 
services, Christmas trees, decor­
ated homes and lawns.
At Regina aiid Edmonton the 
Dutch-Canadian St. Nicholas, ac­
companied by "Black Peter,' 
rides a white horse to city hql [ 
qnd presents the mayor with 
gift of cheese. ' " V
The Chinese and J'apanese 
Christian communities in Van­
couver follow the traditional wes-̂  
tern style.
‘The orthodox Doukhbbors In 
southeastern British Columbia 
celebrate a simple Christmas. 
The elders go to church in the 
morning aiid. spend the rest of 
the day at home. Younger Qouk- 
hobors sometimes exchange gifts 
|ind put up trees, but not 
eat turkey.
The Sons of Freedom section
Having 'a Christmas children’s 
party? Well, here's a salad thht 
wiU add to their Jun and at the 
same time provide wholesome 
eating. Even if you aren’t parti'^ 
cularly artistic with a decora­
ting tube, the salads will be in­
stantly identifiable as Santa 
Oaus and the kids will love them.
Canned pears halves are mould­
ed in plain lemon Jelly, with .pim- 
iento triangles for a hat, raisins 
for eyes, buts of plmiento for 
nose and mouth. Fluffy white 
cream cheese makes Santa’s hat 
trim and bushy beard. It you 
are not too adept with a decora­
ting tube, you can do a reason­
ably effective Job with the tip of 
the spoon.
SANTA CLAUS SALAD
1 package lemon jelly powder 
l^cups hot water and syrup
STUDY MARRIAGE
TORONTO. (CP) — Dr. R .^ .  
Hosking, general secretary of the 
national council of the YMCA of 
Canada, 'Will be the chairman of 
a United Church of Canada com­
mission to study Christian mar­
riage and divorce, it was an­
nounced Monday.
ON SALE AGAIN 
OTTAWA (CP) -  a am p  col 
lectors will still'be able te pur­
chase ^staipps from blocks wifii 
identifying marks. Postmaster- 
General William Hamilton- said 
Friday in the Commftes, hqt
of tee Doukhobors adheres 
strictly to religious observances, 
prayers and chants.
Roast caribou is the traditional 
Christmas fare in the 'Yukon and 
Northwest Territories. '
The RCAF helps mark Christ­
mas iii the far north by flying in 
Christmas trees and Christmas 
food to isolated communities. The 
Indians aiid Eskimos of tee norih 
have no special Christmas, cus- 
bms'of, their own, but witn th® 
,.elp of the- RCAP and the.RCMP 
they eagerly attend parties, dres­






[ has appreciated your 
patronage during 1957 
and wishes to take this’ 
opportunity to wish all 
his friends a. very sin­
cere
I Com plim ents'
I - ,  .
I o f the Season
(; ... ' 
r John and Irene Lewis
I lAKESHORE STORE
J , Your Es?p Dealers ,
I On tee Vemon Road 
f between Winlield-Ciyama
&ii0 )SiwwaiSMiMnaiiiSihM
W« wish all our 
CuiAomers and Friends a
M erry Christmas
and a
Happy N ew  Year
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I'holiday 
I joy eomi 
S your wayl
Greetings^
W infield Garage I
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[ STA N D A R D  SER V IC E.
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We’re happy to be here 
too, in this Peachland 
Clwisimas Section, and to 
extend Best Wishes in the 
days and years; to come.
ppti' arid Lorraine 
■ Byhre V*
Wish thelip many 
I  friends a <
( ’ l i r i s l m n s
TREPANIQt 
. STORE i
J’w t  ha l te* F iteM aad
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Winfield wi| OKANAGAN CENTRE I




; this festive season .gets 
into fun swing, we take 
pleasure in wishing you a 
full shaieof its joys and bleSBifigs.
WINFIELD CONSTRUCTION
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MR. AND MRS. RUSS HAW­
LEY and family decorate their 
tree in preparation for another 
festive season. The children al­
ways look forward to Christmas 
decorating ns it seems to add 
to the holiday spirit. Russ is 
presently «mployed by the
Manufacturers Life Insurance 
company. From loft to right 
they are: Russ, Marion, Ken* 
noth and Kay.
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GETTING READY for Santa ' ' ‘little helpers” in decorating the 
Claus arc Barbara and David i Clvristmas tree. Soon the tree 
Robson, w ho were mother^* | will be finished and'the gifts
placed under It all ready for 
that big morning.
a  ^
PUTTING THE FINISHING 
touches to their holiday decora­
tions are Mr. and Mrs. Len
Cuddeford and two sons, Donald I tional Christmas tree ns well M 
(left) and Roy. Most families Interior and exterior houso ao» 
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MU, AND MBS WAl.TKR .!, ChrUdmas in'^Glcnmore this I 0 |K:r)i»le,s on orchard. «N well «*
HOIIUEN and donghter- Ifew- 
«rlcy-Ann« will bo celehrutina
ri.-.t u!!  ' te i 
j vcor. W diur. who has tMren In | i 
KcIowjm for 30 yearti, owns and I
■i V ' f
tuddtng down a |o b  an m govern­
m ent employee. ,
MR: AND MRS. JIM PATIIR- 
,SON nnd non Gordon nro evio- • 
brattng Iheir second CIu IsIokis 
in Clenmnrc. J lm 'i broUtcr*
Bill Is fdsO sharing in the fest- 
tivRle». Left to tight they nun 
Anne, ('nndon. BUI and Jtm. 
'ihia will bo tho Jlrsl Ctirlstmhs
for Utile Gordon, who is sevc« 
months old.
Photon by Irving Goibjf
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It's Easy to place a Daily Courier W ant Ad ~ Ph 4
In Memoriam
IN LOVING MEMORY OF our 
moth«r.' Mrs. Mary FilatoU aiHi 
our stcf^fathcr Mr. Nazar Fila* 
toff, wijo passed away Monday, 
December 24, 1958.
‘Tboae wc love 
Shall never die.
But crow nearer in our hearts. 
As the days go by.”
Ever loved and remembered by 






FOR SOMEONE AWAY 
From Home
Salta’s Right! News from home 
in the form ol a Gilt Subscrip- 
tion to this newspaper. wUl make 
a  wonderful present for that son 
or daughter in college^ the loved 
one in military service or former 
resident who lives in a  distant 
city.
I t is so easy to order . . . Just 
call and give us the name and 
address of the person you wish 
to remember.
We will announce your gift with 
a  colorful Holiday Greeting, and 
begin delivery at Giristmas. 




Cars And Trucks 
For Sale
WATCH -CARS AND TRUCKS 
for saUT^tbere are some great 
bargains listed every issue of the 
Courier: 32-lff
SACRIFICE SALE ~  1957 FORD 
half ton> Less than 2.000 miles. 
Can<be Rnanced. Can be seen at 
801 Wilson Ave. 100
FOR SALE OR TRADE ON 
English Model. 1950 Chev. Sedan, 
excellent condition. Phone 4096.
100
TUES.. DEC. 24. 1M7 THE DAILY 4XIUR1ER 20
DAILY CROSSWORD
FOR SALE — ’54 FORD IN ex­
cellent condition^ Phone 7565.
101
Auto Financing
CAR BUYERS! BEFORE YOU 
buy your new or late model car 
see us about our low cost fi­
nancing service, available for 
either dealer or private sales. 
Carruthers and Meiklc Ltd., 364 
Bernard Avenue, Kelowna. B.C.
102
Articles W anted
TOP MARKET PRICES PAID 
for scrap iron, steel, brass, copper, 
lead, etc. Honest grading. Prompt 
payment made. Atlas Iron and 
Metals Ltd., 250 Prior St„ Van­
couver, B.C Phone PAcific 6357.
M-TH-tf
GET YOUR TICKETS FOR THE 
Kelowna Baseball Association 
New Year’s Dance at TV Centre 
and Appliances. 441 Bernard Ave.
101
ELDERLY GENTLEM.AN PIA­
NIST. would.like to correspond 
with a party interested in dis­
cussing- classical music. Box 
3241 Courier. 102
FOR SALE — ONE PAIR NOR­
WEGIAN Steel Edged Skis with 
racing harness, six foot, eight. 
Can be seen at 1978 Abbott St. 
or phone ^ 4 .  100
BEDROOM SUITE WITH Beauty 
Rest mattress, nearly new. Elec 
trolux and attachments. Phone 
2661. 99-101-102
Business Personal
PRIVATE PARTY WISHES TO 
borrow $33,000. Will repay at 
$300 a month. Will give first 
mortgage on 3 homes in a city, 
valued at $60,000. References. 
Write Box 3 ^  Courier. 100
FOR SALE—WOOD AND COAL 
Kitchen Range with connections 
for hot water. Apply 589. Roanoke 
or phone 7550. 101
BOYS’ BICYCLE, GOOD CON­
DITION. Apply Cabin 7, Lake- 
view Motel. 105
PIANO TUNING — 50 YEAR’S 
experience. Prices reasonable 
B. D. Pope. Leave orders at 
Bew’s Appliances, 551 Bernard 
Ave. 104
CHRISTMAS SPECIALS 
Dry bush wood, 2 cord load $24 
one cord $12.50. Phone 2824 or 
8815. 103
IB. YOU WANT THE BEST 
guaranteed TV Repair Service 
Call a t Rex TV Repair D ept, 249 
Bernard Ave. Phone 3405. tf
GOOD FIR SAWDUST 
MEDIATE delivery
FOR EAST AND RELIABLE 
watch repairs, call at Rex Watch 
and C ^ k  Dept, 240 Bernard 
Ave. Phone 3405. ' tf
DRAPES MADE EXPERTLY 
Free estimates. Doris Guest. 
Phone 2481. 104
Help W anted
WANTED — GIRL FOR General 
office work. Shorthand not es­
sential. D. Chapman and Co 
Ltd. 105
For Rent
TWO OFFICES ABOVE BEN 
NETT’S Store, oiie facing Ber­
nard Ave. Newly decorated, 
Floors tiled, halls finished, of­
fices will be painted to suit 
tenants. These offices offer heat, 
lights and are an ideal location, 
Apply office at Bennett’s  Store.
* 1 0 2
APARTMENT-THREE ROOMS 
kitchen, livingroom, bedroom i 
bath. Downtown apartment. - 
ply office Bennett’s Store. 102
FOUR ROOM SUITE NEWLY 
decorated, furnished, heated. Air 
conditioned. Private entrance. 
Phone 3104. , tf
TWO ROOM SUITE IN BELBE- 
DERE. Furnished or imfumish- 
cd. Apply 564 Bernard Ave. or 
phone 2080. ' ___  tf
WARM FURNISHED 





5 ROOM HOUSE WITH FULL 
plumbing for rent in Rutland. $35 
a  month. Phone 6995. TF
SUITES -  ONE FIVE-ROOM 
suite; one three-room suite. A] 
ply Lakeview Motel. II
W anted To Rent
WANTED APARTMENT
Have client from the prairie 
wanting Vernon Apartment. Must 
show 10% or better.
For quick sale contact 
D .E. NUNN, Salmon Arm Realty 
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FLYING TIGER CHIEP ILL 
TAIPEI, Formosa (AP) —• Re­
tired MaJ.-Gen. Clatre L. Chen- 
nault. leader of the wartime Fly­
ing T i g e  r  s. disclosed Monday 
ttiat he is suffering from cancer 
of the lung. Chennault, 67, organ­
ized the Flying Tigers, an outfir 
of American fliers, before the 
Japanese attacked Pearl Harbor




DRY SLAB AND BUSH WOOD 
for sale — Phone Ivan Spletzer at 
6367. 108
DRY BUSH WOOD, DEUVER- 
ED, $14 a cord. Phone 3257,
101
DRY FIR BUSH WOOD. ANY 
length. $14 a cord. Phone 3850.
105
Building M aterials
ESMOND LUMBER CO. LTD. 
for aR Bidlding Supplies. Special­
izing in Plywood. Contractors 
Enquiries Solicited. Phone or 
Wire Orders Collect. 3600 E. 
Hastings St., Vancouver. B.C. 
GLenbum 1500. tf
Pets and Supplies
PEDIGREED . BEAGLE PUP­
PIES, 8 weeks old. Ideal CHirist- 
mas present. Phone 3539. L. P. 
Chatfield, Box 79 West Bench. 
Penticton. 100
Farm Produce
DAILY GRYTOQUOTE — Here’s how to work it:
A X Y D L B A A X R  
is L 0  N G F E L L O W
One letter simply stands for another. In this sample A is, used 
for the three L’s, X for the two O’s, etc. Single letters, apostrophes, 
the length and formation of the words are all hints. Each day the 
code letters are different.
A Cryptogram Quotation
HAJB JB HAR AWIIJRBH YP EYQHWCB,
PYQ AR JB WSYUR RURQVHAJDL AR 
lYBBRBBRB — UYCHWJQR.
Yesterday’s Cryptoquote: MEANS NOT, BUT BLUNDERS 
ROUND ABOUT A MEANING-POPE.
, NO poust; pif«y,
VOUVE REAP A LOT 
LATELV ASOUT 
NEEPRXSOEWnSTS 
















usm..Aa I Djow is mke ^
AINT NO SOEMUFIC VWY TO 
UNSALT SOU? Oii STEW WHEN 
THEZE  ̂TOO MUCH IN ITI...LOOC.
WHILE i o m  vans nothing >
6UT PLAYING V0->O WHH VOlR : 
ADAM’S APPLE, GO OVER TO 
THE STOKE AND GET M\£ A 
BOTTLE OF WHITE VINESARf
ImSOENCE 
OFCoomsis 
fm s m m s T ! '
during the weekead.raccordla| to 
reports reaching h u e  Monday. 
Hundreds of homes /were washed 
away in Um rains, twhidk zrdned 
more than 20,600 acres pt crops 
and disrupted road |ind  r«u com­
munications.
FLOODS KILL 18
COLOMBO, Ceylon (Reuters) 
Eighteen persons died in wide­
spread torrential rain and floods
FAIN11NGS/ARRIVE 
NEW YORK (AP)~A collection 
of as oil palnttnga by Sir Winston 
Churchm valued7at $100,000, ar­
rived today for it series of exhibi­
tions in the U.S.7and Canada. The 
first exhibit opeja jran. 22 in Kan­









FRESH EGGS DAILY 
Special until Friday — 3 dozen 
eggs $1.00; 1 dozen eggs 40c. Free 
delivery every afternoon. 895 
Wardlaw Ave. Until 9 p.m. phone 
8720 or 4575. tf
MclNTOSH APPLES 50c PER 
BOX. Bring your own container. 
Cascade Co-operative Union, 462 
Smith Ave., Kelowna, B.C.
100
FRESH EGGS DAILY -  895 










I  OPERATOR REQUIRE^ FOR 
fully equipped hotel cafe in 
, South Okanagan town. Ref- 




PoU ce------------------ Dial 3300
Hospital------------ .... Dial 4000
Fire H all--------- - Dial 115
Ambulance ____   Dial IIS
MEDICAL DIRECTORY 
SERVICE
If muble to eontaet a^doctor 
Dtol 2728
By B. JAY BECKER 





4 8 6 3
V A K J
♦  AJ1075  
4102
WEST EAST
4 A Q J102  4 7 5
4 7 5 4  4 8 6 3 2
♦  32 4 Q 6 4
4 J 7 4  4 Q 8 6 8
SOUTH 
4 K 9 4  
4 Q 1 0 9
♦  K98  
4 A K 9 5
T h e  bidding;
North East South West 
1 4 ,  Pass 2NT Pass
3NT
Opening lead—queen cf spades. 
How should Souths play this 
hand at three notrump against 
the queen of spades lead? If wc 
look at all four hands, the an­
swer is easy. All that needs to bo 
done is to win the spade lead, 
finesse East’s queen of diamonds 
and wrap up five notrump.
The only trouble with this is 
that in actual life you don’t see 
all 52 cards, but only 26. The 
location of the queen of diamonds 
is unknown, an d ' without this 
knowledge, nine tricks are not 
sure to make. If the spade lead 
is won and the diamond queen is 




No white apace. 
Minimum 10 worda.
11 Insertion —— perword 8« 
8 consecutive
Insertions per wotd 2yi$




I (One tnsMtiSi Inch
Uvea IDS IncU jts
ittmthSw, RM month 
line .  BOO mottlh
'i ' *>' I
DRUG STORES OPEN
Snndaya, Holidays and 
Wednesdaya 
8 pan. to 5:30 pm.
OSOYOOS CUSTOMS HOURS 
, Canadian and American 
'Customs 
21-hour service.









LONDON, Ont. (CP)—The per-
down one.
Yet, declarer has a sure way 
to make the contract even if he 
misguesses the location of the 
queen of diamonds. The entire 
nroblem of how to play the hand 
is solved if declarer simply ducks 
the queen of spades.
Regardless of what West’s 
holding is, or what he does next, 
nine tricks are guaranteed. South 
is in no danger if a losing spade 
suit is not run against him. Duck, 
ing the spade lead prevents this 
from happening.
Suppose West’s hand is sucl 
that he continues with spades. 
The king is taken and the dia­
mond is finessed so that only 
East can win the trick. If East 
turns out to have the queen, he 
will either have a spade to re­
turn or not.
If he has no spades. South has 
ten sure tricks. If East has a 
spade, to return, then West can­
not have started with more than 
four, spades, thus assuring nine 
tricks.
: Suppose, also, West’s hand Is 
such that he discontinues spades 
after winning the queen. Let’s 
say he shifts to a heart. Declarer 
wins in dummy, leads the jack of 
diamonds, and finesses.
If West wins with the queen, 
declarer has nine guaranteed 
tricks. If the jack of diamonds 
holds the trick because East has 
the queen, the finesse is re­
peated and declarer makes ten 
tricks.
Nothing can stop the contract 
if the opening lead is ducked
and others found it was interfer-
YOUR HOROSCOPE
S t a rs
ennial Yuletide argument over 
who’s going to operate the elec­
tric train—father or son — has 
been abolished by a grdup of 
men here.
They formed the London Model 
Railroad Club in 1938, and now 
have nine members, who must be 
over 18 years of age. This ensures 
that junior can’t cut in on fath­
er’s fun.
The club uses o-guage tracks, 
built to y4-inch scale. This size, 
while more expensive than smal­
ler guages, offers more advan­
tages to the serious enthusiasts 
interested in o p e r a t i n g  tech­
niques.
”It gets pretty noisy here,' 
says Bill Young, a charter mem^ 
ber and secretary. ’’Even though 
^ the  trains operate on electricity, 
iflthey still sound a lot like real 
trains although in miniature.”
BIG SETUP
Club members build many of 
their own locomotives and cars. 
Others are bought in kit form. 
They have designed and built all 
the tracks, switches, buildings 
and tunnels as well as the land­
scaping.
Now they are building a new 
oop which will give access to a 
new line, adding 300 feet of track 
to their system.
To prevent collision and short 
circuits, members designed and 
b u i l t  a complicated electrical 
blocking systbm.
The club owns a railway sys­
tem running on nearly 1,300 feet 
of track, with-175 pieces of roll­
ing stock, including eight diesel 
and eight steam locomotivejs as 
well as dozens of switching poinjs, 
a roundhouse, two model towns, 
lift bridges, tunnels and ah op­
erating board with a control pa­
nel and room for four operators 
at once.
Meetings are held twice a week 
all year round. In the original 
quarters, a third - storey room 
measuring 68 by 28 feet on, down­
town Dundas Street. Besides the 
present nine, a number of other 
men lhavc -been members over 
the years. Some moved away,
ing with their family life.
Members make frequent visits a  
to other clubs at Windsor, Ham- S' 
ilton and Toronto, as well as E 
those in nearby United States cit- 5 
ies. ^  S
Visiting night at the London 
club is the first Thursday in each | 
month.
A  G ood O ld 'fa s h io n ^  C hristm as  
to  ^ O tt and ^ o u r$
M R . AND MRS. BEN SCHLEPPE
558 ROWCLIFFE a y e .
BEAR HUNHNG
Spring is the favored time for 






CHICAGO (AP) — AA un-
usua l' (^ristm as party avbs 
held Mqn<i|ay, with the guests 
—horses — s t u f  f i n g  them- 
selves with carrotsi
It Was the annual Yule 
party for old horses that pull 
the coal carts and junk wng- 
, ons along the streets of the 
Near South Side. Tlio party 
started in a vacant lot and 
moved to . i c v c r n l  livery 
atablas in the area.
*1110,0011 p eruclty society, 
'Which sponsored the jmrly.
FOR TOMORROW
A fine spirit of congeniality 
prevoils now, yet some influences 
warn against emotional tension. 
You can avoid trouble by avoid­
ing ’’touchy” subjects. Bo care­
ful, too, when in crowded areas; 
also while travelling.
FOR THE BIRTHDAY 
If tomorrow is your birthday, 
your horoscqpo, indicates that, 
where business matters arc con­
cerned. the next three months 
favor the accompUshment* of dif­
ficult tosks. Do not hesitate to 
tackle new ventures how and 
take steps, also, to strengthen 
your financial position. You arc 
currently In a cycle Which sUmu 
latcs new Ideas and progreuive- 
ncss, so make the most of it. Re­
sourcefulness and ingenuity will 
redound greatly to your .credit. 
PERIODS OF S T R lm  
Domestic concerns should run 
smoothly during most of the year 
ahead, put be alert to possible 
periods of stress In March and 
October. You can avoid them
'd idn ’t  have enough gifts for 
nU , thCi, horsca at the party. 
But 12 of the horsca got new 
blankets,
I I  DIB IN BUS CRASH 
MEDELLIN, Colombia tAP) 
Fifteen penwhs were hilled and
through tact and understanding.' 
Look for .stimulating social ac 
tivlties and a chance to travel be 
tween May nnd September; a 
Sood financial break in Novcm 
jer. Avoid extravagance, how­
ever. Don’t be ovcr-opUmlstlc 
ever. Don’t let over-optimism off 
set your better judgment.
A child born on this day will be 
friendly, sincere and highly cf- 
ficlcht.
’.SPY” CASIPAIGN 
MOSCOW (AP) — A new cam 
pnign against Western ’’spies” 
marked the 40th anniversary 
Monday of the (ostablishmcnt of 
Soviet state security forces. Sev­
eral papers carried warnings to 
the Soviet people not to talk 
freely, cspedally witlr western- 





from Call to sp«i»l
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A Gay and Glorious 
CHRISTMAS 
To All
At this time we cordially 
express our appreciation of 














Extends season’s greetings 
to all their many friends.





We wish yon the best 
In 19581
IWASHITA CO.
C K O V - R A D I O  . 
CHRISTMAS PROGRAMS
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 2i 
(EVENING)
7:00—News
7:30—Santa Claus Rides 
Again
8:00—Christmas For Evo 
8:30-rStnr of Rothlchcm, 
0:00—Wax Works 




10:30—A Christmas Carol 
11:30—Night Before
Chririmas , 
12:00—Hail Prince of Pence 
12:30—Carols for Christmas 
WEDNESDAY^




7:00—Her Majesty the 
Queen
7:30-Chrlstmns Program 
8;0O—Lawrence Wclk " 
8;30—Lolly Too Dum 
.9:00—News
0:05—S|M>naor Greetings 
















DEC. 25 (a.m. to p.m.) 







2:00—Story of Christmas 











8; 30—Walter Bchuman 
7:00—(Queen’s Rcbroadcait, 
m w s ■ '
7:30—CBC Introduction, 





9:10—A Christian Contort, 





lUSO-UBC Christmas Digest 
11:45~Chrlstmas .Copals. „
l,M> ' . 1 '
I





IttM O N T O N  (C P)-A  05-ycar- 
4 ld  Edmonton man, a pioneer in 
itorthem  Ontario and Alberta. 
lyidL'a bobby—spanning with raw 
WOOL
f  Harry Calvert has made many 
Iweatcrs and become an expert 
S lter beginning the hobby at 70 
Dg a life of lumbering, rail
building, homesteading and weU 
drilLng."'.- '; ■'
Mr. Calvert, native of Coiedoo. 
Out., and son of a jMethodist 
minister, moved to Panry Sound. 
Ont. when 12. In the winter be 
was 1  ̂ trail cutter in the bush 
and in the summer helped direct 
timber booms down river to 
Georgian Bay sawmills.
After working on the first raQ* 
road from North EUiy to Sudbury, 
Ont.. he moved to Alberta in 
1892 with the Parry Sound colony 
and homesteaded. L a t e r  be 
bought a farm in the CMpman. 
Alta., area and began' to drOl
water wells....
For the last.two years he has 
been living in Edmonton with a 
daughter. Mrs. A. J . Halns. and 
baa been able to devote much of 







British Busine  ̂ Plans Major 
Assault On Canadian Market
By RABOIXt MORBISON
CaaadiaB Preaa Staff Witter
LONDON (CP)-BriU in has aU 
the appearances of preparing a 
major assault on the Canadian 
markeL
Hef ability to export'ls consid­
ered by experts to be better iww 
than it has ever been.
Government d e f e n c e  orders 
have been reduced to release 
more machines and labor for ex< 
port trade. Powerful Industrial
' T O  
' ALL OUR 




Strohm's Barber and Beauty Shop
2974 Pendozi
May Christmas joy 
bloom brightly in your 
heart and home, 
may happy mcmorici 
of Uic season be yours 
to cherish.
I h t H
i i o o m
M i l e t
NOBTHWEST TEBHITOBIES
ARCTIC CHRISTMAS DROP
stage where the Qbw of goods sup- 
pears to be larger-than can be 
absorbed by her traditional mar­
kets.
She must therefore strive to in­
crease her sales abroad or face 
the prospect of a shutdown of 
some of li«r machines and a 
growth in unemployment. 1 
Britain not only, is looking to 
Canada for increased sales but 
also to the United States and 
other countries. But the feeling
A S a e i ^ f i d i
0ff<oo4in$h€$ 
that yoar happkett 
wUhuvtrshnakl
An RCAF aircraft from Namao, 
near Edmonton, is making the 
annual Christmas supply drop of 
gifts and supplies to lonely Arc­
tic outposts.
Working out of R ^ lu te , on 
Cornwallis Island 1 , ^  miles 
northeast of Edmonton, the bar­
rel-chested C-119 Flying Boxcar 
scheduled drops to numerous sta­
tions; mostly manned -by about 
eight federal transport depart­
ment employees and United Stat­
es weather station men.
Arctic stops included Isachsen, 
Eureka Sound, Mould Bay, Al­
exandria Fiord. Pond Inlet, Arc 
tic Bay. IglooUk, Hazen Lake. 
Sachs Harbor and Grise Fiord.
Each station receives about 600 
pounds of food and parcels, drop­
ped by parachute from a height 
of 400 feet.
plants have sprung up from the I berileaders is that Canada 
ashes of .the S e e ^  World War. ~
Goods are being turned iHit on a 
scale . never before attained In 
peacetime.
Undoubtedly, we will produce 
more goods in 1958 than ever be­
fore.” says Sir David Eccles,
Britain's trade chief. "We have 
our eyes on Canada.'*
A big selling mission is being 
accumulated to move into Can­
ada early next year. Industrial­
ists are talking about advertising 
campaigns and new Canadiap 
sales and servicing offices. Man­
ufacturers who never before sold 
in Canada have suddenly become 
Interested.
Typical is the comment of Sir 
Cecil Weir, chairman of the Brit­
ish Tabulating Machine Com­
pany. who told a reporter:
"We've never had much to do 
with the Canadian market. Now 
we’re definitely going to open uo 
offices. We’re going to get at It 
straight-away."
What has caused this sudden in­
terest In Canada? At least two
H IE  D.AILT COURIER 
t TUES.. DEC. 21. 195722
provides the b e a t  immediate'' 
chance ol obtaining « substantial 
increase.
Though on the over-all picture 
she exports more than she im­
ports from the world, Britain tra­
ditionally has faced a deficit in 
trade with Canada. Last year 
Britain purchased some 1^.000.- 
000 worth of Canadian goods, but 
sold only 1484,000,000 worth to 
Canada.'.
In 1958. the situation may tend 
to turn a different way. Britain 
has no hope of completely bal­
ancing trade with Canada, but 
she Is confident she can narrow 
the gap. Her chances of doing so 









I Canada Too Leads W orld  
1.... In Uraniu^n Production
factors are apparent First is the 
interest aroused by the British | 
tour of the Canadian trade ml 
sion and Prime Minister Dieien-t 
baker’s suggestion of a switch of 
15 per cent in Canada’s imports 
from the United States to Britain.
The second is that Britain’s in­
dustrial productiem—strength ol 
her economy—now'has reached a
BOWLADROME
By JOHN E. BIRD 
Canadian Preaa Staff Writer |
OTTAWA (CP) — Canada in 
1958 likely will ring up another 
_  i in - T  raifirst In the atomic energy field
265 LAWRENCE AVE. PH O N E 287Z 8 —western leadership In produc-
^  Thk a m S S e d  development 
foUow the startup in 1957 of 
this country’s NRU nuclear reac­
tor, regarded as the free world’s 
most powerful atomic research 
tool.
The completion of NRU (Nuc­
lear Research Universal) high­
lighted C a n a d i a n  scientific 
achievements in 1957. Running a 
close second was a National Re­
search Council development—an
5s?
ity economically from the atom.
Atomic power plants in Can­
ada must produce electricity at a 
cost of six mills of kUowatt 
hour to be competitive with coal­
burning power stations. The t y ^  
of atomic power plants now in 
operation in Britain come no­
where near this figure and would 
not be economic in Canada.
■fhe NRU reactor will be used 
for experiments associated with 
the development of an economic 
reactor to meet Canadian condi' 
tions.'Other tests will bg conduc­
ted with a small, low-power reac­
tor which went into operation in 
late November, Known as the 
pool test reactor, it is designed
igdSdtt s Q ite e iin ^ i
and Happy New Year from 
H E R M IE  «nd A L IC E  Faramoniit Block
O.K. Typewriter Sales and Service
automatic crash position iadica- to samples of uranium fuels 
tor for aircraft. which will power future atomic
nYTQQYAWT fiYTlIPPVQI!' |furilSC6S
The 1957 scientific year ended Canada's ^success in developingatomic power sta- 
fi®" ^tso wm depend oh results 
Operation of an experimen- 
in the^ world of science, M d theLgi power plant to be built on the 
launching of two Soviet earth sat- Ottawa' River 150 miles north- 
ellites caused much soul search -^5^® , S tew a 
ing in this country on the ques-r® . “  .vr
tion of current facilities for train- 
ing scientists, , engineers and Construction ' of the p l a n  t, 
technicians.  ̂  ̂ ^
Canada’s 1958 uranium ' output rstration, is expected to start next 
is expected to move ahead of pro-1 nhd it is hoped that the plant 
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I rent leading western producer to 
an annual rate of between 14,-
000 and 15,000 tons,^-compared 
with some 4,750 tons in 1957, The 
UtS. produced slightly more than 
18,000 tons this year.
“There is tittle doubt that Can- 
lada can assume the leading posi­
tion in the world production of 
uraniupi," says the f e d e r a l
1 mines department. ,
Known reserves of uranium ore
{In Canada amount*to 225,000,000 
tons containing 237,000 tons of 
metal. This compared with 60,- 
000,000 tons of ore in the U.iS. 
with a uranium content of 150;'- 
|00(r tons.
Eldorado Mining and "Refining 
jLimifed, crown 
purchases and markets uranium, 
will sell concentrates and metal 
to at least four countries and Is 
negotiating sales to other west­
ern nations.
|U.S. BIO BUYER
NPD will not produce eco^
nomic electric power. Neither 
will a larger plant to be built on 
experience gained from NPD 
However, information from the 
operation of the two plants along 
with tests on NRU is expected to 
result in construction of an eco­
nomic station between 1966 and 
1970.
NRC’j„crash position indicator 
is an" ingenious device which 
sends out a radio signal after an 
aircraft has crashed. R is car­
ried on the tail assembly and 
falls away from the aircraft on 
impact. It floats if the plane 
crashes in water.
Canada’s contribution to the In­
ternational Geophysical Y e y  will 
keep some 100 scientists fully oc 
cupied’ in 1958. IGY research 
thik country is designed to un­
lock more secrets about the 
weather, radio blackouts, cosmic 
rays, gravity, magnetism, causes 
of earthquakes, the sun, the ion  ̂
osphere and the advance or re­
treat of glaciers.
The 1957 scientific year also 
was highlighted by a major Cana­
dian achievement of international 
significance. Largely through the 
efforts on NRC, the world stand­
ard of length — the metre—soon 
will be m easu re  by wavelengths 





Many conscientious parents mas might do better to supplant 
and teachers are wondering Santa Claus with the Creche as









whether we should continue to 
promote the Santa Claus myth.
. ,  When I was a young child, my 
agency which parents, who were of the Dunker 
faith, told us there was no Santa 
Claus, They believed it was wrong 
to pretend there was. But I se­
cretly believed In Santa Clus, 
anyway, just as* my playmates 
did. _And, If I recall correctly. 
Most of the exports will be to j I gave up the illusion soon after 
the U.S. The United Kingdom is entering school-just as my play­
buying $115,000,000 worth over a mates did. 
five-year period and West Germ- What Intensifies’ the problem 
any 500 tons under a similar today is that most adults, aided 
agreement. Switzerland also is and abetted by commercial prnc- 
buying uranium metal but the tices, expect children to believe 
amount has not yet been determ- in Santa Claus to an unreason- 
• I ®bly late age.
Export of uranium metal wUl Teachers hesitate to disillusion 
be possible following completion the school child lest his parents 
of a now mill next spring at El- might object. Many parents also 
dorado's Port Hope, Ont., refln- keep In mind the wishes of some 
, , , of their neighbors.
®*®*‘*“P $57,000,000 I'believe that when a child asks
NRo reactor at the Chalk River, if Santa Claus Is a real person, 
Ont., atotnic project operated by the wise teacher should reply, 
the crown agency, Atomic En- "Ask your parents.’’ Ho^y should 
ergy, of Canada Limited, will give parents answer? Aego^ding to the 
Canadian scientists one o f  the dictates of their own conscience, 
best ^ I s  In the western world But I don’t  see how n, jparent, 
to find n wajj to produce electrlb-l asked by a child 6, 7 or oldor if
Santa Claus is real, could hppo to 
maintain thlp child’s faith and 
confidence without replying, "No; 
but we Just pretend ho la."
At ago six, each of our children 
asked ps this question. Wo replied 
frankly, biit kept bn pretending 
With the chiljd os long os ho liked.
After the eldest hod thus been 
told, ho was asked whethek- wo 
should toll his baby sistoir.' "Oh.
I no," was h is ' reply with great 
fcoling. This was the; same reac­
tion of the other; children later 
tvtfen we ;nsked (( we should dis­
illusion the youngest child...
Normally. Santa Clous appeals 
to the Imagination of the child 
froin olwpti age 2 to B,\ During 
those. yeara> tbd toVa world is 
filled with ifanotfutf creatures, 
Santa; Claus n r  kldg of all these 
creatures hffoirda him o lot of fun 
Unless parents have religious. 
reasems to the Contrary, 1 bcUovef 
it Is wise to  ̂inetcnd there' Isi a 
Santo Claus until the child 
gins to doubt his calstonce.
I t  is easy tor an adidt to |dtl|os- 
Oze about the spirit of Santo 
US, Yet whefi a  child aSks if
a q a u s la real, ho’s thinking 
rlilly and itot spiritually, 
JT b W ie t US who call ourselves 
■<»rliMahs?tohdTwaftt''to'''atopjiar
site the stlrttoal- Sfdo of Christo
early as possible.
WINNIPEG (CP) — Work I s  
well under way on a 55*mile per­
imeter road wMch wiU eventually 
encircle the Winnipeg metropol­
itan area.
Purpose of the four-lane high­
way will be to connect highways 
radiating from lyinnioeg. This 
wUl allow through traffic to stay | 
clear of the downtown area and §  
permit residents to go from one IX 
part of the Winnipeg area to' an­
other to avoid congested down­
town traffic.
The route will include, two cros-iB 
sings of the Red River and onejx 
each of the Seine and Assini- 
boine rivers.
In five separate grading pro­
jects started last August about 
18V& miles of the road have been 
graded or partially brought up to 
grade.
The first cloverleaf grade Inters 
change ever built in the province 
will be constructed-. wherO the 
route crosses number 75 highway 
to the south. At the same point, 
the road will cross the Winnipeg- 
St. Paul, Minn., line of the Cana­
dian National and Great North­
ern railways;
The cloverleaf is expected to.Q 
be ooen to traffic by next N o -^  
vember.
A 400 - foot. wide right-of-way 
with a 20-foot boulevard, divider 
between the two inside lanes wiU 
extend all the way around , the 
city. Overpasses will have six 
lanes to handle slowing and ac­
celerating traffic.
The s o u t h e r n ' s e c t i o n  with 
bridges across the Red, Assinl- 
boine and Seine wiU be the most 
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